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The cover of the 2006 Ar-
kansas Women’s Soccer 
media guide was conceived 
by Lady Razorback seniors 
Katie Hamilton and Katie 
Stauffer.  Cover photos were 
taken by David Yerby.  Seat-
ed on the A are Devon and 
Christina Burger.  In front, 
from left to right, are Kate 
Venable, Stauffer, Hamilton 
and Carrie Dillsaver.
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2006 Roster
Alphabetical
No. Name Position Year Exp. Height Hometown (Last School)
4  Whitney Allison F So. L 5-4 Conway, Ark. (Conway) 
22 Jackie Booker GK Fr. HS 5-7 Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville)
6  Christina Burger MF Sr. 3L 5-6 Southlake, Texas (Carroll)
2  Devon Burger D Sr. 3L 5-7 Southlake, Texas (Carroll)
 Carrie Dillsaver GK Sr. 3L 5-7 Claremore, Okla. (Claremore)
9 Megan Fawley D So. L 5-5 Richardson, Texas (J.J. Pearce)
3 Sarah Finn D Fr. HS 5-5 Little Rock, Ark. (Pulaski Academy)
4 Sarah Gwisdala D/F Jr. 2L 5-5 Plano, Texas (Plano West)
  Katie Hamilton MF Sr. 3L 5-2 Plano, Texas (Plano West)
6  Allison Harris D Jr. 2L 5-0 Snellville, Ga. (Shiloh)
9 Alison Harter MF/F Jr. 2L 5-5 Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville)
8 Kelsey Martin MF/F Fr. HS 5-4 Peoria, Ariz. (Sunrise Mountain)
23 Kylee Mesler D/MF Fr. HS 5-7 Boise, Idaho (Borah)
20 Kat Moffett MF/F Fr. HS 5-3 McKinney, Texas (McKinney North)
7 Lindsay Patterson F So. L 5-9 Lewisville, Texas (Lewisville)
5 Kathleen Paulsen MF Fr. HS 5-9 Littleton, Colo. (Faith Christian Acad.)
7 Kim Schleif MF/F Fr. HS 5-7 San Antonio, Texas (Ronald Reagan)
2 Rachel Smith D/MF Fr. HS 5-6 Gastonia, N.C. (Charlotte Country Day)
0 Katie Somadelis MF Fr. TR 5- Oakton, Va. (Tulane)
2 Katie Stauffer MF Sr. 3L 5-7 Tulsa, Okla. (Bishop Kelley)
5 Kate Venable D Sr. L 5-5 The Woodlands, Texas (The Woodlands)
3 Sophie Wentz MF/F Fr. HS 5-5 Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville)
8  Abbey Wilburn MF So. L 5-5 Irving, Texas (MacArthur)
Numerical
No. Name Position Year Exp. Height Hometown (Last School)
 Carrie Dillsaver GK Sr. 3L 5-7 Claremore, Okla. (Claremore)
2  Devon Burger D Sr. 3L 5-7 Southlake, Texas (Carroll)
3 Sarah Finn D Fr. HS 5-5 Little Rock, Ark. (Pulaski Academy)
4 Sarah Gwisdala D/F Jr. 2L 5-5 Plano, Texas (Plano West)
5 Kate Venable D Sr. L 5-5 The Woodlands, Texas (The Woodlands)
6  Christina Burger MF Sr. 3L 5-6 Southlake, Texas (Carroll)
7 Kim Schleif MF/F Fr. HS 5-7 San Antonio, Texas (Ronald Reagan)
8  Abbey Wilburn MF So. L 5-5 Irving, Texas (MacArthur)
9 Alison Harter MF/F Jr. 2L 5-5 Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville)
0 Katie Somadelis MF Fr. TR 5- Oakton, Va. (Tulane)
  Katie Hamilton MF Sr. 3L 5-2 Plano, Texas (Plano West)
2 Katie Stauffer MF Sr. 3L 5-7 Tulsa, Okla. (Bishop Kelley)
3 Sophie Wentz MF/F Fr. HS 5-5 Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville)
4  Whitney Allison F So. L 5-4 Conway, Ark. (Conway) 
5 Kathleen Paulsen MF Fr. HS 5-9 Littleton, Colo. (Faith Christian Acad.)
6  Allison Harris D Jr. 2L 5-0 Snellville, Ga. (Shiloh)
7 Lindsay Patterson F So. L 5-9 Lewisville, Texas (Lewisville)
8 Kelsey Martin MF/F Fr. HS 5-4 Peoria, Ariz. (Sunrise Mountain)
9 Megan Fawley D So. L 5-5 Richardson, Texas (J.J. Pearce)
20 Kat Moffett MF/F Fr. HS 5-3 McKinney, Texas (McKinney North)
2 Rachel Smith D/MF Fr. HS 5-6 Gastonia, N.C. (Charlotte Country Day)
22 Jackie Booker GK Fr. HS 5-7 Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville)
23 Kylee Mesler D/MF Fr. HS 5-7 Boise, Idaho (Borah)
Coaching and Support Staff
Head Coach: ................. Gordon Henderson (Herriot-Watt, 99)
Assistant Coach: ........... Steve Oliver
Assistant Coach: ........... Anna Sanders
Manager: ...................... Jessica Ingram
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 Rachel Smith Jackie Booker Kylee Mesler  Gordon Henderson
 5-6 • FR • D/MF 5-7 • FR • GK 5-7 • FR • D/MF  Head Coach
 Gastonia, N.C. Fayetteville, Ark. Boise, Idaho  Third Season
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Television Roster
 Christina Burger Kim Schleif Abbey Wilburn Alison Harter Katie Somadelis
 5-6 • SR • MF 5-7 • FR • MF/F 5-5 • SO • MF 5-5 • JR • MF/F 5- • FR • MF
 Southlake, Texas San Antonio, Texas Irving, Texas Fayetteville, Ark. Oakton, Va.
 Katie Hamilton Katie Stauffer Sophie Wentz Whitney Allison Kathleen Paulsen
 5-2 • SR • MF 5-7 • SR • MF 5-5 • FR • MF/F 5-4 • SO • F 5-9 • FR • MF
 Plano, Texas Tulsa, Okla. Fayetteville, Ark. Conway, Ark. Littleton, Colo.
  Allison Harris Lindsay Patterson Kelsey Martin Megan Fawley Kat Moffett
 5-0 • JR • D 5-9 • SO • F 5-4 • FR • MF/F 5-5 • SO • D 5-3 • FR • MF/F
 Snellville, Ga. Lewisville, Texas Peoria, Ariz. Richardson, Texas McKinney, Texas
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Media Information
UA Women’s Communications
The University of Arkansas Women’s Com-
munications Office is located in room 02 
of Barnhill Arena.  Office hours are from 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday. 
You can often reach us at Barnhill after 
hours, but if not, please leave a message on 
our voice mail.
A Note About the WCO
The University has separate men’s and wom-
en’s athletics departments.  As such, the 
Women’s Communications Office is sepa-
rate from the Men’s Sports Information Of-
fice.  Please make sure your correspondence, 
facsimiles and requests for Lady Razorback 
athletes are directed to our office.  Listed be-
low are some of the important names and 
contact information in the WCO.
Assoc. Athletic Director/Communications
 Dr. Bill Smith (Northeast La., 984)
 Sports: Basketball
Assistant Communications Director
 Jeri Thorpe (Mankato St., 99)
 Sports: Golf, Gymnastics, Volleyball
Assistant Communications Director
 Phil Pierce (Baldwin-Wallace, 996)
 Sports: Soccer, Track & Field, XC
Communications Assistant
 Deanna Werner (Kalamazoo, 2004)




Director of New Media





Fayetteville, AR   7270
(Same address for overnight
and UPS deliveries)
Facilities/Parking
Lady’Back Field is located at the corner of 
Sixth and California Streets.  Parking for all 
members of the media is in the lot adjacent 
to the field, behind the stands.
Credentials
For the 2006-07 academic year beat report-
ers and staff will be issued a year-long cre-
dential that will allow entry to all Lady Ra-
zorback sporting events.  Visiting media or 
single-game credentials may be obtained by 
contacting a member of the WCO prior to 
game time.  Credentials may be picked up 
at the ticket office at Lady’Back Field.
Photographers
The WCO asks that all photographers at-
tending Arkansas soccer matches please 
keep a safe distance behind the touchlines 
and goal lines.  We also ask that photogra-
phers remain at least 0 yards away from 
either end of both the home and visitor’s 
benches.
Interview Policy
Please contact a member of the WCO to ar-
range interviews with any Lady Razorback 
athlete or coach.  Our office will be more 
than happy to arrange an appointment 
with any of our athletes and coaches.
Postgame Interviews
Head Coach Gordon Henderson will be 
available within 0 minutes after the con-
clusion of each contest.  Player interviews 
can be arranged through a WCO staff mem-
ber and will be held on the field after mem-
bers of the media have spoken with Coach 
Henderson.
Game Services
Arkansas’ press box facility is located on 
the south end of the grandstand and gives 
members of the media a comfortable view 
of the women’s soccer team.  The facility 
is temperature controlled and allows the 
WCO to provide halftime and postgame 
box scores within minutes of the conclu-
sion of a half.
Telephone/Fax/Internet
Phone lines and a fax machine are available 
for working press at Lady’Back Field.  Phone 
lines have access to local lines and -800 
numbers only.  Both wired and wireless in-
ternet access are available in the press area. 
Please contact a member of the WCO about 
accessing Arkansas’ campus network.
Radio Broadcasts
Select Lady Razorback soccer matches are 
broadcast on radio in Fayetteville and on 
the internet throughout the season.  A 
schedule of games will be available prior to 
the start of the season.




PO Box 222; Little Rock, AR 72703-222
Northwest Arkansas Times
479-442-700
Drawer D; Fayetteville, AR 7270
The Morning News of NW Arkansas
479-872-5030
PO Box 7; Springdale, AR 72764
Tulsa World
98-58-8355
PO Box 770; Tulsa, OK 7402-770
Allen Sports Services
479-442-5536
PO Box 305; Fayetteville, AR 72702
Hawgs Illustrated
479-582-3284
7 /2 E. Center, Suite 27; Fayetteville, AR 7270
Arkansas Traveler
479-575-3406




Suite 00, Benton Bldg.; 0802 Executive Cntr. 




4 South First; Rogers, AR 72756
KFSM
479-783-9
PO Box 568; Fayetteville, AR 72702
KHOG
479-783-833
No. 5 N. Church; Fayetteville, AR 7270
UATV
479-575-4053
6 Kimpel Hall; Fayetteville, AR 7270
Who to Contact Regarding Lady Razorback Soccer
Phil Pierce handles all media requests regarding Arkansas Lady Razorback soccer.  Media 
members can expect weekly press releases and updated statistics on a regular basis.  Pierce can 
be contacted at the following:
WCO Office: ............................479-575-3707 Pierce’s Office: ......................... 479-575-7430
WCO Fax: ................................479-575-740 Pierce’s Home: ......................... 479-973-4262
Press Row Phone: .....................479-575-585 Pierce’s e-mail: .................. ppierce@uark.edu
On the Web
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2006 Season Outlook
 With 10 freshmen joining the University of Arkansas soc-
cer team in the fall the youth movement continues for the Lady 
Razorbacks.  It began in 200 with loads of playing time going 
to Arkansas’ younger players.  Hopes are high that this could 
be the year that Arkansas makes big waves in the Southeastern 
Conference.
 Returning is leading scorer and second-team all-SEC for-
ward Christina Burger who tallied nine goals and four assists 
in 18 matches.  She netted four game-winners and was a domi-
nant force on the field.  Also back is senior goalkeeper Carrie 
Dillsaver who has a chance to break every school record that 
Arkansas keeps for goalkeepers with another solid campaign.
STRIKER
 Burger is by far Ar-
kansas’ most danger-
ous threat, but the Lady 
Razorbacks have plenty 
of options.    Joining 
the all-SEC forward is a 
varied lineup of Sarah 
Gwisdala, Alison Harter, 
Whitney Allison or Lind-
say Patterson depending 
on the situation.  Gwis-
dala is quick and plays 
well off Burger’s attack. 
Harter is a consistent goal scorer when on the field, but injuries 
have kept her off.
 Allison took the field in 13 games as a true freshman in 
200 and in limited action assisted on two goals.  The most 
improved player over the course of the past year was Patterson 
and  at -9 can be a major threat both with her back to goal and 
in the air.
MIDFIELD
 Arkansas might be thin from the standpoint of returnees, 
but the three give the coaches confidence.  Katie Hamilton 
played both on the outside and at forward during her career. 
Katie Stauffer was a huge surprise in 200 as she stepped right 
into a starting role at defensive midfield as one of Arkansas’ 
most valuable players.
 Last year, Abbey Wilburn saw nearly every minute of ev-
ery game as a true freshman, leading the team in assists with 
six.  Serving a great cross 
and seeing the field well, 
Wilburn should be the an-
chor Arkansas needs in the 
middle.
 Arkansas obtained 
the services of Katie Som-
adelis this summer after Tu-
lane University suspended 
its women’s soccer program 
due to the effects of Hur-
ricane Katrina.  Thanks to 
an NCAA waiver, Somadelis 
joins Arkansas as a fresh-
man despite a year of colle-
giate soccer giving the Lady 
Razorback midfield an added boost 
from the Tulane starter
 Five true freshmen join the 
lineup.  A two-time all-American, 
Kat Moffett is probably the most 
decorated player in the 200 class. 
The center midfielder won numer-
ous MVP awards and this summer 
took her club squad to the nation-
al championships in Des Moines, 
Iowa.
 Arkansas’ other freshmen mid-
fielders bring strong prep resumes to 
Arkansas.  Kelsey Martin, Kat Paul-
son, Kim Schleif and Sophie Wentz 
each played at the regional champi-
onships this summer.  Arkansas’ coaching staff expects each to 
challenge for a starting spot this fall.
DEFENSE
 The Lady Razorbacks lost two starting defenders to gradu-
ation, but thanks to injuries, it returns three veteran players in 
Devon Burger, Megan Fawley and Allison Harris.  Burger begins 
her fourth season on the back line while Fawley earned a start-
ing spot in 200 playing in ev-
ery contest.  Harris missed the 
200 season to a knee injury 
but is more than ready to step 
on the field this fall.
 Senior Kate Venable should 
see significant time for the 
Lady Razorbacks either in a 
center defenders position or at 
midfield.
 Waiting in the wings are 
freshmen Kylee Mesler, Rachel 
Smith and Sarah Finn.  Mesler 
was one of the best players from 
the state of Idaho.  Smith joins 
the Lady’Backs from the soccer hotbed of North Carolina and 
also has the experience to step right in.  Finn’s play this fall will 
be dependent on her return from spring knee surgery.
GOALKEEPERS
 Dillsaver should be the starting goalkeeper this year and get 
a majority of the play-
ing time, but freshman 
Jackie Booker will push 
her elder at every step. 
Dillsaver’s three years 
as Arkansas’ goalkeeper 
have her on the cusp of 
breaking every record 
at Arkansas.  With the 
help of an experienced 
back line, Arkansas’ 
goalkeeping and de-
fenders could be the 
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The Lady Razorbacks
 At Arkansas – Following a third fabu-
lous season, Christina Burger is a bonafied 
offensive force, the type of player that op-
posing teams game-plan for.  She was was 
named second-team all-SEC, her first all-
conference honor, and the first since Julie 
Williford in the fall of 2003.  With a ca-
reer-best nine goals in 200, Burger moved 
into sixth on Arkansas’ all-time list of goals 
scored (20) and 10th on the points list (48). 
One of Burger’s strongest assets is her abil-
ity to move all over the pitch starting during her career at forward, 
outside midfield and center midfield.
 Burger played in all 46 matches and started all but four of those 
contests.  She scored at least five goals in each of her three seasons.  In 
200, Burger got her career first, then three more game-winning goals 
which tie her for the most by a junior in Arkansas’ 20-year history of 
soccer.  Burger also made a mark on the NCAA record books as a fresh-
man against Kentucky when she scored two times in 1 seconds.  The 
two-goal spurt was the fastest back-to-back goals by a Lady Razorback 
in team history and ranks tied for 18th in NCAA history for a team and 
11th by an individual.
 As a Junior (2005) – Second-team all-SEC • UA junior record for 
game-winning goals (4) • started at forward • 9 goals • 4 assists • 22 
points • 4 game-winning goals • 18 games played • 18 games started.
 As a Sophomore (2004) - Started at center midfield •  goals • 2 
assists • 12 points • 1 game-tying goal • 19 games played • 18 games 
started.
 As a Freshman (2003) - Started at outside midfield and forward • 
6 goals • 2 assists • 14 points • 1 game-tying goal • 19 games played • 
1 games started.
 Pre-Arkansas - Along with her twin sister, Devon, Burger was a four-
year starter for Carroll High School, helping her team to the state finals 
as a freshman and semifinals as a sophomore and junior.  Playing more 
of an offensive roll for the Dragons, Burger set a single-season record 
with 31 goals and 20 assists 
as a junior for 82 points. 
Burger was a member of 
the Dallas based D’Feeters 
‘8 team and assisted with 
her team’s efforts to reach 
several tournament finals 
and championships.
 Personal - Born on 
Feb. 24, 198, Burger is the 
daughter of James Burger 
and Linda Parker.  She has 
two siblings, her twin, Dev-
on, and a brother, James, 















 At Arkansas – A three-year starter at 
left defensive back for the Lady Razorbacks, 
Devon Burger is one of Arkansas’ toughest 
players.  Playing more minutes than any of 
her current teammates, Burger has accumu-
lated 4,930 minutes of action, just 218 shy 
of Arkansas’ total since her freshman year. 
While she will miss the season opener, the 
vice-captain should be out on the pitch for 
each of Arkansas’ other 18 matches.
 Over the course of her career, Burger 
scored once and added an assist for three total points.  Her lone goal 
came in her second career match against Tulsa when she blasted a 30-
yard shot under the crossbar.  She tallied her first assist last season in 
Arkansas’ 2-0 victory over Southeastern Louisiana.
 As a Junior (2005) – Started at defender • 1 assist • 1 point • 18 
games played • 18 games started.
 As a Sophomore (2004) - Started at outside defender • 19 games 
played • 19 games started.
 As a Freshman (2003) - Started at outside defender • 1 goal • 2 
points • 1 game-tying goal • 19 games played • 19 games started.
 Pre-Arkansas - A four-year 
starter for Carroll High School 
in Southlake, Texas, Burger was 
an integral part of the Dragons’ 
run to regional finals her first 
three seasons.  As a club player, 
she played for the D’Feeters 
‘8 squad out of Dallas, Texas, 
and helped that squad to sev-
eral team finals and champion-
ships.
 Personal - Born on Feb. 
24, 198, Burger is the daugh-
ter of James Burger and Linda 
Parker.  She has two siblings, 
her twin and fellow Lady’Back, 
Christina, and a brother, James, 
and is majoring in biology.
Devon
Burger








S.E. Louisiana – 9/18/0
Points ......................... 2
Tulsa - 8/31/03
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The Lady Razorbacks
 At Arkansas – Carrie Dillsaver gradu-
ated from the University of Arkansas in 
May of 2006, but chose to return to the 
field in the fall for her final season of eli-
gibility.  Redshirting behind two veteran 
keepers as a true freshman in 2002, Dillsav-
er earned the starting job in 2003 by beat-
ing out a senior and has yet to relinquish 
her spot.  She could break all but one of 
Arkansas’ all-time records by the end of the 
2006 season including games started, wins, 
minutes played and goals against average.
 In her three seasons between the posts, Dillsaver broke six class 
records and made numerous saves that kept the Lady Razorbacks in 
contests or kept them ahead.  Last season she recorded her second as-
sist on a long punt to senior teammate Christina Burger to also become 
Arkansas’ all-time points leader for a goalkeeper.
 Dillsaver’s career with the Lady Razorbacks got off to a tremendous 
start as she was repeatedly Arkansas’ player of the match.  She recorded 
three shutouts in 1 matches and made 69 saves.  The momentum car-
ried over to her sophomore year where she notched five shutouts in 
19 matches and made a stunning 104 saves while giving up the fewest 
goals by any Lady’Back since the 1991 season.
 As a Junior (2005) – 1.4 GAA • 81 saves • 6-12-0 record • 3 shut-
outs • 1 assist • 1 point • 18 games played • 18 games started.
 As a Sophomore (2004) - UA sophomore records for minutes 
played in goal (12:44), shots faced (234), goals against average (1.44), 
shutouts () and games started (19) • 1.44 GAA • 104 saves • 6-11-2 
record •  shutouts • 1 assist • 1 point • 19 games played • 19 games 
started.
 As a Freshman (2003) - UA record for freshman minutes played in 
goal (1,49) • 1.92 GAA • 69 saves • 6-9-2 record • three shutouts • 1 
games played • 1 games started.
 Pre-Arkansas - A standout all-state performer for the Claremore 
High School Zebras, she helped her team to a district title as well as two 
runner-up finishes and one 
state semifinal.  For her club 
squad, the Tulsa Soccer Club 
‘84, she was a part of eight 
Oklahoma state titles and a pair 
of regional runners-up.  With 
Dillsaver as the anchor, the 
TSC gave up just  points in 
134 games over three seasons. 
As a field player, she tallied 66 
points off 2 goals and 16 as-
sists, scoring three hat tricks.
 Personal - Born on Nov. 
28, 1983, Dillsaver is the daugh-
ter of Joe and Jackie Dillsaver. 
She has one brother, Matt, and 
has her degree in nursing.
Carrie
Dillsaver







Shots Faced .............. 22
Mississippi - 10/3/04
Goals Allowed ............ 4
Three times
 At Arkansas – Katie Hamilton had a 
breakthrough year in 2004, and Arkansas’ 
coaching staff was eager to see what the 
young outside midfielder could do her ju-
nior season.  Unfortunately, a back injury 
sidelined the Plano, Texas, native for near-
ly half the season.  Despite the limited time 
on the field, now mostly at forward, Ham-
ilton did score two goals and add a pair of 
assists for six points.
 During Hamilton’s sophomore year, 
she scored more points from her flank midfield position than any Lady 
Razorback since 2002.  She tallied a pair of goals and assisted on four 
others for eight points including a three-assist game against Southern 
that tied her for Arkansas’ school record for assists in a match.
 For her career, Hamilton started 31 of the 4 matches played and 
her 14 points are tied for second among the 2006 squad for a career. 
She also has one game-winning goal to her credit, a highlight-reel div-
ing header in overtime that lifted the Lady Razorbacks to a key confer-
ence victory over Mississippi State during the 2004 season.
 As a Junior (2005) – Started at outside midfield • 2 goals • 2 assists 
• 6 points • 12 games played • 11 games started.
 As a Sophomore (2004) - Played outside midfield • 2 goals • 4 
assists • 8 points • 1 game-winning goal • 19 games played • 19 games 
started.
 As a Freshman (2003) - Played outside midfield • 16 games played 
• 1 game started.
 Pre-Arkansas - A member of the back-to-back-to-back state cham-
pion Plano West Lady Wolves, Hamilton was a standout on the squad 
taking second-team all-district 
honors as a junior and serving 
as the Wolves’ captain for three 
seasons.  Her Plano West squad 
held a #1 national ranking her 
sophomore and junior years. 
A member of the D’Feeters ‘8 
club team, her skills on the 
pitch placed her in the ODP 
state pool and on the regional 
pool teams between 199-
99.  An honor roll student, 
Hamilton was named to the 
Who’s Who Among American 
High School Students and also 
played varsity volleyball for 
one season.
 Personal - Born on June 
2, 198, Hamilton is the 
daughter of Jim and Mary 
Hamilton.  She has one sister, 




5-2 • Senior • Midfielder
Plano, Texas (Plano West)#11
Game Highs
Shots .......................... 3
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 At Arkansas – Katie Stauffer worked 
her way into a starting spot as a junior 
and was one of Arkansas’ unheralded stars. 
Playing defensive midfield, she was a con-
stant presence for the Lady Razorbacks and 
tallied a pair of assists from her position for 
two points.  While Stauffer’s nagging pains 
allowed her to play in only 1,100 minutes, 
there was no doubt that the Lady Razor-
backs were a better team with her on the 
field.
 Stauffer scored her first career goal as a sophomore in 2004 against 
Oklahoma in a heartbreaking 2-1 loss.  In that contest, she launched a 
shot from the top of the penalty area to score and get the Lady’Backs 
into the contest.  A constant threat from the outside, a healthy Stauffer 
will be key to Arkansas’ success in 2006.
 As a Junior (2005) – Played central midfield • 2 assists • 2 points • 
18 games played • 1 games started.
 As a Sophomore (2004) - Played central midfield • 2o goals • 4 
points • 1 game-tying goal • 1 games played • two games started.
 As a Freshman (2003) - Played central midfield • 1 game played.
 Pre-Arkansas - Stauffer is no stranger to success on the pitch as 
the Bishop Kelley High School grad won four state and three district 
championships.  The Comets held a 46-match winning streak and were 
ranked in the top 10 nationally her senior season.  Not a major scor-
ing threat her first two seasons, Stauffer came into her own as a junior, 
scoring more goals (16) and assists (11) that year than her previous two 
combined.  She returned her senior year to put up another 1 goals 
and 13 assists to bring her ca-
reer totals to 42 goals and 33 
assists.  A two-year team cap-
tain for Bishop Kelley, she was 
a two-time all-state and all-dis-
trict performer.  As a member 
of the Norman Fury ‘8 out of 
Norman, Okla., Stauffer helped 
her squad to a pair of tourna-
ment titles and the state cham-
pionship.  Prior to that she was 
a member of the Tulsa Soccer 
Club ‘8 and twice went to the 
state semifinals.
 Personal - Born on Jan. 
2, 198, Stauffer is the daugh-
ter of Neal and Kathy Stauffer. 
She has two sisters, Shelby and 




5-7 • Senior • Midfielder










 At Arkansas - Kate Venable trans-
ferred to Arkansas from the United States 
Military Academy after a two-year stint 
with the Black Knights.  A starter before she 
arrived in Fayetteville, Venable was a key 
sub for the Lady Razorbacks in 11 matches 
her first season.  She picked up her first ca-
reer start at Arkansas in the season finale 
against LSU.  Playing a defensive midfield 
position, Venable is calm with the ball and 
distributes well.  She could be a key factor 
in Arkansas’ attack in 2006.
 As a Junior (2005) – Played central midfield • 11 games played • 1 
game started.
 Pre-Arkansas - Venable was known as one of the most versatile 
players on the Black Knights’ roster at the United States Military Acad-
emy.  Playing nearly every position on the field in her two years at West 
Point, Venable was a two-year starter, tallying three goals and one assist 
in 38 career games.  As a freshman, she scored all her points, including 
two game-winning efforts.  Her sophomore season saw Venable play 
predominantly defense, tallying 1 starts in 19 contests.  That season 
Army went 8-8-4 overall and 3-1-3 in Patriot League play.
 Pre-College - A native of The Woodlands, Texas, Venable was a 
leader for The Wood-
lands High School team 
where she was named 
the team’s Outstand-
ing Defensive Player 
in 2001.  On the club 
level, Venable was a key 
member of the Chal-
lenge ‘8.  Venable was 
also the valedictorian 
of her graduating class.
 Personal - Born on 
Nov. 21, 198, Venable 
is the daughter of Alan 
and Brenda Venable. 
She has a sister, Jenni-
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 At Arkansas – An ankle injury pre-
vented Sarah Gwisdala from matching her 
freshman season totals.  When she was 
able to get on the field, she was a major 
contributer.  Moving around in her second 
season, Gwisdala played forward and filled 
in at outside defender when needed.  She 
scored her lone goal of the season against 
Alabama to give Arkansas a hard-fought 2-
1 victory.
 As a freshman, Gwisdala was one of 
the Lady Razorbacks’ top scorers.  She was tabbed the SEC’s Offensive 
Player of the Week following a stellar weekend with two goals, one each 
against Vanderbilt and Kentucky, as a part of Arkansas’ best start in SEC 
history.
 Her first season saw the Plano, Texas, native score six goals in-
cluding two game-winners while starting in 16 of the 18 matches she 
played.  Healthy once again, Gwisdala’s speed could be used by Arkan-
sas’ coaching staff either up top or in the back, but her final position 
will not be determined until the preseason.
 As a Sophomore (2005) – Played forward • 1 goal • 2 points • 1 
game-winning goal • 1 games played • 4 games started.
 As a Freshman (2004) - Played forward and outside midfield • SEC 
Offensive Player of the Week • 6 goals scored • 12 points • 2 game-win-
ning goals • 18 games played • 16 games started.
 Pre-Arkansas - A  National Soccer Coaches’ Association all-region 
performer in 2003, she set the Plano West record for assists in a season 
with 22.  Gwisdala has all-state and A district co-MVP honors, two 
Dallas Morning News Athlete of the Week awards and was named Plano 
West offensive MVP.  During her career, the Plano West Wolves compet-
ed in the state semifinals, and 
won regional, area and bi-dis-
trict championships.  Gwisdala 
was also a key contributor of 
the Dallas Texans ‘86 club team 
which ranked as the number 
one club program in the nation 
in 2004.  The Texans won the 
Premier League title and took 
first at the WAGS Cup in 2004. 
While not playing soccer, Gwis-
dala found time to be a part of 
the National Honor Society, 
National Charity League and 
student congress president. 
 Personal - Born on Dec. 
2, 198, Gwisdala is the 
daughter of Jim and Barbara 
Gwisdala.  She has three older 
brothers, Jim, Andy and Joe, 
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 At Arkansas – A two-year starter at 
center back for the Lady Razorbacks, Alli-
son Harris’ junior season ended after just 
180 minutes of play with a knee injury. 
The injury hurt Arkansas in its defensive 
package, but also on set pieces as the -10 
player took most of Arkansas’ free kicks 
from outside 30 yards.
 Recording just one assist her entire 
freshman season, Harris was Arkansas’ 
leading scorer for the beginning of the 
2004 season as she hit for her first career goal against Southeast Mis-
souri State, then assisted on a pair of others in the opening six games of 
the season.
 Possessing the ability to make things happen when she gets the 
ball in the air, Harris’ best assets are her vision of the game and her abil-
ity to step in for the tough tackle.  Rarely caught out of position, Harris 
was instrumental in Arkansas’ defense her freshman and sophomore 
years.
 As a Junior (2005) – Started at center defender • hurt in second 
game missing the rest of the season • 2 games played • 2 games start-
ed.
 As a Sophomore (2004) - Started at center defender • 1 goal • 2 
assists • 1 game-tying goal • 19 games played * 19 games started.
 As a Freshman (2003) - Started at center defender • 1 assist • 1 
point • 19 games played • 19 games started.
 Pre-Arkansas - Harris was a first-team all-Gwinnett County selec-
tion as a junior when she helped her team reach the final 16 of the state 
playoffs for the second straight season.  It was her play with the GSA 
‘8 Phoenix Red that drew attention from Arkansas’ coaches as she won 
a national championship in 2001 as a sophomore and the first of two 
Region III and Geor-
gia state champion-
ships for her teams. 
Harris was also a 
Georgia Select ODP 
player for a number 
of years and played 
three years of varsity 
and one year of AAU 
basketball.
 Personal - Born 
on Sept. 20, 1984, 
Harris is the daugh-
ter of Brian and 
Robyn Harris.  She 
has one sister, Am-
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 At Arkansas – The injury bug has 
plagued Ali Harter’s career, but despite her 
time off the pitch, she managed to score 
four goals and assist on two others in 20 
career matches with one start.  Coming off 
the bench for the Lady Razorbacks in their 
season opener in 200, Harter scored a pair 
of goals, then assisted on another in the 
Lady’Backs’ -1 win over Tulsa.  Sidelined 
from that point on, Harter did make a re-
turn to the lineup late in the season against 
LSU to pick up her second career assist against LSU.
 An excellent weapon for the Lady Razorbacks, especially off the 
bench because of her speed, Harter was used exclusively in that role as 
a freshman and scored a pair of goals in just over 400 minutes of play. 
She proved that she knows how to put the ball in the back of the net as 
she’s done against the likes of Florida, Southern and Tulsa.
 As a Sophomore (2005) – Played forward and outside midfield 
•missed most of season to injury • 2 goals • 2 assists • 6 points • games 
played.
 As a Freshman (2004) - Played forward and outside midfield • 2 
goals • 4 points • 1 games played • one game started.
 Pre-Arkansas - Just the third Fayetteville, Ark., native to be re-
cruited at Arkansas, Harter was the most decorated of her predecessors. 
A member of the state champions and the 1th-ranked team in the na-
tion her freshman year at Fay-
etteville, Harter led her squad 
back to the state championship 
game two of the next three sea-
sons, finishing runner-up both 
times.  As a member of the 
Comets club program, Harter 
won three state championships 
and a pair of prestigious Ozark 
Cup Classic titles her final two 
seasons.  Harter graduated from 
Fayetteville with high honors 
and was active in the Fellow-
ship of Christian Athletes.
 Personal - Born on Jan. 
26, 1986, Harter is the daugh-
ter of Lance and Kim Harter of 
Fayetteville and Liz Harter of 
Springdale.  She has four sib-
lings, Jeff, Megan, Kristy and 















 At Arkansas – One of the hardest 
working players on the field, Whitney Al-
lison never quits on a ball and that attitude 
placed her in 13 games as a true freshman. 
Assisting on a pair of goals, Allison picked 
up her first career point in her first colle-
giate match, Tulsa, in Arkansas’ -1 vic-
tory.
 She added a second assist against Ala-
bama in the key SEC road victory.  Playing 
outside midfield, Allison can also move up 
to forward when needed, giving Arkansas’ coaches an added dimension 
should they attempt to pressure opposing defenses.
 As a Freshman (2005) – Played outside midfield • 2 assists • 2 
points • 13 games played.
 Pre-Arkansas - One of the best goal scorers in Arkansas state his-
tory, Allison netted more than 40 in her four years with Conway High 
School, including 21 her junior season when she set the Wampus Cat’s 
record for goals in a season.  She capped off her Conway career with 
the game-winning golden goal in the Arkansas All-Star Game, giving 
her East squad a 1-0 victory.  As a club player for the Little Rock Fut-
bol ‘8s, Allison’s team won 
the state championship three 
times, advancing to region-
als in each of her first three 
seasons.  She took four CASA 
and Capital City Cup titles and 
again led her teams in scoring. 
An honor roll student, Allison 
was also active in student gov-
ernment, FBLA, debate, speech 
composition and the creative 
writing club.
 Personal - Born on Oct. 
13, 1986, Allison is the daugh-
ter of John and Jennifer Allison. 
She has one brother, John, and 
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 At Arkansas - Megan Fawley was rela-
tively unknown to Lady’Back fans in 200. 
Playing and starting in each of Arkansas’ 
18 games at outside defender, her ability to 
adjust to the collegiate game was one of the 
key factor’s in Arkansas’ success at defense. 
A midfielder by trade, Fawley was thrust 
into the Lady Razorback defense due to a 
season-ending injury to a senior three-year 
starter.
 From her defensive position, Fawley 
didn’t make it into Arkansas’ offensive plans often, but did in the Lady 
Razorbacks’ victory at South Carolina when she sent a nifty pass to 
Christina Burger for Arkansas’ first goal.  As a midfielder in the pre-
season, Fawley scored the lone goal in the 86th minute to give Arkansas 
a well-deserved 1-0 win against Baylor.
 As a Freshman (2005) – Started at defender • 1 assist • 1 point • 18 
games played • 18 games started.
 Pre-Arkansas - Captain of the J.J. Pearce freshman team, she im-
pressed her coaches so much her first season that she was moved to the 
varsity squad to aid in their pursuit of a bi-district championship and 
regional crown.  That season, Fawley tallied seven goals and seven as-
sists for 21 points.  Her sophomore season as a Mustang saw Fawley take 
second-team all-district honors at forward as she won another district 
title and reached the regional finals.  As a junior, Fawley continued to 
improve and this time took first-team all-district honors as well as being 
named to the second-team all-Dallas/Fort Worth team despite moving 
to defense.  Proving her versatility, Fawley earned first-team all-district 
honors for a third time her senior year, but this time as a midfielder. 
During her career she tallied 22 goals and 1 assists for 9 points.
 As a club player with the Sting, she was team captain as her team 
ranked 49th in the country and 11th in the US Youth Soccer’s Region 
3.  Not just active on 
the pitch, Fawley was a 
member of the National 
Honor Society, Who’s 
Who Among American 
High School Students 
and Young Life.
 Personal - Born on 
Feb. 10, 198, Fawley is 
the daughter of Ty and 
Stacey Fawley.  She has 
one brother, Matt, and is 
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 At Arkansas – At -8, Lindsay Patter-
son provides the Arkansas attack a strong 
target at the forward position, and after a 
season of work the Lewisville, Texas, native 
is ready to make huge contributions.  Play-
ing in 13 matches as a true freshman, man-
aged to assist on a pair of Arkansas goals in-
cluding Arkansas’ final score in the season 
finale.
 The momentum gained from a solid 
final third of the regular season rededicated 
Patterson to the game and to her fitness, and her off-season workout 
regemin paid off as she was arguably Arkansas’ most improved player at 
the end of spring drills.  
 As a Freshman (2005) – Played forward • 2 assists • 2 points • 13 
games played • 1 game started.
 Pre-Arkansas - In just two years at Lewisville High School, Patterson 
tallied 26 goals and 11 assists heading into her final season.  As a fresh-
man she scored 1 of those and was named the Dallas Morning News’ 
all-area as well as the District 6-A Newcomer of the Year.  Patterson 
led the squad to a bi-district title that season before missing her sopho-
more year to a knee injury.  Returning as a junior, Patterson returned 
to the starting lineup at center midfield and was named first-team all 
district and the Fightin’ Farmers’ offensive MVP.  Playing her club ball 
as a junior and senior with Dallas Inter, Patterson helped her squad to a 
state cup semifinalist spot 
as a senior.  Prior to play-
ing with the Inter, she was 
a member of the Sting and 
won a Region III title dur-
ing the 2001-02 campaign 
and went to the finals a 
year before.
 Personal - Born on 
Jan. 23, 198, Patterson 
is the daughter of Jim Pat-
terson and Lisa Burns.  She 
has two siblings, Jennifer 
and Jansen, and is major-
ing in criminal justice. 
Her grandfather played 
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 At Arkansas - Abbey Wilburn stepped 
right off the club circuit and into the Ar-
kansas starting lineup in 200.  Playing in 
nearly 1,400 minutes her first season and 
one of two freshmen to start and play ev-
ery match, Wilburn was also an offensive 
threat with one goal and six assists.  Tak-
ing nearly all of Arkansas’ corner kicks last 
season, several of her assists came on set 
play, while others were created by her crisp 
passing through traffic.
 Her best match of the season came against Alabama when she 
scored Arkansas’ first goal to tie the game before the half, then assisted 
on the eventual game-winner midway through the second.  The effort 
in the win earned her Arkansas’ first-ever SEC Freshman of the Week 
honor.  Perhaps a player to put on the preseason watch list, Wilburn’s 
six assists her freshman year rank her third all-time on Arkansas’ all-
time list for first-year players.
 As a Freshman (2005) – Started at central midfield • SEC Fresh-
man of the Week • 1 goal • 6 assists • 8 points • 18 games played • 18 
games started.
 Pre-Arkansas - Not just a quality goal scorer, Wilburn is even better 
when it comes to the assist.  As a junior she assisted on 1 goals, and for 
her career had 30 with 80 total points.  A four-year starter at MacArthur 
High School, Wilburn was named her team’s MVP as a junior and senior 
and was the Cardinal’s captain for two seasons.  Not just recognized by 
her high school, Wilburn was also the MVP for her district at midfield 
in 2004 and then took the utility MVP honor in 200.  Along with her 
years of experience with her club team Inter, Wilburn spent five years 
with the North Texas ODP state team.  Her Inter club won numerous 
championships during her time and went to the state semi-finals for 
three consecutive seasons.  In the classroom, Wilburn was ranked sixth 
in her graduating class 
of 380 and was both the 
science student and fe-
male athlete of the year in 
200.  She was a member 
of the National Honor So-
ciety and named its most 
valuable member.
 Personal - Born on 
March 10, 198, Wilburn 
is the daughter of Cary 
and Linda Wilburn.  She 
has one brother, Brett, and 
is majoring in business.
Abbey
Wilburn












Year GP-GS Min G A Pts GW GTG
Whitney Allison • #14 • Forward
200 13-0 29 0 2 2 0 0
Totals 13-0 295 0 2 2 0 0
Christina Burger • #6 • Midfielder
200 18-18 141 9 4 22 4 1
2004 19-18 14  2 12 0 1
2003 19-1 10 6 3 1 0 1
Totals 56-53 4546 20 8 48 4 3
Devon Burger • #2 • Defender
200 18-18 1643 0 1 1 0 0
2004 19-19 1622 0 0 0 0 0
2003 19-19 166 1 0 2 0 0
Totals 46-46 4930 1 1 3 0 0
Carrie Dillsaver • #1 • Goalkeeper
200 18-18 1641 0 1 1 0 0
2004 19-20 13 0 1 1 0 0
2003 1-1 149 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 54-54 4943 0 2 2 0 0
Megan Fawley • #19 • Defender
200 18-18 1629 0 1 1 0 0
Totals 18-18 1629 0 1 1 0 0
Sarah Gwisdala • #4 • Forward
200 1-4 32 1 0 2 1 0
2004 18-16 1284 6 0 12 2 0
Totals 33-20 1813 7 0 14 3 0
Katie Hamilton • #11 • Midfielder
200 12-11 64 2 2 6 0 0
2004 19-19 1484 2 4 8 1 0
2003 16-1 326 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 47-31 2457 4 6 14 1 0
Allison Harris • #16 • Defender
200 2-2 180 0 0 0 0 0
2004 19-19 1669 1 2 4 0 1
2003 19-19 109 0 1 1 0 0
Totals 40-40 3558 1 3 5 0 1
Ali Harter • #9 • Forward
200 -0 139 2 2 6 0 0
2004 1-1 439 2 0 4 0 0
Totals 20-1 578 4 2 10 0 0
Lindsay Patterson • #23 • Forward
200 13-1 412 0 2 2 0 0
Totals 13-1 412 0 2 2 0 0
Katie Stauffer • #12 • Midfielder
200 18-1 1122 0 2 2 0 0
2004 1-2 46 2 0 4 0 1
2003 1-0 14 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 34-19 1612 2 2 6 0 0
Kate Venable • #5 • Midfielder
200 11-1 29 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 11-1 259 0 0 0 0 0
Abbey Wilburn • #8 • Midfielder
200 18-18 1399 1 6 8 0 1
Totals 18-18 1399 1 6 8 0 1
Goalkeepers
Year GP-GS Minutes GA Avg Saves Pct W L T Sho
Carrie Dillsaver • #1 • Goalkeeper
200 18-18 1641:08 28 1.4 81 .43 6 12 0 3
2004 19-19 12:44 28 1.44 104 .88 6 11 2 
2003 1-1 148:2 33 1.92 69 .66 6 9 2 3
Totals 54-54 4942:19 89 1.62 254 .741 18 32 4 11








 From Coach Henderson - “Jack-
ie Booker is unquestionably the best 
goalkeeper from the state of Arkansas 
this year.  We look forward to Jackie 
challenging Carrie Dillsaver for the 
starting goalkeeper position.  She has 
soft hands and will work unbeliev-
ably hard to achieve her goals.  She 
is also a National Merit semifinalist 
and should continue the academic 
successes of our team.  She has still 
not fully recovered from a knee in-
jury, but she will by the fall.”
 Pre-Arkansas – A four-year start-
er and two-time all-state performer 
for Fayetteville High School, Booker 
was a key component to the Bulldogs 
three runs at the state champion-
ship.  Posting goals against averages 
of 0.0 and 0.68 her sophomore and 
junior seasons, Booker parlayed that 
into a spot on the ODP state U-1 
team.  Booker was also the starting 
goalkeeper for the Arkansas Comets 
club program from the U-12 level to 
U-1, winning a state title each sea-
son, before playing for the U-18 club 
in Tulsa her final year.
 Personal - Born on March 18, 
1988, Booker is the daughter of Mike 
and Merilee Booker.  She has two sib-
lings, Jessica and Mike, and is major-







 From Coach Henderson - “Sarah 
Finn typifies a true hard-nosed de-
fender.  She is most similar to depart-
ing senior Katie Taylor in that she is 
quick, strong and athletic.  She can’t 
wait to get here and will work 110% 
to get to where she needs to be.  She is 
a Lady’Back through and through.”
 Pre-Arkansas – Finn was a three-
time all-state selection and three-year 
all-tournament team member.  She 
was elected as captain of the Bruins 
squad her sophomore season and 
kept the post despite an injury.  In 
three years of high school soccer she 
scored 32 goals and assisted on 18 
others while leading her team to two 
state championships, a state semifi-
nal and three conference titles.  As 
a member of the Little Rock Futbol 
Club, Finn was a perennial leader in 
goals and assists between the U-12 
and U-16 levels before moving to 
defender to help the squad.  Her as-
sistance led LRFC to five state cham-
pionships and four regional appear-
ances.  Finn’s Lady Razorback career 
could be delayed by the lingering ef-
fects of a knee injury that sidlelined 
her for most of her senior season with 
Pulaski Academy.
 Personal - Born on Oct. 31, 198, 
Finn is the daughter of Nicholas and 
Marcia Finn.  She has two older sis-
ters, Jessica and Leah, and is plan-
ning to major in business.  A true Ra-








 From Coach Henderson - “A Re-
gion IV pool player and a great leader. 
Kelsey Martin is fast and incredibly 
strong on the ball.  She rarely loses 
it and passes well.  More important, 
she sees the subtle pass along with 
the longer ones.  She is a hard-nosed 
player who hates to lose.  Kelsey has 
the potential to be the best recruit 
out of this class.”
 Pre-Arkansas – Martin comes 
to Arkansas as one of the first play-
ers ever from the Grand Canyon 
state.  An Arizona ODP team player 
between 2001 and 200, she was also 
a Region IV pool player in 2004.  She 
was named first-team all-region as a 
senior and took her Sunrise Moun-
tain Mustangs to the state champi-
onship tournament.  She has a career 
best of 12 goals and 10 assists in a 
single season.
 Personal - Born on Aug. 3, 1988, 
Martin is the daughter of Randy and 
Lora Martin.  She has two siblings, 
Remi and Haley, and is planning to 
major in nursing.








 From Coach Henderson - “Kath-
leen Paulsen plays on one of the best 
club teams in the country.  She is a 
true center midfielder or forward and 
can play either facing or with her 
back to the goal.  She is best described 
as a smooth player and is comfort-
able under pressure.  She dominates 
in the air and can give us a presence 
that we don’t have right now.”
 Pre-Arkansas – Paulsen was a 
two-sport athlete for Faith Christian 
Academy in Littleton, Colo., during 
her high school days using her -9 
frame to excel at both soccer and bas-
ketball.  On the pitch, Paulsen won 
a state championship her junior sea-
son, tallying 14 goals and 12 assists 
during the campaign.  She guided 
her team to a quarterfinals spot as 
a sophomore and for her efforts has 
been named all-state and all-confer-
ence two times entering her senior 
season.  Playing for Real Colorado, 
Paulsen picked up four state cup 
titles and participated in six region-
als, making the Region IV semifinals 
twice and the finals once.  She was 
also an all-conference performer in 
cross country and the captain of the 
Eagle basketball team.
 Personal - Born on Oct. , 198, 
Paulsen is the daughter of Gregory 
and Patricia Paulsen.  She has two 
brothers, Matthew and Timothy and 








 From Coach Henderson - “Kat 
Moffett comes to Arkansas with a re-
sume as impressive as it gets.  She is 
one of two student-athletes nation-
wide voted both an academic and 
athletic high school all-American. 
Athletically, she has been an all-
American for two years.  Although 
she is one of the smallest players on 
the field, this kid can play multiple 
rolls.  She is composed, confident and 
a natural leader.  She has a great shot 
and is always a leader on her team in 
assists because of her great vision.”
 Pre-Arkansas – Perhaps the most 
decorated athlete in the class of 2006, 
Moffett was the best player for both 
McKinney High School and her club 
teams.  She was one of two athletes 
in the country to be named both 
an NSCAA/Adidas all-American and 
scholar all-American in 2006.  Her 
all-America honor was the second 
of her career, having earned her first 
as a junior.  The district’s newcomer 
of the year in 2003, she took district 
MVP honors as sophomore.  These 
accolades go hand-in-hand with her 
multiple all-county, region and dis-
trict awards.  During her career, Mof-
fett has scored more than 80 goals 
and 0 assists.  On the club pitch, 
Moffett played for several squads but 
in 2006 was instrumental in the Sting 
‘8s march to nationals.
 Personal - Born on Jan. 12, 1988, 
Moffett is the daughter of Sam and 
Sandra Moffett.  She has an older sis-








 From Coach Henderson - “Kylee 
Mesler is very athletic and strong. 
She is a superb 1-v-1 defender and a 
ball winner.  She rarely loses a tack-
le, and brings confidence as well as 
a dominating presence to the team. 
She is a Region IV pool player, and 
when you consider the depth and 
talent in that region, it is a testament 
to her abilities.  She is generally rec-
ognized as the best defender in the 
state of Idaho.”
 Pre-Arkansas – The first player 
from the state of Idaho to join the 
University of Arkansas, Mesler has 
been a standout for years at both the 
high school and club levels.  She was 
a two-time first-team and one-time 
second-team all-conference selec-
tion and twice named most valuable 
player for the Borah Lions.  On the 
club circuit, she was twice named 
team captain of her ODP state team 
and was a leader for the Boise Capital 
Soccer Club.  In seven seasons with 
Boise Capital, Mesler and her team-
mates won six Idaho State Cups, par-
ticipated in US club regionals twice 
and won more than 20 tournament 
championships including the 200 
Surf Cup.  Mesler was also honored 
for her academics at Borah with three 
years on the honor roll, three times 
given the Southern Idaho all-confer-
ence academic award and the IHSAA 
Outstanding Scholastic Award in 
200.
 Personal - Born on Jan. 13, 1988, 
Mesler is the daughter of Dennis and 
Kris Mesler.  She has one brother, 
Darren, and is planning to major in 
kinesiology.









 From Coach Henderson - “Kim 
Schleif will probably play a flank for-
ward position this fall.  She is quick 
with a nose for the goal and likes to 
attack.  Sometimes scoring goals is 
more an attitude than it’s an ability 
and she has that attitude.  She can 
score the scrappy goals in front of the 
goal as well as from the outside.”
 Pre-Arkansas – Schleif has been 
the heart and soul of Ronald Reagan 
High School soccer for four seasons. 
In that time, she led her squad to re-
gional and state finals as well as dis-
trict championships.  She is a mul-
tiple-time all-district selection and 
was named to the state and regional 
teams as a junior.  Playing for the 
Lonestar Soccer Club, Schleif assist-
ed the U-1 squad to a second-place 
finish at the state tournament and a 
wildcard qualifier to the regional.  In-
dividually, she has been a part of the 
ODP state team and regional pool.
 Personal - Born on Sept. 24, 198, 
Schleif is the daughter of Ron and 
Laura Schleif.  She has one brother, 
Ben, and is planning to major in ei-
ther chemistry or business.
Rachel
Smith




 From Coach Henderson - “A real 
fireball, Rachel Smith is very quick 
with a wicked left foot.  She gives us 
a serve and cross from the flank that 
we lack and never gives up on any 
play.  One of her strengths is her ver-
satility and she can single-handedly 
carry the team.  We are expecting big 
things from Rachel.  She plays on a 
very good club team that won a state 
title and she was one of the essential 
components to their success.”
 Pre-Arkansas – A three-year play-
er and starter for Charlotte Country 
Day, Smith had an impressive career. 
As a junior she led her team to an 
18-1-1 record, finishing as state run-
ner-up and was tabbed as an all-state 
selection that season.  She duplicated 
her all-state honors as a senior, but 
instead of leading her team to the 
state finals, she took it a step further 
with a championship, scoring twice 
in the final and netting a hat trick in 
the semifinal match.  As a member 
of the Charlotte Soccer Club, Smith 
won five state age-group champion-
ships including the U-1 and U-18 
titles and played in the state cham-
pionship match every year since she 
took the field at U-12.  Smith capped 
off her prep career by being asked to 
participate in the North Carolina-
South Carolina Shrine game.
 Personal - Born on Oct. 26, 198, 
Smith is the daughter of Marty and 
Tina Smith.  She has a younger sister, 








 From Coach Henderson - “Katie 
Somadelis is very quick and knows 
how to score goals.  She’s not the big-
gest player in the world, but has done 
nothing but score throughout her ca-
reer.  She has consistently been one 
of her team’s top scorers at every lev-
el and is technically very sound.  She 
was coached by one of the nation’s 
top club coaches in Terry Foley.”
 Pre-Arkansas – Among the many 
displaced by Hurricane Katrina, Som-
adelis was a freshman at Tulane Uni-
versity in the fall of 200 before hav-
ing her academic pursuits cut short. 
Playing in 12 games for the Green 
Wave, she assisted on one goal while 
making 12 starts.  For her efforts, she 
was named Tulane’s newcomer MVP. 
The NCAA granted a waver to all stu-
dent-athletes affected by Hurricane 
Katrina giving them their 200 sea-
son of eligibility back allowing Som-
adelis to enter Arkansas as a freshman 
in 2006 and play for four seasons.
 Pre-College – The leading scorer 
for Oakton High School in Virginia, 
Somadelis was a four-time all-district 
and all-region selection during her 
prep days.  She was named to the 
Washington Post’s all-Metro honor-
able mention team.  As a club player, 
she was instrumental in RFC Milan’s 
run to three Virginia state cup titles 
in 1996, ’98 and ’99 and took her 
team to the national tournament in 
2002.
 Personal - Born on June 4, 198, 
Somadelis is the daughter of Michael 
and Ada Somadelis.  She has three 
siblings, Nick, Melissa and Danielle, 
and is planning to major in either 
business or nursing.








 From Coach Henderson - “Tech-
nically, Sophie Wentz is one of the 
best out of Arkansas in a long time. 
She definitely has the ability to see 
time on the pitch this year.  She has 
great vision and distributes the ball 
well.  She is comfortable under pres-
sure and I look forward to seeing her 
develop once she gets into our train-
ing environment.  Her potential is 
unlimited.”
 Pre-Arkansas – One of the best 
players in the state of Arkansas, Wen-
tz was a four-year starter for Fayette-
ville High School and made two trips 
to the state finals and another to 
the quarterfinals during her tenure. 
Named all-state her junior season, 
she was a menace to opposing teams 
with her work ethic and nose for the 
goal.  As a member of the Arkansas 
Comets club team, Wentz took four 
state titles through the U-18 level, 
then moved to the HFC 88 Lundy 
squad in Oklahoma in the summer of 
2006 to play U-19 soccer and helped 
her squad all the way to the South 
Regional tournament.  A strong stu-
dent as well as an athlete, Wentz was 
a member of the National Honor So-
ciety and the Spanish National Hon-
or Society while also finding time to 
be co-editor of the school newspaper 
and a member of Mu Alpha Theta.
 Personal - Born on June 9, 1988, 
Wentz is the daughter of David and 
Andrea Wentz and is majoring in 
communication disorders.  Being a 
Razorback runs in her family as both 
her parents attended the University 
of Arkansas.
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 Entering his third fall with 
the University of Arkansas, Gor-
don Henderson already has the 
sights and minds of the Lady Ra-
zorback faithful on lofty goals. 
Bringing in back-to-back recruit-
ing classes that are among the 
best ever seen in Fayetteville, 
Henderson has his team on the 
cusp of great things as Arkansas 
prepares for the 2006 season.
 Henderson’s first two seasons 
were spent on building the tradi-
tions of the Lady Razorback program including a look to 
the past where he embraced each of Arkansas’ former play-
ers in the form of alumni boards and a weekend of fun 
that culminated in an alumni match.  With the traditions 
in place, and his desire to get his team fit well under way, 
Henderson can focus on his ultimate goal, winning, and 
he feels that his 2006 team has what it takes.
 Henderson and his staff focused on the recruiting trail 
for two straight years where they left no stone unturned 
in searching for the best players not just in the country 
but in the world.  In two years on the job, the Lady Razor-
backs have brought in nineteen players with two receiving 
startng nods their first season and several others entering 
camp with the chance to break into the starting 11.
 Henderson’s stint at Arkansas began in December of 
2003 when University officials scoured the country look-
ing for someone with the passion and drive to take the 
Lady Razorbacks to the next level.  His resume spoke for it-
self as he led several squads to league titles and took Idaho 
State to the NCAA Tournament’s second round.
 Henderson’s player development has been witnessed 
by every team that comes to play Arkansas, but the defini-
tive proof of that came in 2006 when Christina Burger was 
named second-team all-SEC and was among the league 
leaders in scoring throughout her junior season.
 The changes instilled by Henderson in his first year 
were evident in game one as the Lady Razorbacks went out 
with fire in their eyes.  The game one momentum led the 
Lady Razorbacks to one of their best nonconference seasons 
ever.  Heading into the Southeastern Conference schedule 
with momentum, Arkansas got off to a fast start by go-
ing undefeated 
in its first three 
contests for its 




that he has 
taken over a 
program in one 
of the strongest 
conferences in 
the country, he 
also knows that 
it is no time to rest.  One of the first things on his agenda 
was to start a fitness program that was  better than most 
soccer teams in the country.  In its first two weeks of train-
ing, Arkansas’ athletes were pushed to their limits, but 
the pain and pressure quickly paid off.  In just five spring 
games, the Lady Razorbacks were much improved both on 
the field and in their level of fitness.  The culmination 
of all the hard work came when Arkansas forced a 1-1 tie 
with Big 12 runner-up and NCAA second-round partici-
pant Missouri in Columbia, Mo.
 Prior to his arrival in Fayetteville, Henderson was the 
head coach at Idaho State in Pocatello, where in six sea-
sons he amassed an impressive 6-1-11 record.  While just 
over .00 in that span, it is what Henderson’s teams did in 
the final four years of 
his tenure that made 
Arkansas’ search com-
mittee investigate the 
possibilities of bringing 
him to Fayetteville.  In 
that span, the Bengals 
won at least 10 games, 
made three NCAA tour-
nament appearances, 
won three Big Sky tour-
nament titles as well as 
a Big Sky regular-season 
championship.  Those 
final four years saw 
Idaho State pick up 4 
wins to just 28 losses 
and seven ties for an 
outstanding .616 win-
ning percentage.
 For his efforts on the field with Idaho State, Hender-
son was named Big Sky Coach of the Year three times over 
the last four seasons.  His players were not without their 
accolades as well.  Henderson produced 3 all-conference 
selections since 1998 including 14 first and second team-
ers.  His players earned three Big Sky Tournament most 
valuable player awards, six offensive player of the week 
and 12 defensive player of the week honors, two Golden 
Boots for being the league’s top scorer, two Big Sky defen-
sive MVPs and a Big Sky Freshman of the Year award.  Hen-
derson is most proud of the two National Soccer Coaches 
Association all-region players he produced while at Idaho 
State.
 As a team, Idaho State also broke numerous records 
including those for wins and shutouts in a season.
 Henderson spent the first nine years of his career build-
ing programs from their inception into formidable foes, 
and is excited about the challenge of taking an established 
team to the next level.  One of his main focuses at each 
stop has been to build a culture of success to which subse-
quent teams aspire to continue.  That challenge is not lost 
upon his team at Arkansas.  Through a short spring, the 
Lady Razorbacks have already shown significant improve-
Head Coach Gordon Henderson
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ment in their attitudes on the pitch and should continue to improve as 
their success is shown on the scoreboard.
 Not just focusing all his attention on the pitch, Henderson is also a 
stickler for academics and pushes his athletes to achieve both on the field 
and in the classroom.  Over his last two seasons at Idaho State, Henderson’s 
teams earned two National Soccer Coaches Association of America National 
Team Academic Honors.  His attention to the classroom should go hand-in-
hand with the Lady Razorbacks’ success in academia.  Over the past eight 
semesters, the Lady Razorbacks have earned a cumulative grade point aver-
age over 3.0 and have taken three NSCAA Team Academic Honors of their 
own.
 Henderson’s head coaching career began at North Dakota State, where 
he started the program and spent three seasons in Fargo, N.D., between 
199-98.  During that time he earned a 2-24-0 record at the NCAA Division 
II university, and began a reputation as a developer of young players as his 
squad was one of the best in the North Central Conference.  He coached 
two players to NSCAA all-Region honors and produced the NCC Freshman 
of the Year in 1996 and 199.
 Upon leaving his native Scotland in 1991, Henderson came to the 
United States and worked before attending Sonoma State University to get 
his master’s in education.  While at Sonoma, he also served as an assistant 
coach for the women’s soccer program for two seasons.
 Henderson is a United States Soccer Federation State Instructor and has 
earned his U.S.S.F. National ‘A’ License.  In addition he has attained his Scot-
tish National Coaching Badge.
 Henderson was a talented player in his own right.  A forward for Heriot 
Watt University in Edinburgh, Scotland, he was one of his club’s leading 
scorers.  Henderson also spent three seasons with the Scottish National Col-
legiate Team before graduating in 1991 with a degree in physical educa-
tion.
 Henderson and his wife Lisa have two children, Cameron (9) and Ailee 
().  The family resides in Fayetteville.
Gordon Henderson’s File
Coaching History: ... Arkansas, 2004-pres.
Idaho St., 1998-03
North Dakota St., 199-98
Career Record: ............................ 9-98-13
D-I Record: ................................. 68-4-13
D-II Record: .................................. 2-24-0
NCAA Tournament: .............. Three times
Team Honors
Big Sky Championship
Three Big Sky Tourney Championships
Three Big Sky MVPs
3 all-Big Sky selections
Two Defensive Players of the Year
Two NSCAA Team Academic Awards
Two NSCAA all-region selections
SEC second-team selection
Individual Honors
Three-time Big Sky Coach of the Year
Coaching Record
North Dakota State
Year Record Pct. Postseason
Totals 2-24-0 .29 -
Idaho State
Year Record Pct. Postseason
Totals 6-1-11 .21 Three Times
Arkansas
Year Record Pct. Postseason
Totals 12-23-2 .31 -
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 When searching for the 
best coaches to fill his Arkansas 
staff, Gordon Henderson did not 
need to look any further than 
the office across the hall.  One 
of the nation’s top goalkeeper 
coaches, Steve Oliver, was al-
ready on staff, and keeping the 
England native soon became a 
priority.  Starting his eighth year 
at the University of Arkansas, 
Oliver has professional playing 
credentials to back up his teaching ability.
 Since joining the Lady Razorbacks in the winter of 
1999, Oliver has been instrumental in the success of Ar-
kansas’ back line and goalkeepers.  In the spring of 2002, 
Oliver added recruiter to his list of duties when he took 
over Arkansas’ recruiting efforts, and the level of athlete 
entering the University has increased in each year.
 In Oliver’s six years with the Lady Razorbacks’ keep-
ers, his pupils have almost completely rewritten the Ar-
kansas record book.  From 2000 to 2003 Lindsay Haywood 
played more minutes in net than any other freshman or 
sophomore in Arkansas history.  In 1999, Megan Bals was 
superb between the posts, setting freshman records for 
shots faced, saves, shutouts, games played and games 
started.  While their records were lofty, the Lady’Backs 
turned the program over to Carrie Dillsaver in the fall 
of 2003 and have seen the next goalkeeping star’s steady 
march to Arkansas’ all-time records which she has a 
chance to eclipse in 2006.
 Oliver’s mark on the Arkansas defense was immediate 
as he coached the Lady Razorbacks into a cohesive unit 
that cut down by a fourth the number of goals that were 
scored against them.  Several years later, the Lady’Backs 
still keep their opponents off the scoreboard at the same 
margin.
 In 2002, Oliver was 
faced with a new chal-
lenge when he was forced 
to replace two four-year 
starters on defense.  Using 
a freshman and sopho-
more to fill the void, Ar-
kansas matured into a 
unit that over the final 
13 matches was involved 
in four one-goal games, 
three overtimes and three 
shutouts.
 Prior to Arkansas, Oli-
ver spent two years at the 
University of Maryland assisting the team to two NCAA 
tournament appearances going as far as the quarterfinals 
in 199. Oliver’s work helped produced 23 wins to just 
16 losses in one of the toughest conferences for women’s 
soccer, the Atlantic Coast Conference.
 With coaching experience at many levels and in sev-
eral countries, Oliver brings an international flavor to the 
Arkansas system. He has been the head man or an assis-
tant in the United States, England and Ireland.  He has 
worked at the professional, collegiate and Olympic de-
velopment levels.  A student of the game, he has earned 
a pair of international coaching licenses, the UEFA ‘A’ 
license and IFA Goal-
keeping Diploma.
 During the sum-
mer, Oliver works as 
a camp instructor for 
both the University of 
Arkansas Soccer Camps 
and the Terry Venables 
Soccer Schools. He has 
been the director of 
goalkeepers for Terry 
Venables for the past 
five summers. Oliver 
still found time to work 
with the Arkansas Com-
ets club soccer team from 1999 to 2004, recently accept-
ing the Director of Coaching job for the Ingram FC in 
Northwest Arkansas.
 A native of England, Oliver has been coaching in the 
United States since 1989, when he split time between 
England and the States. One of his first U.S. coaching jobs 
was the director of the Soccer Concepts Schools in 1990, 
and he eventually took the director’s job of the World 
Class Soccer School.
 Some of Oliver’s overseas coaching positions have 
included a stint with the Queens Park Rangers, a very 
successful Division I team in England, goalkeeper’s coach 
at the Brentwood Private School from 1991-9 and goal-
keeper’s coach for the Southend United Football Club. He 
also assisted with the National Schools Squad in Belfast, 
Northern Ireland, between 1994 and 199.
 Oliver was a standout player during his playing ca-
reer. In 1982 he signed with Southend United where he 
played for four seasons. Oliver then moved on to play 
one season with the Colchester United before halting his 
professional career. He returned to the field in 199 as 
the back-up goalkeeper for Southend United, while also 
serving as keeper’s coach.
     Oliver and his wife, Katie, have four children: Jessica, 
11; Harry, 10; and the twins Abby and Lizzy, 6.
Assistant Coach Steve Oliver
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 Joining the Lady Razor-
backs in the fall of 2004, Anna 
Sanders begins her third year as 
an assistant coach with the Ar-
kansas soccer team.  A Fayette-
ville, Ark., native, Sanders was 
a standout soccer player for the 
Fayetteville High School Bull-
dogs before heading to the Uni-
versity of Mississippi to pursue 
her bachelor’s degree in exercise 
science.
 Sanders’ responsibilities include recruiting efforts, fit-
ness, film exchange and participating in practice when 
needed.  Her appointment with the Lady Razorbacks is 
her first collegiate coaching position, but certainly not 
the first time she has been on the sidelines.  Following 
her graduation from the University of Mississippi, Sand-
ers went to Cascia Hall Preparatory school in Tulsa, Okla., 
where she was the head women’s varsity coach for one 
season.  In that capacity, she led her squad to one of its 
best seasons ever and was named the Oklahoma High 
School District Soccer Coach of the Year.
 Sanders has also worked with numerous summer 
camps including the Oklahoma Outrage Soccer Camps, 
University of Arkansas Soccer Camps and the Terry Ven-
ables Soccer School.
 Prior to her stint as a coach, Sanders was a four-year 
starter at outside midfield and one of the Southeastern 
Conference’s most tenacious players for the University 
of Mississippi Lady Rebels.  During her four seasons, the 
Lady Rebels won two SEC Western Division Champion-
ships and made their first-ever appearance in the NCAA 
Championship Tournament.  Sanders accumulated 13 
goals and 20 assists for 46 points at Mississippi, all of 
which rank among the Lady Rebels’ all-time best.  Upon 
her graduation from Ole Miss, Sanders ranked eighth on 
the career points and goals charts and still sits tied for 
fourth on the career assists list.  She also ranks second all-
time for assists in a game when she helped four Lady Reb-
el goals in an 11-0 drubbing of Alabama A&M in 2001.
 While playing at one of Arkansas’ Southeastern Con-
ference rivals, Sanders was able to make a pair of trips to 
her hometown and was always excited to see the Lady 
Razorbacks.  In fact, Sanders became somewhat of an Ar-
kansas killer as she acquired one goal and two assists in 
four matches against the Lady’Backs.  As a sophomore she 
played lights out as she helped the Rebels take a 2-1 lead 
late in the first half, then iced the match with a second 
assist in the 6th minute.  Her lone goal against Arkansas 
came in 2001 when she put Ole Miss on the scoreboard 
with a score in the seventh minute in Fayetteville.
 Not just an out-
standing player at 
Mississippi, Sanders 
was also a three-time 
member of the SEC 
Academic Honor 
Roll and was the 
only student-athlete 




 Following her 
soccer career and 
bachelor’s degree in 
the winter of 2002, 
Sanders took an in-
ternship at FITSO, a 
gym in Tulsa, Okla., where she was a personal trainer and 
fitness instructor.  During that time she also coached at 
Cascia Preparatory, before returning to her alma mater to 
pursue her master’s degree in exercise science.
 During the summer of 2004, Sanders took an intern-
ship with the Auburn University strength and condition-
ing department before accepting the assistant coach po-
sition at Arkansas.  Despite her coaching duties, Sanders 
still managed to attend school and received her masters 
degree in exercise physiology in the summer of 200.
 Keeping her competitive juices flowing, Sanders con-
tinued to train and has become an excellent triathlete. 
She won the Arkansas state championship in 2006 and 
took eighth at the 2-29 Age Group Nationals, qualifying 
herself for Team USA at the World Championships. 
 Sanders is the daughter of Tom and Barbara Sanders.
Assistant Coach Anna Sanders
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Lady Razorback Soccer Support Staff
Jessica Ingram - Manager
 After two years on the field with the Lady Razorbacks, Jessica Ingram chose to become Arkansas’ man-
ager.  In that capacity, the Duncanville, Texas, native will be charged with coordinating the video taping of both 
home and away matches, assisting game officials and numerous other duties assigned by the Arkansas coaching 
staff.
 In her brief Arknsas tenure, Ingram played in three matches as a true freshman, then redshirted her 
sophomore year.  Prior to that she was a leader for both Duncanville High School and the Dallas Sting where she 
was a multi-year captain in both regards.  She was named both offensive and defensive MVP of Duncanville’s 
squad in her four years scoring nearly 20 goals and assisting on 20 others in her four seasons.  She was also an 
all-district selection.
 Ingram is currently pursuing her degree in elementary education and is scheduled to graduate with a master’s degree in the 
spring of 2009.
Sean Collins - Assistant Athletic Trainer, A.T., C.
 Sean Collins joined the Lady Razorbacks in 1999 and begins his eighth season as an assistant athletic trainer 
in the Women’s Athletics Department.
 In charge of the soccer team for the past eight years, Collins took on the traveling duties with the club 
prior to the 2004 season as he also worked with the perennial championship contender Lady Razorback cross 
country/track and field squads.  He has also worked in previous years with the Lady Razorback basketball and 
golf squads.
 Collins joined the Lady’Backs from Carroll College, a private Catholic college in Montana where he served 
as the head athletic trainer.  While at Carroll, Collins worked with six varsity sports and approximately 10 male and female ath-
letes.  His duties encompassed all areas of the training room including sport and game coverage, injury rehabilitation, insurance 
and budgeting duties as well as conditioning program duties.  In addition to his training room duties, Collins was also a guest 
lecturer in several athletic training classes as well as serving as a CPR instructor.
 Prior to his work at Carroll College, Collins attended the University of Montana as a graduate assistant working primarily with 
men’s and women’s track.
 In addition to his athletic training certification, Collins is a certified strength and conditioning specialist and holds his private 
pilot’s license.
 Collins graduated from the University of Montana in 199 with a bachelor’s degree in athletic training and completed his 
master’s degree in sports psychology at Montana in 199.  He was married in the summer of 200 to the former Nolynn Suther-
land.
Philip Pierce - Assistant Communications Director
 Philip Pierce joined the Women’s Communications Office in January of 1998 after serving a year and a 
half as an intern for the Arkansas Men’s Sports Information Office.  Since joining the Lady Razorbacks, Pierce 
has worked with five of Arkansas’ 11 sports and is currently teamed with the Lady’Back soccer, cross country and 
track and field teams.  Over the past six seasons, Pierce served as the Media Coordinator for the NCAA Men’s 
and Women’s Indoor Track and Field Championships in Fayetteville, Ark.
 While working as an intern for the Arkansas men, Pierce was the contact for the national championship 
cross-country/track and field program as well as golf.  The Razorbacks won six SEC and four NCAA titles in cross 
country/track while Pierce worked with the program.  Pierce also worked with Associate Athletic Director Bill 
Smith on the creation of the Arkansas men’s athletics web site, HOGWIRED.com.
 A 1996 graduate of Baldwin-Wallace (Ohio), Pierce received a bachelor’s degree in sports management and business adminis-
tration.  While at Baldwin-Wallace he worked in the sports information office for three years working on all of the Yellow Jackets’ 
20 varsity sports.  Pierce was married in the summer of 2006 to the former Stephanie Plichta.
Kevin Jones - Facilities Supervisor
 Kevin Jones begins his 12th year with Women’s Athletics, and is in charge of the upkeep of the Lady’Backs’ 
home facilities.  Jones has several accomplishments to his credit since joining the Lady’Backs.  He has earned 
several awards for his turf work, including national recognition in 1998, 2000, 2002 and 2003 from the National 
Fastpitch Coaches Association/Turface Grounds Crew Field Maintenance of the Year award.  Jones is also a mem-
ber of the Sports Turf Managers Association (STMA).
J.C. Moreau - Strength and Conditioning Coach
 Joining the Lady Razorback staff in the summer of 2004, J.C. Moreau begins his third season with the 
Lady Razorbacks.  Formerly at the University of Memphis, Moreau is in charge of the strength and conditioning 
for all 11 Lady Razorback teams.
 While an assistant at Memphis, Moreau was placed in charge of the Tigers’ soccer, cross country and vol-
leyball teams as well as the men’s sprinters.  He also assisted with Memphis’ football and baseball programs.
 Moreau began his career at Colgate University in 1999 before making stops at Lafayette (Pa.) College and 
Memphis.  A certified sports performance coach, he graduated from Colgate with a degree in history in 2000. 
He is currently pursuing his master’s degree at Memphis in human movement science and education.
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2005 Season in Review
 The University of Arkansas’ 2005 soccer season got off to 
a tremendous start and shed light on the future.  The Lady 
Razorbacks’ underclassmen dominated the scene with junior 
Christina Burger the focal point on the attack.  Despite being 
marked at every turn, she scored nine goals and 22 points to 
earn second-team all-SEC honors.  Freshman Abbey Wilburn 
started every match of her first year and led the Lady Razor-
backs in assists while taking SEC 
Freshman of the Week honors 
in mid-October to become the 
first Lady Razorback to accom-
plish the task.
 Injuries were the Lady Razor-
backs’ ultimate downfall on the 
year as junior two-year starter 
Allison Harris went down after 
game two withan ACL tear, ju-
nior Katie Hamilton missed a 
good portion of the year to a 
back injury and senior captain 
Andrea Sparks missed all but six 
matches to a debilitating knee 
injury.  Those ailments coupled 
with the day-to-day nagging 
injuries sustained during the 
course of a season forced Arkan-
sas head coach Gordon Hender-
son to play many of his freshmen and sophomores.
 Arkansas’ opening match was one for the record books as it 
destroyed the University of Tulsa, 5-1.  The win was Arkansas’ 
largest margin of victory against the Golden Hurricane in 24 
career meetings and marked the first time that the Lady Razor-
backs had ever won back-to-back games against Tulsa.  Burger 
scored her first goal of the sea-
son and added two assists in the 
game, but it was the late sub-
stitution of sophomore Alison 
Harter that led to a pair of back-
breaking scores in the second 
half.
 Continuing the season on 
the road, the Lady’Backs ven-
tured to Oklahoma where the 
Big 12 powerhouse handed Ar-
kansas its first loss of the year, 
3-0.  Looking to rebound in the 
wrong place, Arkansas traveled 
to 23rd-ranked Kansas for its 
third game of the season.  De-
spite a new lineup which includ-
ed several freshmen, the Lady 
Razorbacks gave the Jayhawks everything they could handle as 
a second-half goal from the top 25 opponent ended Arkansas’ 
hopes of an upset.
 The Lady Razorbacks’ first home match saw Arkansas even 
its record at 2-2-0 with a 3-0 victory over Oral Roberts.  Senior 
Megan McCool scored the game winner on Wilburn’s second 
assist of the season.
 After a home loss to George Mason and a tough loss at 
eventual NCAA tournament team Liberty, another trip to their 
home pitch righted the ship as Arkansas looked convincing in 
its 2-0 win over Southeastern Louisiana.  Burger netted both 
Lady Razorback goals in the win, 
bringing her season total to three 
heading into a rough Southeastern 
Conference schedule.
 While no SEC game is easy, Ar-
kansas faced its first challenges on 
the road and #20 Vanderbilt was at 
the head of the pack.  Looking for 
revenge after two consecutive Ar-
kansas wins, Vanderbilt owned the 
outside lanes on the field for a 5-0 
win.  Licking its wounds as it went 
to Lexington, Ky., Arkansas put its 
last match behind and fought the 
Wildcats down to the wire.  Scoring 
a goal in the 87th minute, Arkansas 
tied the score at one and was look-
ing for overtime when the Wildcats 
scored with just 24 seconds remaining 
for the win.
 A return to Lady’Back Field seemed 
to fix Arkansas’ struggles as Burger and Wilburn connected on 
a goal in the 74th minute to lead the Lady Razorbacks past Mis-
sissippi State, 1-0.  Arkansas hosted perennial Western Division 
leader Mississippi on Sunday afternoon in oppressive heat.  Un-
fortunately, Arkansas lacked a scoring presence in the midfield-
dominated game and gave up a goal in the 68th minute to lose 
their fifth one-goal match of the season.
 Things did not get easier for Arkansas as it hosted SEC 
leader and 14th-ranked Tennessee at Lady’Back Field.  The Lady 
Razorbacks met the challenge and played perhaps their best 
match of the season.  Despite giving up speed to the eventual 
SEC Champions, Arkansas defended and countered well for 70 
minutes of action.  Tied, 0-0, Tennessee got on the scoreboard 
first on a corner kick, but rather than fold, Arkansas struck back 
in the 87th minute when Burger scored for the second con-
secutive year against the Lady Vols.  Forcing overtime, Arkansas 
would eventually fall to Tennessee in the 98th minute of play 
on a 24-yard indirect kick.
 Another one-goal game at Auburn hurt the Lady Razorbacks, 
but a career-defining performance by Abbey Wilburn against 
the Alabama Crimson Tide put Arkansas back on track.  Scoring 
once and assisting on the game winner, Wilburn was certainly 
Arkansas’ player of the match and for her efforts earned the SEC 
Freshman of the Week award.
 The Lady Razorbacks would make it two straight when they 
visited South Carolina in late Oc-
tober as Burger was up to her old 
tricks with a pair of scores against 
the defensive-minded Game-
cocks.  Arkansas took a 1-0 lead 
into the half, but saw that advan-
tage go away as South Carolina 
tied it up just five minutes into 
the second.  Burger struck again 
on an assist from Hamilton in 
the 72nd minute.  The Game-
cocks applied all sorts of pressure 
on the Lady Razorback defense 
which bent but never broke giv-
ing Arkansas its second consecu-
tive win at South Carolina.
Christina Burger’s 22 
points as a junior placed 
her among Arkansas’ all-
time best scorers.
Abbey Wilburn was 
named SEC Freshman of 
the Week in October.
Megan Fawley’s play at defender 
was a huge boost because of 
injury.
Megan McCool made 
the most of her senior 
season with four goals 
and two assists.
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 Arkansas needed at least one win in its final two matches 
if it wanted to move on to the SEC Tournament, and #19 Flor-
ida was first on the agenda.  The Lady Razorbacks have always 
played well against the Gators, but Florida’s perfection against 
the Lady Razorbacks continued thanks to a 1-0 win at Lady’Back 
Field on a goal scored in the 82nd minute.
 Senior night turned 
out to be a wild affair as 
LSU came to town with 
a trip to the SEC Tour-
nament on the line for 
both squads.  A scoreless 
game at the break, LSU 
would score two times 
in the first 10 minutes 
of the second half to 
appear to be on its way 
to Orange Beach, Ala.
Hamilton would have 
none of it as she made it 
a 2-1 match in the 60th 
minute.  LSU would tack 
on two more before the 
74-minute mark which made the action on the field turn ugly 
as six yellow and a red card were issued. Unlucky for Arkan-
sas, Devon Burger would receive the red card and be forced to 
leave the field making 
Arkansas play down a 
player.  Even though 
things looked bleak, 
sister Christina stepped 
up with a pair of scores 
in the 81st and 88th 
minutes to make it 4-3, 
but the effort was just 
short as the final horn 
rang moments later to 
end Arkansas’ season.
@ Tulsa * 8/26
 1 2 F
Arkansas 2 3 5
Tulsa 0 1 1
 Shots: .........UA 17, TU 10
 Corners: .....UA 7, TU 3
 Saves: .........UA 4, TU 3
 Fouls: .........UA 10, TU 4
 Offside: ......UA 6, TU 0
 The Lady Razorbacks were 
on in their opening game of the 
season as they routed the Tulsa 
Golden Hurricane, 5-1.  Sparked 
by Alison Harter and Christina 
Burger, Arkansas beat Tulsa for the 
first time in back-to-back contests 
and looked efficient in the pro-
cess.  Harter scored two with an 
assist while Burger netted one and 
assisted on two others.  Harter’s 
game more than doubled her sea-
son output as a freshman.
@ Oklahoma * 8/28
 1 2 F
Arkansas 0 0 0
Oklahoma 1 2 3
 Shots: .........UA 4, OU 18
 Corners: .....UA 1, OU 4
 Saves: .........UA 8, OU 2
 Fouls: .........UA 12, OU 10
 Offside: ......UA 2, OU 1
 On a day that was in the mid 
90s and clear, Arkansas struggled 
because of the heat and a tough 
opponent.  Allowing a long shot 
to find the back of the net in the 
opening half, Arkansas looked 
flat as the second began and the 
Sooners capitalized with two early 
goals.  Never quitting, Arkansas 
still fought to the end, but the 
damage had been done and they 
fell, 3-0.
@ #23 Kansas * 9/2
 1 2 F
Arkansas 0 0 0
Kansas 0 1 1
 Shots: .........UA 5, KU 22
 Corners: .....UA 5, KU 6
 Saves: .........UA 6, KU 3
 Fouls: .........UA 9, KU 12
 Offside: ......UA 0, KU 2
 Despite four starters on the 
bench, including two defenders, 
the Lady Razorbacks held their 
own against the 23rd-ranked Kan-
sas Jayhawks.  Despite a statistical 
unbalance, Arkansas held the Jay-
hawks in check as they managed 
just seven shots on face with most 
coming from outside the penalty 
area.  Seniors Morgan McCord and 
Holly Rosen nearly matched Kan-
sas’ score but a great save and a 
near miss kept the Lady’Backs off 
the board.
Oral Roberts * 9/4
 1 2 F
Oral Roberts 0 0 0
Arkansas 1 2 3
 Shots: .........ORU 6, UA 11
 Corners: .....ORU 1, UA 4
 Saves: .........ORU 4, UA 2
 Fouls: .........ORU 2, UA 7
 Offside: ......ORU 0, UA 0
 A bright sunny day welcomed 
the Lady Razorbacks to their home 
opener and the final result was an-
other beam of light on Arkansas’ 
day as it defeated Oral Roberts 3-0. 
Megan McCool got the Lady Ra-
zorbacks on the board early with 
a header off a corner kick.  With 
the score 1-0 at the half, Arkansas 
came out on fire and, in particular, 
sophomore Tara Sageser as she net-
ted two goals in seven minutes to 
produce the final score.  The goals 
were the first of Sageser’s career as 
was the start.
George Mason * 9/11
 1 2 F
G. Mason 1 0 1
Arkansas 0 0 0
 Shots: .........GMU 13, UA 7
 Corners: .....GMU 5, UA 2
 Saves: .........GMU 4, UA 4
 Fouls: .........GMU 6, UA 9
 Offside: ......GMU 0, UA 1
 After a week off, the Lady Ra-
zorbacks looked rusty in their re-
turn to the pitch when they host-
ed George Mason.  A fairly even 
match statistically, the Patriots 
took the lead on a corner kick that 
was bent into the goal without be-
ing touched.  The Lady’Backs did 
mount a charge late in the contest, 
but a pair of headers sailed just 
over the crossbar and another op-
portunity was smothered by the 
George Mason defense.
@ Liberty * 9/16
 1 2 F
Arkansas 0 1 1
Kansas 0 2 2
 Shots: .........UA 21, LU 7
 Corners: .....UA 3, LU 2
 Saves: .........UA 2, LU 12
 Fouls: .........UA 10, LU 15
 Offside: ......UA 3, LU 0
 The Lady Razorbacks strug-
gled early, then came storming 
back to dominate their match 
with Liberty statistically, but a 
pair of Flame goals in the second 
half sunk Arkansas’ hopes of a 
win.  Senior Katie Taylor did make 
it a one-goal match in the waning 
moments of the contest, but the 
damage was done as Liberty fend-
ed off 21 shots and made 12 saves 
to secure the victory.
Carrie Dillsaver’s three years 
in goal put her on the cusp of 
every Arkansas record.
Katie Taylor’s four years with the 
Lady Razorback defense have her as 
one of the best to have ever played.
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S.E. Louisiana * 9/18
 1 2 F
S.E. La. 0 0 0
Arkansas 0 2 2
 Shots: .........SELA 3, UA 28
 Corners: .....SELA 3, UA 10
 Saves: .........SELA 14, UA 2
 Fouls: .........SELA 7, UA 3
 Offside: ......SELA 1, UA 2
 Coming off an odd travel 
weekend, the Lady Razorbacks 
needed to work out some of the 
stiffness before things really took 
shape against Southeastern Louisi-
ana.  Junior Christina Burger was 
the catalyst as she scored a pair of 
goals in the 2-0 win, taking the 
UA season point lead in the pro-
cess.  Also playing well and pick-
ing up assists were Megan McCool 
and Devon Burger.
@ #23 Vanderbilt * 9/23
 1 2 F
Arkansas 0 0 0
Vanderbilt 2 3 5
 Shots: .........UA 4, VU 24
 Corners: .....UA 2, VU 3
 Saves: .........UA 12, VU 2
 Fouls: .........UA 5, VU 9
 Offside: ......UA 4, VU 2
 Arkansas opened its South-
eastern Conference slate against 
Vanderbilt in Nashville, Tenn., 
and suffered a tough 5-0 loss to 
the Commodores. Outgunned 
24-4, Vanderbilt exploited the 
Lady Razorbacks thin lineup due 
to injuries and after a score just 
1:09 into the contest never looked 
back.  Lindsey Patterson did man-
age to get a nice shot off late in 
the game, but a tremendous save 
preserved the shutout.
@ Kentucky * 9/25
 1 2 F
Arkansas 0 1 1
Kentucky 0 2 2
 Shots: .........UA 8, UK 16
 Corners: .....UA 2, UK 3
 Saves: .........UA 5, UK 5
 Fouls: .........UA 10, UK 10
 Offside: ......UA 1, UK 2
 Tied at the half in Lexington, 
Arkansas fell behind in the second 
half on an early score.  Playing the 
Wildcats statistically even, Arkan-
sas netted the equalizer with just 
three minutes on the clock when 
Megan McCool lobbed a shot over 
the goalkeeper for her third score 
of the season.  With momentum, 
Arkansas had a momentary lapse 
in defense in the final moments 
allowing Kentucky to score with 
just 24 seconds on the clock for 
the win.
Mississippi State * 9/30
 1 2 F
Miss. St. 0 0 0
Arkansas 0 1 1
 Shots: .........MSU 15, UA 15
 Corners: .....MSU 3, UA 8
 Saves: .........MSU 8, UA 3
 Fouls: .........MSU 12, UA 9
 Offside: ......MSU 1, UA 1
 The Lady Razorbacks picked 
up their first win of the South-
eastern Conference season against 
Mississippi State in a thrilling 1-
0 game.  Junior Christina Burger 
tallied the match’s lone goal on 
a three-yard rebound that came 
from Abbey Wilburn in the 74th 
minute.  A statistically even 
match, Arkansas seemed to be the 
aggressor as it dominated posses-
sion and more than doubled the 
Bulldogs in shots on face.
Mississippi * 10/2
 1 2 F
Mississippi 0 1 1
Arkansas 0 0 0
 Shots: .........UM 9, UA 7
 Corners: .....UM 0, UA 2
 Saves: .........UM 3, UA 1
 Fouls: .........UM 5, UA 3
 Offside: ......UM 1, UA 0
 Arkansas came out on fire 
against Mississippi at Lady’Back 
Field and had most of the first-half 
chances.  Unfortunately for the 
Lady’Backs, luck was not on their 
side as they dinged the post and 
had a defender come out of no-
where to stop a second shot from 
entering the net.  Tied at the half, 
Ole Miss capitalized on Arkansas’ 
dead legs in the second and scored 
the game’s only goal on a 30-yard 
shot that sailed into the upper 90.
#14 Tennessee * 10/7
 1 2 OT F
Tennessee 0 1 1 2
Arkansas 0 1 0 1
 Shots: .........UT 19, UA 7
 Corners: .....UT 7, UA 2
 Saves: .........UT 3, UA 3
 Fouls: .........UT 14, UA 6
 Offside: ......UT 0, UA 4
 The Lady Razorbacks nearly 
upset the 14th-ranked Tennes-
see Lady Vols at Lady’Back Field 
on Friday night with a late score 
and a near game-winner in the 
final moments.  Christina Burger 
scored her fifth of the year on a 
header with just over two min-
utes to play to tie the score at one. 
With momentum, Burger nearly 
hit the game winner moments 
later, but just missed giving Ten-
nessee a chance to hit a rocket in 
extra time for the win.
Georgia * 10/9
 1 2 F
Georgia 1 0 1
Arkansas 0 0 0
 Shots: .........UGA 15, UA 4
 Corners: .....UGA 5, UA 2
 Saves: .........UGA 2, UA 6
 Fouls: .........UGA 11, UA 14
 Offside: ......UGA 4, UA 0
 An own goal in just the sec-
ond minute of action was Arkan-
sas’ undoing against Georgia.  A 
cross from the right side hit an 
Arkansas player and was deflected 
into the net for the game’s lone 
score.  Arkansas played well and 
forced a quicker Georgia squad to 
take just 15 shots, with only seven 
on net.  Carrie Dillsaver made six 
saves in the contest.
@ Auburn * 10/14
 1 2 OT OT F
Arkansas 1 0 0 0 1
Auburn 0 1 0 1 2
 Shots: .........UA 9, AU 25
 Corners: .....UA 3, AU 10
 Saves: .........UA 12, AU 7
 Fouls: .........UA 9, AU 10
 Offside: ......UA 3, AU 4
 Megan McCool scored early 
in the game to give the Lady Ra-
zorbacks the lead, but a second 
half score by the Auburn Tigers 
would force overtime.  Arkansas 
held its own despite being out-
shot in every period as Carrie Dill-
saver had one of the best games of 
her career with 12 saves including 
one on a penalty kick.  In what 
looked like a match that would 
end in a 1-1 tie, Auburn made a 
push in the 105th minute to score 
the game winner.
@ Alabama * 10/16
 1 2 F
Arkansas 1 1 2
Alabama 1 0 0
 Shots: .........UA 20, Ala. 14
 Corners: .....UA 4, Ala. 6
 Saves: .........UA 4, Ala. 3
 Fouls: .........UA 14, Ala. 16
 Offside: ......UA 0, Ala. 0
 For the first time since Oct. 
27, 2002, the Lady Razorbacks bat-
tled back from a deficit and won. 
Down by one midway through the 
first, Abbey Wilburn scored her 
first career goal nine minutes later 
to tie the game.  In the second 
half, Wilburn played a two-man-
game with Sarah Gwisdala to get 
an assist on Gwisdala’s first score 
of the season to give Arkansas its 
first win in Tuscaloosa since 1999.
@ South Carolina * 10/21
 1 2 F
Arkansas 1 1 2
S. Carolina 0 1 1
 Shots: .........UA 7, USC 14
 Corners: .....UA 2, USC 5
 Saves: .........UA 4, USC 2
 Fouls: .........UA 10, USC 10
 Offside: ......UA 1, USC 1
 Christina Burger scored a 
pair of goals for the Lady’Backs 
to lead them to their first back-to-
back wins in SEC play since 2000. 
Hitting her first in the opening 
half, South Carolina tied it in the 
second.  Burger would capitalize 
on a nice move to her left before 
knocking in the game winner.  A 
back-and-forth contest from the 
outset, South Carolina played a 
tremendous game, but could not 
overcome Burger’s scores.
#19 Florida * 10/23
 1 2 F
Florida 0 1 1
Arkansas 0 0 0
 Shots: .........UF 10, UA 4
 Corners: .....UF 4, UA 2
 Saves: .........UF 2, UA 4
 Fouls: .........UF 14, UA 8
 Offside: ......UF 1, UA 0
 In a rough game all over the 
field, the Lady Razorbacks held 
their own against the 19th-ranked 
Florida Gators.  Playing strong de-
fense, Arkansas was able to limit 
Florida’s scoring chances while 
getting a few sparkling opportuni-
ties that came up just short.  The 
Gators finally capitalized in the 
82nd minute on a direct kick that 
found the side of the net for the 
game winner.
LSU * 10/28
 1 2 F
LSU 0 4 4
Arkansas 0 3 3
 Shots: .........LSU 13, UA 16
 Corners: .....LSU 3, UA 7
 Saves: .........LSU 7, UA 3
 Fouls: .........LSU 11, UA 13
 Offside: ......LSU 0, UA 2
 A scoreless first half was no 
indication of what was to come 
as both teams exploded in their 
quests for a SEC Tournament berth. 
LSU scored first and quickly just 
five minutes into the half, then 
scored again five minutes later to 
hold a 2-0 lead.  Katie Hamilton 
put Arkansas on the scoreboard 
with an eight-yard shot, but just 
two minutes after her score LSU 
was on the board again to make it 
3-1, then 4-1.  Back-to-back goals 
by Christina Burger made it a one-
goal match with two minutes to 
play.
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 Overall: 6-12-0 Conf: 3-8-0 Home: 3-6-0 Away: 3-6-0 Neut: 0-0-0
## Name GP-GS Min G A Pts Sh Shot% SOG SOG% YC-RC GW PK-ATT FG OT HAT GTG
6 Christina Burger 18-18 1541 9 4 22 50 .180 30 .600 0-0 4 0-0 3 0 0 1
7 Megan McCool 18-18 1464 4 2 10 29 .138 16 .552 3-0 1 0-1 3 0 0 1
8 Abbey Wilburn 18-18 1399 1 6 8 31 .032 17 .548 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 1
11 Katie Hamilton 12-11 647 2 2 6 6 .333 4 .667 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
9 Alison Harter 5-0 139 2 2 6 3 .667 2 .667 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
10 Tara Sageser 4-1 110 2 0 4 4 .500 3 .750 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
20 Katie Taylor 18-18 1632 1 1 3 7 .143 3 .429 5-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
4 Sarah Gwisdala 15-4 532 1 0 2 13 .077 7 .538 1-0 1 0-0 0 0 0 0
23 Lindsay Patterson 13-1 412 0 2 2 13 .000 8 .615 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
12 Katie Stauffer 18-17 1122 0 2 2 8 .000 3 .375 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
14 Whitney Allison 13-0 295 0 2 2 5 .000 4 .800 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
2 Devon Burger 18-18 1643 0 1 1 5 .000 3 .600 1-1 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
19 Megan Fawley 18-18 1629 0 1 1 0 .000 0 .000 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
1 Carrie Dillsaver 18-18 1641 0 1 1 0 .000 0 .000 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
13 Morgan McCord 18-18 1483 0 0 0 9 .000 1 .111 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
17 Holly Rosen 14-2 424 0 0 0 5 .000 2 .400 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
18 Leah Collison 10-1 244 0 0 0 2 .000 1 .500 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
5 Kate Venable 11-1 259 0 0 0 2 .000 2 1.000 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
3 Becca Davis 16-11 1098 0 0 0 2 .000 2 1.000 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
22 Michelle Hunter 1-0 2 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
21 Andrea Sparks 6-3 193 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
16 Allison Harris 2-2 180 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
 Total............... 18 - 22 26 70 194 .113 108 .557 11-1 6 0-1 6 0 0 3
 Opponents........... 18 -  28 23 79 253 .111 113 .447 13-0 12 0-1 12 2 0 0
## Name GP-GS Minutes GA Avg Saves Pct W L T Sho Faced
22 Michelle Hunter 1-0 1:35 0 0.00 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0
1 Carrie Dillsaver 18-18 1641:08 28 1.54 81 .743 6 12 0 3 249
TM TEAM  0:00 0 0.00 4 1.000 0 0 0 0 0
 Total............... 18 1642:43 28 1.53 85 .752 6 12 0 3 249
 Opponents........... 18 1642:43 22 1.21 86 .796 12 6 0 7 189
Arkansas Game-by-Game Starters
Tulsa C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Fawley, Hamilton, Harris, McCool, McCord, Stauffer, Taylor, Wilburn
Oklahoma C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Fawley, Hamilton, Harris, McCool, McCord, Stauffer, Taylor, Wilburn
Kansas C. Burger, D. Burger, Collison, Dillsaver, Fawley, McCool, McCord, Rosen, Stauffer, Taylor, Wilburn
Oral Roberts C. Burger, D. Burger, Davis, Dillsaver, Fawley, McCool, McCord, Sageser, Stauffer, Taylor, Wilburn
George Mason C. Burger, D. Burger, Davis, Dillsaver, Fawley, Gwisdala, McCool, McCord, Stauffer, Taylor, Wilburn
Liberty C. Burger, D. Burger, Davis, Dillsaver, Fawley, Gwisdala, McCool, McCord, Stauffer, Taylor, Wilburn
S.E. Louisiana C. Burger, D. Burger, Davis, Dillsaver, Fawley, McCool, McCord, Patterson, Stauffer, Taylor, Wilburn
Vanderbilt C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Fawley, Gwisdala, McCool, McCord, Sparks, Stauffer, Taylor, Wilburn 
Kentucky C. Burger, D. Burger, Davis, Dillsaver, Fawley, Gwisdala, McCool, McCord, Stauffer, Taylor, Wilburn
Miss. State C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Fawley, Hamilton, McCool, McCord,  Sparks, Stauffer, Taylor, Wilburn
Mississippi C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Fawley, Hamilton, McCool, McCord, Rosen, Sparks, Taylor, Wilburn
Tennessee C. Burger, D. Burger, Davis, Dillsaver, Fawley, Hamilton, McCool, McCord, Stauffer, Taylor, Wilburn
Georgia C. Burger, D. Burger, Davis, Dillsaver, Fawley, Hamilton, McCool, McCord, Stauffer, Taylor, Wilburn
Auburn C. Burger, D. Burger, Davis, Dillsaver, Fawley, Hamilton, McCool, McCord, Stauffer, Taylor, Wilburn
Alabama C. Burger, D. Burger, Davis, Dillsaver, Fawley, Hamilton, McCool, McCord, Stauffer, Taylor, Wilburn
South Carolina C. Burger, D. Burger, Davis, Dillsaver, Fawley, Hamilton, McCool, McCord, Stauffer, Taylor, Wilburn
Florida C. Burger, D. Burger, Davis, Dillsaver, Fawley, Hamilton, McCool, McCord, Stauffer, Taylor, Wilburn
LSU C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Fawley, Hamilton, McCool, McCord, Stauffer, Taylor, Venable, Wilburn
 Date Opponent Score Goals (Assists) SH (UA-Opp) CK (UA-Opp)
 8/26 @ Tulsa W, 5-1 McCool (C. Burger), C. Burger, Harter (C. Burger), Harter (Wilburn), Hamilton 17-10 7-3
    (Harter, Allison) 
 8/28 @ Oklahoma L, 0-3 -- 4-18 1-4
 9/2 @ #23 Kansas L, 0-1 -- 5-22 5-6
 9/4 Oral Roberts W, 3-0 McCool (Wilburn), Sageser (McCool), Sageser 11-6 4-1
 9/9 Miss. Valley St. Cancelled
 9/11 George Mason L, 0-1 -- 7-13 2-5
 9/16 @ Liberty L, 1-2 Taylor (Stauffer, C. Burger) 21-7 3-2
 9/18 S.E. Louisiana W, 2-0 C. Burger, C. Burger (D. Burger, McCool) 28-3 10-3
 9/23 @ Vanderbilt L, 0-5 -- 4-24 2-3
 9/25 @ Kentucky L, 1-2 McCool (Stauffer) 8-16 2-3
 9/30 Miss. State W, 1-0 C. Burger (Wilburn) 15-15 3-8
 10/2 Mississippi L, 0-1 -- 7-9 2-0
 10/7 Tennessee L, 1-2 OT C. Burger (Patterson) 7-19 2-7
 10/9 Georgia L, 0-1 -- 4-15 2-5
 10/14 @ Auburn L, 1-2 2OT McCool (Hamilton, C. Burger) 9-25 3-10
 10/16 @ Alabama W, 2-1 Wilburn (Allison), Gwisdala (Wilburn) 20-14 4-6
 10/21 @ S. Carolina W, 2-1 C. Burger (Fawley), C. Burger (Hamilton) 7-14 2-5
 10/23 Florida L, 0-1 -- 4-10 2-4
 10/28 LSU L, 3-4 Hamilton (Wilburn, Taylor), C. Burger (Harter, Wilburn), C. Burger (Patterson, 16-13 7-3
    Dillsaver)
2005 Statistics
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 The University of Arkansas has been a pioneer for 
women’s sports throughout the past 30 years, and the 
Lady Razorback soccer team is no exception.  Among the 
first varsity women’s soccer teams in the country, Arkan-
sas began varsity play in 1986, and since that time has 
earned the respect of the nation as one of the toughest 
places to play.  Over the course of the past 20 years, there 
have been many significant firsts: the first victory on Sep-
tember 21, 1986, at Texas A&M University; the South-
eastern Conference’s first Player of the Year; the SEC’s 
first televised game and the construction of Lady’Back 
Field to its current state.  But all pale in comparison to 
the personalities of the more than 150 women who have 
made Arkansas women’s soccer what it is today.
 Beginning in the fall of 1986, the Lady Razorbacks 
played a  12-game schedule under its first head coach, 
Curtis Sergeant against regional opponents from Texas 
and Missouri.
 The Lady Razorbacks turned things around in their 
second year of competition.  Improving by leaps and 
bounds, the team went 10-8 for its first winning season 
while posting six shutouts.  The 1987 schedule also al-
lowed the Lady’Backs to not only play regional oppo-
nents, but also to travel as the team took its first signifi-
cant roadtrip to the Sunshine State for a pair of matches 
in Boca Raton, Fla.
 After two seasons of varsity play, the Lady Razorbacks 
turned the program over to Kathy Ludwig prior to the 
1988 season.  An all-American during her playing days, 
Ludwig brought experience at the Division I level to Ar-
kansas’ program.  Working with a large group of young 
players, Ludwig’s first Lady Razorback team struggled at 
the beginning of the 1988 season, but came back strong 
during the second half.
 One of the things for which Lud-
wig will long be remembered was the 
recruitment of Ruthie Miller from 
Broken Arrow, Okla., and Molly My-
ers of Colorado Springs, Colo.  The 
pair was instrumental in Arkansas’ 
five-year run of non-losing seasons, 
which began in 1989, and is a ma-
jor part of Arkansas’ career record 
books.
 Miller took over the career lead 
in scoring during her senior season 
and held the mark until 2003, while 
Myers was the first of many outstand-
ing goalkeepers at Arkansas, but none 
have been able to overcome her eight 
Arkansas records.
 Prior to the 1990 season, Marcia McDermott became 
the Lady Razorbacks third head coach, and her three-year 
stint is one of the most productive of Arkansas’ history. 
During her time, the Lady Razorbacks won 26 matches 
and set a school record for wins in a season with 11 in 
1991.
 During McDermott’s tenure, Arkansas made another 
commitment to the soccer program when it constructed 
Lady’Back Field at its current site on the corner of Cali-
fornia and Sixth Street.  At the time of its construction, 
Lady’Back Field was the first collegiate soccer field used 
solely by a women’s team, and to this day remains one 
of only a handful of such fields.
 The off-season between the 1992 and 1993 seasons 
was a busy one for the Lady Razorbacks.  Former North 
Carolina standout Janet Rayfield was hired as the fourth 
coach of the Arkansas soccer program, and the University 
announced that it was joining the Southeastern Confer-
ence.  Both incidents made waves throughout the nation, 
and Arkansas did not disappoint.  The Lady Razorbacks 
went 10-10 in Rayfield’s first season, and then crushed 
Auburn on the way to the SEC Tournament Champion-
ship game where they lost in overtime to Vanderbilt.
 The 1993 campaign was significant in what Arkansas 
was able to do against the SEC, but also in that it saw 
the construction of a field house 
at Lady’Back Field.  The ‘93 team 
also produced the most prolific 
scoring output in Arkansas soc-
cer history.  Led by the tandem 
of Honey Marsh and Amy Van 
Laecke, Arkansas tallied 57 goals 
over its 20 games while conced-
ing just 36.  Marsh’s play through-
out the season allowed her to be 
named the SEC’s first Player of the 
Year and first tournament MVP.
 The 1994 season saw the Lady 
Razorbacks play their first regular-
season conference matches, then 
host the second SEC Tournament.  Once again the Lady 
Razorbacks were strong in the postseason, advancing to 
the tournament semifinals before falling a second time 
to the Vanderbilt Commodores.
 The SEC had a boom in 1995 as six teams were added 
to the league to compete for supremacy, and Arkansas re-
mained in the thick of the action.  The Lady Razorbacks 
earned their first SEC win in a 2-1 
overtime victory over Mississippi 
State on Sept. 8, 1995, and saw 
goalkeeper Holly Smith emerge as 
the next standout player on Arkan-
sas’ roster.  As the SEC continued to 
push women’s sports into the lime-
light, Arkansas did its part by wel-
coming the first televised match of 
SEC women’s soccer at Lady’Back 
Field.
 Arkansas’ 1996 season was one 
of the best seasons in the Lady 
Razorbacks’ history as it won 11 
matches and took the SEC’s West-
ern Division crown.  Beginning the 
Lady Razorback History
Ruthie Miller set 
Arkansas’ scoring 
records high in the 
early years.
Honey Marsh was 
the SEC’s first Player 
of the Year and Tour-
nament MVP.
Holly Smith’s amazing 
1996 season between the 
posts led Arkansas to the 
SEC Championship game.
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year 1-3-0, Arkansas 
rallied to win eight of 
its next 10 games to 
put themselves in the 
catbird’s seat.  At the 
SEC Tournament, the 
Lady’Backs defeated 
Vanderbilt for the first 
time since joining 
the conference, then 
knocked off Georgia 
3-1 before falling to 
Florida in the championship game, 3-2, in double over-
time.
 The firsts continued to come in 1997 when Arkansas 
added lights to Lady’Back Field, allowing the Lady Razor-
backs to host their first night game on their home pitch 
on Aug. 30, 1997.
 Following the resignation of Rayfield after the 1998 
season, Arkansas hired Alan Kirkup to take the reins of 
the program.  One of the 
winningest women’s col-
legiate soccer coaches of 
all-time, Kirkup brought 
a keen knowledge of the 
game to the Lady Razor-
backs which showed in 
his first year as coach. 
One of Kirkup’s first du-
ties included the recruit-
ment of Pam Pesnell, 
the first Fayetteville, 
Ark., native to the Lady 
Razorback soccer team, 
and then he focused on 
his team which ended 
the 1999 season in a tie for first in the SEC West.
 Getting the most out of his players, Kirkup took a 
group of unknown players and made them into a force, 
especially at tournament time.  In his first SEC Champi-
onships, Kirkup started six freshmen against the defend-
ing national champion, Florida Gators, and held a 2-0 
lead on his opponent after 10 min-
utes of action.
 Kirkup’s tutelage also led to the 
fall of nearly every Arkansas offen-
sive record.  Midfielder Holly Collins 
broke the Lady Razorbacks’ assist re-
cord in 2000 when she notched her 
18th, then destroyed it as a senior in 
2001 by raising the mark to 26.  An-
other Kirkup recruit, Julie Williford, 
broke Miller’s records for goals and 
points in a career, and became the 
first Lady Razorback to eclipse the 
100-point mark for her career.
 In 2001 Lady’Back Field added 
stadium seating for 1,500 as 
well as press facilities to reach 
its current configuration.
 The Gordon Henderson 
era of Lady Razorback soccer 
began in the spring of 2004 
and continues with a return to 
grass roots.  Henderson’s phi-
losophy focuses on the team 
and community development 
which translated to record 
crowds in his first season.
Lady Razorback History
20th Anniversary Celebration
 The University of Arkansas Lady Razorback soc-
cer team embraced its 20th Anniversary celebration in 
the fall of 2005 and continued through the spring of 
2006.  This past April Arkansas hosted its seventh con-
secutive Alumni Weekend which included several so-
cial gatherings and culminated 
with a match on Lady’Back Field 
between the veterans and the 
current team members.  While 
Arkansas’ current squad won 
to preserve its perfect record, 
the game was hard fought and 
became even more interesting 
when the alumni fielded a team of 
20 against 11 Lady Razorbacks.
 While the Alumni Weekend is much anticipated, 
Arkansas’ coaches have implemented a series of addi-
tions to Lady’Back Field to honor 
all the Lady Razorback alumni 
for perpetuity.  The sidewalks 
of Lady’Back Field will mirror 
those of the University when all 
graduating seniors will have their 
names etched into the concrete 
leading up to the grandstands 
and boards have been added to 
the outside of the fieldhouse to 
show fans and opposing play-
ers the multitude of awards earned by Lady Razorback 
athletes.
 “I’m very excited about the sidewalks,” Arkansas 
head coach Gordon Henderson said.  “We really want 
to build the tradition 
of Lady Razorback 
soccer, and what 
better way to do that 
than to honor those 
student-athletes that 
came through this 
program and made 




The first SEC televised soccer match occurred 
at Lady’Back Field and blossomed into a 
yearly package for SEC women’s soccer.
Arkansas’ first game under the lights at 
Lady’Back Field occurred in 1997.
Holly Collins shattered 
the Lady;Backs’assist 
record in 2001.
Julie Williford broke the 
12-year-old school records of 
Ruthie Miller in 2002.
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Top 10 Career Statistics
Games Played
1. 80 ......Kellie Bedient (2000-03)
  Julie Williford (2000-03)
3. 79 ......Holly Collins (1997-01)
  Mary Langston (1999-02)
5. 78 ......Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
6. 77 ...... Jenni Brashear (2001-04)
7. 76 ......Honey Marsh (1991-94)
  Clare McKenna (1994-97)
  Pam Pesnell (1999-03)
  Katie Taylor (2002-05)
Games Started *
1. 79 ......Holly Collins (1997-01)
2. 76 ......Honey Marsh (1991-94)
3. 75 ......Kellie Bedient (2000-03)
4. 72 ......Mary Langston (1999-02)
  Megan McCool (2002-05)
6. 71 ......Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
  Clare McKenna (1994-97)
8. 70 ......Kit Carson (1990-93)
9. 68 ...... Stephanie Lyman (1998-01)
  Julie Williford (2000-03)
Shots on Goal
1. 232 ....Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
2. 147 .... Julie Williford (2000-03)
3. 133 ....Honey Marsh (1991-94)
4. 131 ....Brittany Burns (1995-98)
5. 124 ....Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
6. 122 ....Kit Carson (1990-93)
7. 110 ....Betsy Coverdale (1991-94)
8 106 ....Heather Cato (1996-1999)
9. 100 ....Holly Collins (1997-01)
10. 97 ......Mary Howard (1987-90)
Goals
1. 44 ...... Julie Williford (2000-03)
2. 38 ......Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
3. 35 ......Mary Howard (1987-90)
4. 25 ......Brittany Burns (1995-98)
5. 24 ......Heather Cato (1996-99)
6. 20 ......Christina Burger (2003-pres.)
  Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
8. 19 ......Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
9. 17 ......Honey Marsh (1991-94)
10. 16 ......Denise Brown (1992-94)
Points
1. 103 .... Julie Williford (2000-03)
2. 92 ......Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
3. 81 ......Mary Howard (1987-90)
4. 66 ......Brittany Burns (1995-98)
5. 55 ......Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
6. 54 ......Heather Cato (1996-99)
  Honey Marsh (1991-94)
8. 50 ......Holly Collins (1997-01)
9. 49 ...... Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
10. 48 ......Christina Burger (2003-pres.)
Game-Winning Goals
1. 12 ...... Julie Williford (2000-03)
2. 9 ........Mary Howard (1987-90)
3. 8 ........Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
4. 5 ........Denise Brown (1992-94)
  Betsy Coverdale (1991-94)
6. 4 ........Christina Burger (2002-pres.)
  Brittany Burns (1995-98)
  Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
  Angie Rigsby (1995-97)
10. 3 ........10 tied
Game-Tying Goals
1. 7 ........Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
2. 5 ........Brittany Burns (1995-98)
  Julie Williford (2000-03)
4. 4 ........ Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
  Honey Marsh (1991-94)
6. 3 ........Christina Burger (2004-pres.)
  Heather Cato (1996-99)
  Holly Collins (1997-01)
  Megan McCool (2002-05)
  Crystal Test (2000-2002)
  Amy Van Laecke (1993)
Games Played
1. 63 ......Molly Myers (1989-92)
2. 54 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2003-05)
3. 49 ......Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
4. 47 ......Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
  Holly Smith (19943-96)
6. 41 ......Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
7. 38 ......Megan Bals (1998-02)
8. 20 ...... Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
9. 17 ...... Jessica Shoffner (1997)
10. 8 ........Kati Adams (1997)
Games Started
1. 61 ......Molly Myers (1989-92)
2. 54 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2003-05)
3. 45 ......Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
4. 42 ......Holly Smith (1993-96)
5. 36 ......Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
  Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
7. 35 ......Megan Bals (1998-02)
8. 18 ...... Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
9. 15 ...... Jessica Shoffner (1997)
10. 4 ........Kati Adams (1997)
Wins
1. 24 ......Molly Myers (1989-92)
  Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
3. 18 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2003-05)
4. 17 ......Holly Smith (1993-86)
5. 16 ......Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
6. 12 ......Megan Bals (1998-02)
  Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
8. 6 ........ Jennifer Traw (1999-99)
9. 5 ........ Jessica Shoffner (1997)
10. 1 ........Kati Adams (1997)
Minutes
1. 5334 ..Molly Myers (1989-92)
2. 4942 ..Carrie Dillsaver (2004-05)
3. 4317 ..Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
4. 4139 ..Holly Smith (1993-96)
5. 3615 ..Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
6. 3096 ..Megan Bals (1998-02)
7. 1501 .. Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
8. 1235 .. Jessica Shoffner (1997)
9. 567* ..Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
10. 500 ....Kati Adams (1997)
Shots Faced
1. 798 ....Molly Myers (1989-92)
2. 673 ....Carrie Dillsaver (2003-05)
3. 651 ....Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
4. 619 ....Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
5. 556 ....Holly Smith (1993-96)
6. 465 ....Megan Bals (1998-02)
7. 236 .... Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
8. 198 .... Jessica Shoffner (1997)
9. 128* ..Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
10. 73 ......Kati Adams (1997)
Saves
1. 403 ....Molly Myers (1989-92)
2. 360 ....Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
3. 302 ....Holly Smith (1993-96)
4. 256 ....Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
5. 254 ....Carrie Dillsaver (2003-05)
6. 191 ....Megan Bals (1998-02)
7. 90 ...... Jessica Shoffner (1997)
8. 78 ...... Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
9. 58* ....Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
10. 44 ......Kati Adams (1997)
Goals Against Average
1. 1.33 ...Molly Myers (1989-92)
2. 1.62 ...Carrie Dillsaver (2003-05)
3. 1.68 ...Holly Smith (1993-96)
4. 1.76 ...Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
5. 2.13 ...Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
6. 2.21 ...Megan Bals (1998-02)
7. 2.39 ...Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
8. 2.58 ... Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
9. 3.43 ... Jessica Shoffner (1997)
Assists
1. 26 ......Holly Collins (1997-01)
2. 17 ......Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
3. 16 ......Brittany Burns (1995-98)
  Kit Carson (1990-93)
  Honey Marsh (1991-94)
  Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
7. 15 ...... Julie Williford (2000-03)
8. 14 ......Andie Hickman (1993-96)
9. 13 ......Nicole Bynum (1996-99)
10. 12 ......Amy Van Laecke (1993)
  Megan McCool (2002-05)
  Lindsey Waxler (1995-98)
GOALKEEPING
Shutouts
1. 17.5 ...Molly Myers (1989-92)
2. 12 ......Holly Smith (1993-96)
3. 11 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2003-05)
4. 9 ........Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
5. 7 ........Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
6. 6 ........Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
7. 5.5 .....Megan Bals (1998-02)
8. 2.5 ..... Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
9. 1 ........ Jessica Shoffner (1997)
  Sarah Webb (1996)
* Stat not kept between 1986-88




Molly Myers’ three 
years between the 
posts led to every 
school record for 
Arkansas keepers.
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Top 10 Season Statistics
Games Started
1. 21 ......Brittany Burns (1996)
  Holly Collins (2000)
  Anne Marx (1996)
  Clare McKenna (1996)
  Erin Sampson (2000)
  Holly Smith (1996)
Shots on Goal
1. 78 ......Amy Van Laecke (1993)
2. 72 ......Ruthie Miller (1989)
3. 64 ......Honey Marsh (1994)
4. 62 ......Ruthie Miller (1992)
5. 54 ......Mary Howard (1989)
  Ruthie Miller (1991)
7. 52 ......Kelly Mackey (1989)
8. 51 ......Heather Cato (1997)
9. 48 ...... Jessica Fraser (1997)
10. 47 ......Honey Marsh (1993)
Goals
1. 17 ......Mary Howard (1987)
2. 15 ...... Julie Williford (2001)
3. 14 ......Ruthie  Miller (1991)
4. 13 ......Honey Marsh (1993)
  Julie Williford (2003)
6. 12 ......Brittany Burns (1996)
  Jessica Fraser (1997)
  Amy Van Laecke (1993)
  Julie Williford (2002)
10. 10 ......Angie Rigsby (1996)
Assists
1. 12 ......Andie Hickman (1996)
  Amy Van Laecke (1993)
3. 9 ........Holly Collins (1999)
  Holly Collins (2000)
5. 8 ........Brittany Burns (1996)
  Honey Marsh (1994)
7. 7 ........Holly Collins  (2001)
  Alexis Hyrup (1992)
  Mandy Komar (2001)
  Kathy Krupa (1995)
  Ruthie Miller (1992)
  Lindsey Waxler (1996)
Points
1. 39 ......Mary Howard (1987)
2. 36 ......Amy Van Laecke (1993)
3. 32 ......Brittany Burns (1996)
  Ruthie Miller (1991)
5. 31 ...... Julie Williford (2001)
6. 30 ...... Julie Williford (2003)
7. 29 ......Honey Marsh (1993)
  Julie Williford (2002)
9. 28 ...... Jessica Fraser (1997)
10. 26 ......Angie Rigsby (1996)
Game-Winning Goals
1. 5 ........Mary Howard (1987)
2. 4 ........Christina Burger (2005)
  Ruthie Miller (1991)
  Julie Williford (2002)
  Julie Williford (2003)
6. 3 ........Denise Brown (1994)
  Betsy Coverdale (1992)
  Anne Marx (1993)
  Angie Rigsby (1996)
  Kim Stewart (1990)
  Lindsey Waxler (1996)
Game-Tying Goals
1. 4 ........ Jessica Fraser (1997)
2. 3 ........Honey Marsh (1993)
  Ruthie Miller (1991)
  Crystal Test (2001)
  Amy Van Laecke (1993)
6. 2 ........10 tied, 10 times
Games Played
1. 21 ......Holly Smith (1996)
2. 19 ......Megan Bals (1999)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
  Molly Myers (1991)
  Holly Smith (1995)
6. 18 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
  Lindsay Haywood (2000)
  Kerri Reifel (1993, ‘94)
9. 17 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2003)
  Molly Myers (1992)
  Jessica Shoffner (1997)
  Jennifer Traw (1998)
Games Started
1. 21 ......Holly Smith (1996)
2. 19 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
  Molly Myers (1991)
  Holly Smith (1995)
5. 18 ......Megan Bals (1999)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
  Kerri Reifel (1993, ‘94)
8. 17 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2003)
  Molly Myers (1992)
  Jennifer Traw (1998)
Wins
1. 11 ......Molly Myers (1991)
  Holly Smith (1996)
3. 10 ......Kerri Reifel (1993)
4. 8 ........Adrin Pedigo (1987)
  Kerri Refiel (1992)
6. 7 ........Megan Bals (1999)
  Molly Myers (1990)
8. 6 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2003, ‘04, ‘05)
  Lindsay Haywood (2000)
  Molly Myers (1989)
  Jennifer Traw (1998)
Minutes
1. 2094 ..Holly Smith (1996)
2. 1761 ..Holly Smith (1995)
3. 1753 ..Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
4. 1707 ..Kerri Reifel (1993)
5. 1641 ..Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
6. 1589 ..Kerri Reifel (1994)
7. 1549 ..Carrie Dillsaver (2003)
8. 1545 ..Molly Myers (1991)
9. 1542 ..Lindsay Haywood (2000)
10. 1541 ..Megan Bals (1999)
Shots Faced
1. 317 ....Kerri Reifel (1994)
2. 291 ....Kerri Reifel (1993)
3. 288 ....Holly Smith (1995)
4. 249 ....Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
5. 235 ....Megan Bals (1999)
6. 234 ....Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
7. 228 ....Lindsay Haywood (2000)
  Molly Myers (1990)
9. 219 .... Jennifer Traw (1998)
10. 210 ....Molly Myers (1992)
Saves
1. 172 ....Kerri Reifel (1994)
2. 170 ....Holly Smith (1996)
3. 159 ....Kerri Reifel (1993)
4. 114 ....Molly Myers (1991)
5. 112 ....Holly Smith (1995)
6. 110 ....Molly Myers (1990)
7. 106 ....Megan Bals (1999)
8. 104 ....Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
9. 102 ....Molly Myers (1992)
10. 96 ......Lindsay Haywood (2000)
Goals Against ^
1. 12 ......Molly Myers (1989)
2. 20 ......Lindsay Haywood (2002)
  Molly Myers (1991)
  Molly Myers (1992)
5. 27 ......Molly Myers (1990)
6. 28 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
8. 30 ......Megan Bals (1999)
9. 31 ......Holly Smith (1996)
10. 33 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2003)
 33 ......Kerri Reifel (1994)
Goals-Against Average ^
1. 1.00 ...Molly Myers (1989)
2. 1.05 ...Molly Myers (1991)
3. 1.14 ...Adrin Pedigo (1989)
4. 1.23 ...Molly Myers (1992)
5. 1.33 ...Holly Smith (1996)
6. 1.44 ...Kerri Reifel (1992)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
8. 1.48 ...Lindsay Haywood (2002)
9. 1.54 ...Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
10. 1.63 ...Holly Smith (1994)
Shutouts
1. 7.0 .....Holly Smith (1996)
2. 6.5 .....Molly Myers (1991)
3. 5.0 .....Molly Myers (1992)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
5. 4.5 .....Megan Bals (1999)
  Molly Myers (1989)
7. 4.0 .....Kerri Reifel (1993)
  Adrin Pedigo (1987)
9. 3.0 .....Carrie Dillsaver (2003)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
  Lindsay Haywood (2000, ‘02)
^ Minimum of 50% of minutes played
GOALKEEPING
Mary Howard’s 1997 season is still 
one of the all-time bests of a Lady 
Razorback striker.
Holly Smith’s 1996 run in 
goal is the one that subse-
quent keepers strive to match.
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Lady Razorback Top 5 in SEC Competition (all games)
Career
Games Played
1. 40 ......Megan McCool (2002-05)
  Katie Taylor (2002-05)
3. 39 ......Morgan McCord (2002-05)
4. 38 ...... Jenni Brashear (2001-04)
5. 36 ......Four tied
Games Started
1. 40 ......Megan McCool (2002-05)
2. 39 ......Katie Taylor (2002-05)
3. 35 ......Holly Collins (1997-01)
  Morgan McCord (2002-05)
5. 34 ......Kellie Bedient (2000-03)
Goals
1. 17 ...... Julie Williford (2000-03)
2. 13 ......Heather Cato (1996-99)
3. 10 ......Christina Burger (2003-pres.)
4. 8 ........ Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
  Megan McCool (2002-05)
Assists
1. 14 ......Holly Collins (1997-01)
2. 6 ........Brittany Burns (1995-98)
  Andie Hickman (1994-96)
  Julie Williford (2000-03)
5. 5 ........Andie Hickman (1994-96)
  Kathy Krupa (1994-95)
Points
1. 40 ...... Julie Williford (2000-03)
2. 28 ......Heather Cato (1996-99)
3. 26 ......Holly Collins (1997-01)
4. 22 ......Christina Burger (2003-pres.)
5. 20 ......Brittany Burns (1995-98)
 20 ......Megan McCool (2002-05)
Game-Winning Goals
1. 3 ........ Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
  Lindsey Waxler (1995-98)
  Julie Williford (2000-03)
4. 2 ........ Jennifer Brashear (2001-04)
  Christina Burger (2003-pres.)
  Sarah Gwisdala (2004-pres.)
  Angie Rigsby (1995-97)
Game-Tying Goals
1. 3 ........Brittany Burns (1995-98)
  Megan McCool (2002-05)
  Julie Williford (2000-03)
4. 2 ........Christina Burger (2003-pres.)
  Crystal Test (2000-02)
6. 1 ........12 tied
GOALKEEPING
Games Played
1. 29 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2003-05)
2. 28 ......Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
3. 16 ......Holly Smith (1995-96)
4. 12 ......Megan Bals (1999-02)
5. 10 ...... Jen Traw (1998-99)
Games Started
1. 29 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2003-05)
2. 26 ......Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
3. 16 ......Holly Smith (1995-96)
4. 11 ......Megan Bals (1999-02)
5. 8 ........ Jen Traw (1998-99)
Wins
1. 7 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2003-05)
  Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
  Holly Smith (1995-96)
4. 6 ........Megan Bals (1999-02)
5. 2 ........ Jessica Shoffner (1997)
  Jen Traw (1998-99)
Minutes
1. 2,654 .Carrie Dillsaver (2003-05)
2. 2,504 .Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
3. 1,548 .Holly Smith (1995-96)
4. 905 ....Megan Bals (1999-02)
5. 753 .... Jen Traw (1998-99)
Shots Faced
1. 413 ....Carrie Dillsaver (2003-05)
2. 396 ....Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
3. 201 ....Holly Smith (1995-96)
4. 144 .... Jen Traw (1998-99)
5. 126 ....Megan Bals (1999-02)
Saves
1. 167 ....Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
2. 144 ....Carrie Dillsaver (2003-05)
3. 91 ......Holly Smith (1995-96)
4. 54 ......Megan Bals (1999-02)
5. 51 ...... Jen Traw (1998-99)
Goals-Against Average
1. 1.79 ...Megan Bals (1999-02)
2. 1.80 ...Holly Smith (1995-96)
3. 1.93 ...Carrie Dillsaver (2003-05)
4. 2.08 ...Kerri Reifel (1994)
5. 2.44 ...Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
Shutouts
1. 3 ........Megan Bals (1999-02)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2003-05)
3. 2 ........Holly Smith (1995-96)
4. 1 ........Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
  Jessica Shoffner (1997)
  Jen Traw (1998-99)
Season
Goals
1. 6 ........Christina Burger (2005)
  Julie Williford (2001)
  Julie Williford (2003)
4. 5 ........Heather Cato (1999)
  Jessica Fraser (1997)
Assists
1. 5 ........Holly Collins (1999)
  Holly Collins (2000)
  Andie Hickman (1996)
  Kathy Krupa (1995)
5. 4 ........Abbey Wilburn (2005)
Points
1. 14 ...... Julie Williford (2003)
2. 13 ......Christina Burger (2005)
3. 12 ...... Jessica Fraser (1997)
  Julie Williford (2001)
5. 10 ......Heather Cato (1999)
Game-Winning Goals
1. 3 ........Lindsey Waxler (1996)
2. 2 ........ Jennifer Brashear (2001)
  Christina Burger (2005)
  Jessica Fraser (1997)
5. 1 ........19 tied 21 times
GOALKEEPING
Games Played
1. 11 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
3. 9 ........Megan Bals (1999)
  Lindsay Haywood (2001)
5. 8 ........Lindsay Haywood (2000, ‘02)
  Holly Smith (1995, ‘96)
  Jen Traw (1998)
Games Started
1. 11 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
3. 9 ........Megan Bals (1999)
  Lindsay Haywood (2001)
5. 8 ........Lindsay Haywood (2002)
  Holly Smith (1995, ‘96)
  Jen Traw (1998)
Wins
1. 4 ........Megan Bals (1999)
  Holly Smith (1996)
3. 3 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
  Holly Smith (1995)
5. 2 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2003)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
  Lindsay Haywood (2000, 01, ‘02)
  Jessica Shoffner (1997)
  Jen Traw (1998)
Minutes
1. 1033 ..Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
2. 1013 ..Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
3. 838 ....Lindsay Haywood (2001)
4. 806 ....Holly Smith (1996)
5. 764 ....Lindsay Haywood (2002)
Shots Faced
1. 171 ....Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
2. 167 ....Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
3. 134 ....Lindsay Haywood (2001)
4. 132 .... Jen Traw (1998)
5. 117 ....Lindsay Haywood (2002)
Saves
1. 73 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
2. 56 ......Lindsay Haywood (2002)
3. 55 ......Holly Smith (1996)
4. 54 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
  Lindsay Haywood (2001)
Goals Against
1. 9 ........Kerri Reifel (1994) *
2. 12 ......Megan Bals (1999)
3. 14 ......Lindsay Haywood (2002)
4. 15 ......Holly Smith (1996)
5. 16 ...... Jessica Shoffner (1997)
  Holly Smith (1995)
* - Only played four conference games in 1994
Goals-Against Average
1. 1.59 ...Megan Bals (1999)
2. 1.65 ...Lindsay Haywood (2002)
3. 1.66 ...Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
4. 1.67 ...Holly Smith (1996)
5. 1.78 ...Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
Shutouts
1. 2 ........Megan Bals (1999)
  Holly Smith (1996)
3. 1 ........Five tied, seven times
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Annual Leaders
Goals
2005 Christina Burger ................................ 9
2004 Sarah Gwisdala .................................. 6
2003 Julie Williford .................................. 13
2002 Julie Williford .................................. 12
2001 Julie Williford .................................. 15
2000 Michal-Lynn O’Kelley ....................... 8
1999 Heather Cato ..................................... 7
1998 Jessica Fraser ...................................... 8
1997 Jessica Fraser .................................... 12
1996 Brittany Burns ................................. 12
1995 Alexis Hyrup ...................................... 5
1994 Denise Brown .................................... 8
1993 Honey Marsh ................................... 13
1992 Ruthie Miller ..................................... 9
1991 Ruthie Miller ................................... 14
1990 Ruthie Miller ..................................... 8
1989 Ruthie Miller ..................................... 7
1988 Mary Howard..................................... 9
1987 Mary Howard................................... 17
Assists
2005 Abbey Wilburn .................................. 6
2004 Katie Hamilton .................................. 4
2003 Megan McCool, Julie Williford ......... 4
2002 Julie Williford .................................... 5
2001 Holly Collins, Mandy Komar ............ 7
2000 Holly Collins ..................................... 9
1999 Holly Collins ..................................... 9
1998 Nicole Bynum, Jessica Fraser ............. 5
1997 Brittany Burns ................................... 5
1996 Andie Hickman ............................... 12
1995 Kathy Krupa ...................................... 7
1994 Honey Marsh ..................................... 8
1993 Amy Van Laecke .............................. 12
1992 Alexis Hyrup, Ruthie Miller .............. 7
1991 Kit Carson, Ruthie Miller .................. 4
1990 Dana Dudley ..................................... 5
1989 Mary Howard..................................... 3
1988 Kim Mackey, Angie Nance ................ 2
1987 Mary Howard..................................... 5
Points
2005 Christina Burger .............................. 22
2004 Sarah Gwisdala ................................ 12
2003 Julie Williford .................................. 30
2002 Julie Williford .................................. 29
2001 Julie Williford .................................. 31
2000 Holly Collins, .................................. 17
 Michal-Lynn O’Kelley
1999 Heather Cato ................................... 14
1998 Jessica Fraser .................................... 21
1997 Jessica Fraser .................................... 28
1996 Brittany Burns ................................. 32
1995 Alexis Hyrup .................................... 12
1994 Denise Brown .................................. 17
1993 Amy Van Laecke .............................. 36
1992 Ruthie Miller ................................... 25
1991 Ruthie Miller ................................... 32
1990 Ruthie Miller ................................... 20
1989 Ruthie Miller ................................... 15
1988 Mary Howard................................... 19
1987 Mary Howard................................... 39
Game-Winning Goals
2005 Christina Burger ................................ 4
2004 Sarah Gwisdala .................................. 2
2003 Julie Williford .................................... 4
2002 Julie Williford .................................... 4
2001 Jenni Brashear, Julie Williford ........... 2
2000 Michal-Lynn O’Kelley ....................... 2
1999 Heather Cato ..................................... 2
1998 Jessica Fraser ...................................... 2
1997 Jessica Fraser ...................................... 2
1996 Angie Rigsby, Lindsey Waxler ........... 3
1995 Heather Blanton ................................ 2
1994 Denise Brown .................................... 3
1993 Anne Marx ......................................... 4
1992 Betsy Coverdale ................................. 3
1991 Ruthie Miller ..................................... 4
1990 Kim Stewart ....................................... 3
1989 Carrie Cox, Dana Dudley, ................. 1
 Mary Howard, Kim Mackey, 
 Ruthie Miller, Sharon Smith, 
 Ashley Stone
1988 Mary Howard..................................... 2
1987 Mary Howard..................................... 5
GOALKEEPING
Wins
2005 Carrie Dillsaver .................................. 6
2004 Carrie Dillsaver .................................. 6
2003 Carrie Dillsaver .................................. 6
2002 Lindsay Haywood .............................. 5
2001 Lindsay Haywood .............................. 4
2000 Lindsay Haywood .............................. 6
1999 Megan Bals ........................................ 7
1998 Jen Traw ............................................. 6
1997 Jessica Shoffner .................................. 5
1996 Holly Smith ..................................... 11
1995 Holly Smith ....................................... 5
1994 Kerri Reifel ......................................... 6
1993 Kerri Reifel ....................................... 10
Minutes
2005 Carrie Dillsaver ....................... 1641:08
2004 Carrie Dillsaver ....................... 1752:44
2003 Carrie Dillsaver ....................... 1548:27
2002 Lindsay Haywood ................... 1213:36
2001 Lindsay Haywood ................... 1357:34
2000 Lindsay Haywood ................... 1542:21
1999 Megan Bals .................................. 1541
1998 Jen Traw ....................................... 1376
1997 Jessica Shoffner ............................ 1236
1996 Holly Smith ................................. 2094
1995 Holly Smith ................................. 1762
1994 Kerri Reifel ................................... 1609
1993 Kerri Reifel ................................... 1866
1992 Molly Myers ................................ 1466
1991 Molly Myers ................................ 1545
1990 Molly Myers ................................ 1220
1989 Molly Myers ................................ 1103
Shots Faced
2005 Carrie Dillsaver .............................. 249
2004 Carrie Dillsaver .............................. 234
2003 Carrie Dillsaver .............................. 186
2002 Lindsay Haywood .......................... 153
2001 Lindsay Haywood .......................... 209
2000 Lindsay Haywood .......................... 228
1999 Megan Bals .................................... 236
1998 Jen Traw ......................................... 221
1997 Jessica Shoffner .............................. 218
1996 Holly Smith ................................... 307
1995 Holly Smith ................................... 282
1994 Kerri Reifel ..................................... 327
1993 Kerri Reifel ..................................... 316
Saves
2005 Carrie Dillsaver ................................ 81
2004 Carrie Dillsaver .............................. 104
2003 Carrie Dillsaver ................................ 69
2002 Lindsay Haywood ............................ 71
2001 Lindsay Haywood ............................ 82
2000 Lindsay Haywood ............................ 96
1999 Megan Bals .................................... 106
1998 Jen Traw ........................................... 72
1997 Jessica Shoffner ................................ 83
1996 Holly Smith ................................... 156
1995 Holly Smith ................................... 112
1994 Kerri Reifel ..................................... 174
1993 Kerri Reifel ..................................... 174
1992 Molly Myers .................................. 102
1991 Molly Myers .................................. 114
1990 Molly Myers .................................. 110
1989 Molly Myers .................................... 77
Goals Against
2005 Carrie Dillsaver ................................ 28
2004 Carrie Dillsaver ................................ 28
2003 Carrie Dillsaver ................................ 33
2002 Lindsay Haywood ............................ 20
2001 Lindsay Haywood ............................ 39
2000 Lindsay Haywood ............................ 34
1999 Megan Bals ...................................... 30
1998 Jen Traw ........................................... 40
1997 Jessica Shoffner ................................ 44
1996 Holly Smith ..................................... 31
1995 Holly Smith ..................................... 46
1994 Kerri Reifel ....................................... 35
1993 Kerri Reifel ....................................... 36
1992 Molly Myers .................................... 20
1991 Molly Myers .................................... 20
1990 Molly Myers .................................... 27
1989 Molly Myers .................................... 12
1988 Adrin Pedigo .................................... 44
1987 Adrin Pedigo .................................... 35
Goals-Against Average ^
2005 Carrie Dillsaver ............................. 1.54
2004 Carrie Dillsaver ............................. 1.44
2003 Carrie Dillsaver ............................. 1.92
2002 Lindsay Haywood ......................... 1.48
2001 Lindsay Haywood ......................... 2.59
2000 Lindsay Haywood ......................... 1.98
1999 Megan Bals ................................... 1.75
1998 Jen Traw ........................................ 2.62
1997 Jessica Shoffner ............................. 3.20
1996 Holly Smith .................................. 1.33
1995 Holly Smith .................................. 2.35
1994 Kerri Reifel .................................... 1.96
1993 Kerri Reifel .................................... 1.74
1992 Molly Myers ................................. 1.23
1991 Molly Myers ................................. 1.05
1990 Molly Myers ................................. 1.99
1989 Molly Myers ................................. 1.00
1988 Adrin Pedigo ................................. 2.90
1987 Adrin Pedigo ................................. 2.30
* - Some records from the 80s and early 90s are 
incomplete and not listed.
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Class Records
Freshman Records
Points: ................................................36, Amy VanLaecke, 1993
16, Heather Cato, 1996
15, Ruthie Miller, 1989
Goals: .................................................12, Amy VanLaecke, 1993
7, Heather Cato, 1996
7, Ruthie Miller, 1989
Assists: ................................................12, Amy VanLaecke, 1993
7, Alexis Hyrup, 1992
6, Abbey Wilburn, 2005
Game-Winning Goals: ............................... 3, Kim Stewart, 1990
Game-Tying Goals:..............................3, Amy Van Laecke, 1993
Goalkeepers
Minutes: .........................................1,549, Carrie Dillsaver, 2003
Wins: .........................................................8, Adrin Pedigo, 1987
Shots Faced: ............................................. 235, Megan Bals, 1999
Saves: ....................................................... 106, Megan Bals, 1999
Goals Allowed: ........................................ 12, Molly Myers, 1989
Goals-Against Average:......................... 1.00, Molly Myers, 1989
Shutouts: .................................................. 4.5, Megan Bals, 1999
Games Started: .......................................... 18, Megan Bals, 1999
Sophomore Records
Points: .................................................. 32, Brittany Burns, 1996
31, Julie Williford, 2001
26, Angie Rigsby, 1996
Goals: ....................................................15, Julie Williford, 2001
12, Brittany Burns, 1996
10, Angie Rigsby, 1996
Assists: ...................................................... 9, Holly Collins, 1999
8, Brittany Burns, 1996
7, Mandy Komar, 2001; Lindsey Waxler, 1996
Game-Winning Goals: .................................4, Anne Marx, 1993
Game-Tying Goals:................................ 3, Brittany Burns, 1996;
Crystal Test, 2001
Goalkeepers
Minutes: .........................................1,753, Carrie Dillsaver, 2004
Wins: ......................................................... 7, Molly Myers, 1990
Shots Faced: .......................................234, Carrie Dillsaver, 2004
Saves: ..................................................... 110, Molly Myers, 1990
Goals Allowed: ........................................ 27, Molly Myers, 1990
Goals-Against Average:.....................1.44, Carrie Dillsaver, 2004
Shutouts: ............................................5.0, Carrie Dillsaver, 2004
Games Started: ....................................19, Carrie Dillsaver, 2004
Senior Records
Points: ...................................................30, Julie Williford, 2003
25, Ruthie Miller, 1992
21, Jessica Fraser, 1998
Goals: ....................................................13, Julie Williford, 2003
9, Ruthie Miller, 1992
8, Jessica Fraser, 1998; Michal-Lynn O’Kelley, 2000
Assists: ................................................ 12, Andie Hickman, 1996
8, Honey Marsh, 1994
7, Ruthie Miller, 1992; Kathy Krupa, 1995; Holly Collins, 2001
Game-Winning Goals: ............................4, Julie Williford, 2003
Game-Tying Goals:....................................3, Ruthie Miller, 1992
Goalkeepers
Minutes: .............................................. 2,094, Holly Smith, 1996
Wins: ........................................................ 11, Holly Smith, 1996
Shots Faced: ..............................................317, Kerri Reifel, 1994
Saves: ........................................................172, Kerri Reifel, 1994
Goals Allowed: ........................................ 20, Molly Myers, 1992
Goals-Against Average:......................... 1.23, Molly Myers, 1992
Shutouts: ................................................. 7.0, Holly Smith, 1996
Games Started: ......................................... 21, Holly Smith, 1996
Junior Records
Points: .....................................................32, Ruthie Miller, 1991
29, Honey Marsh, 1993
29, Julie Williford, 2002
Goals: ....................................................15, Julie Williford, 2002
14, Ruthie Miller, 1991
13, Honey Marsh, 1993
Assists: ...................................................... 9, Holly Collins, 2000
5, Brittany Burns, 1997
5, Nicole Bynum, 1998
5, Julie Williford, 2002
Game-Winning Goals: ........................ 4, Christina Burger, 2005
Ruthie Miller, 1991, Julie Williford, 2002
Game-Tying Goals:.................................... 4, Jessica Fraser, 1997
Goalkeepers
Minutes: .............................................. 1,761, Holly Smith, 1995
Wins: ....................................................... 11, Molly Myers, 1991
Shots Faced: ..............................................291, Kerri Reifel, 1993
Saves: ........................................................159, Kerri Reifel, 1993
Goals Allowed: ........................................ 20, Molly Myers, 1991
20, Lindsay Haywood, 2002
Goals-Against Average:......................... 1.05, Molly Myers, 1991
Shutouts: ................................................ 6.5, Molly Myers, 1991






































SEC East Losses ........................19
(9/15/96-10/11/02)
SEC West Losses ........................4
(10/3/04-10/29/04)
(10/14/95-9/27/96)
Home SEC Wins ........................3
(10/13/00-10/7/01)















1. Nicole Bynum .......................3
(Wisc.-Green Bay, Oct. 1, 1999)
 Katie Hamilton .....................3
(Southern, Sept. 12, 2004)
 Kathy Krupa ..........................3
(South Carolina, Sept. 24, 1995)
 Honey Marsh ........................3
(Oral Roberts, Oct. 18, 1994)
 Ruthie Miller.........................3
(Creighton, Oct. 30, 1992)
 Amy Van Laecke ...................3
(Evansville, Sept. 26, 1993)
 Lindsey Waxler .....................3
(Stephen F. Austin, Oct. 6, 1996)
Most Shots
1. Ruthie Miller.......................13
(Centenary, Nov. 1, 1992)
2. Katy Schneider ....................11
(Alabama, Sept. 25, 1994)
3. Betsy Coverdale ..................10
(Missouri Valley, Sept. 11, 1993)
 Heather Cato ......................10
(LSU, Oct. 26, 1997)
 Honey Marsh ......................10
(Alabama, Sept. 25, 1994)
 Julie Williford .....................10
(Auburn, Oct. 18, 2002)
(Drury, Sept. 25, 2001)
Most Saves
1. Holly Smith ........................23
(Florida, Nov. 10, 1996)
2. Kerri Reifel ..........................20
(Vanderbilt, Nov. 6, 1994)
3. Kerri Reifel ..........................19
(Texas A&M, Sept. 6, 1993)
4. Kerri Reifel ..........................18
(Colorado College, Oct. 2, 1994)
 Kerri Reifel ..........................18
(North Carolina, Sept. 18, 1994)
 Megan Bals .........................18
(Florida, Nov. 4, 1999)
Most Points
1. Julie Williford .......................8
(LSU, Nov. 2, 2001)
2. Danielle Brajkovich ..............7
(Miss. State, Sept. 12, 1999)
 Jessica Fraser .........................7
(LSU, Oct. 26, 1997)
4. Michal-Lynn O’Kelley ..........6
(Auburn, Oct. 13, 2000)
5. 14 tied, 20 times ...................4
Most Goals
1. Julie Williford .......................4
(LSU, Nov. 2, 2001)
2. Danielle Brajkovich ..............3
(Miss. State, Sept. 12, 1999)
 Jessica Fraser .........................3
(LSU, Oct. 26, 1997)
 Michal-Lynn O’Kelley ..........3
(Auburn, Oct. 13, 2000)
5. 12 tied, 18 times ...................2
Most Assists
1. Kathy Krupa ..........................3
(South Carolina, Sept. 24, 1995)
2. 8 tied, 12 times .....................2
Most Shots
1. Katy Schneider ....................11
(Alabama, Sept. 25, 1994)
2. Heather Cato ......................10
(LSU, Oct. 26, 1997)
 Honey Marsh ......................10
(Alabama, Sept. 25, 1994)
 Julie Williford .....................10
(Auburn, Oct. 18, 2002)
5. Betsy Coverdale ....................9
(Alabama, Sept. 25, 1994)
 Heather Cato ........................9
(Miss. State, Sept. 12, 1999)
Most Saves
1. Holly Smith ........................15
(Vanderbilt, Oct. 27, 1996)
2. Lindsay Haywood ...............13
(Auburn, Oct. 18, 2002)
3. Megan Bals .........................12
(South Carolina, Sept. 24, 1999)
 Carrie Dillsaver ...................12
(Vanderbilt, Sept. 23, 2005)
 Carrie Dillsaver ...................12
(Auburn, Oct. 14, 2005)
Career Hat Tricks
Mary Howard ....................4 goals
(Houston Baptist, Oct. 24, 1987)
Julie Williford ....................4 goals
(LSU, Nov. 2, 2001)
(Texas Tech, Sept. 2, 2001)
Danielle Brajkovich ...........3 goals
(Miss. State, Sept. 12, 1999)
Denise Brown ....................3 goals
(Oral Roberts, Oct. 18, 1994)
Brittany Burns ...................3 goals
(Texas-El Paso, Sept. 17, 1996)
Jessica Fraser ......................3 goals
(LSU, Oct. 26, 1997)
Mary Howard ....................3 goals
(SW Mo. St., Sept. 19, 1987)
(Missouri-Rolla, Oct. 14, 1990)
Ruthie Miller .....................3 goals
(Missouri-Rolla, Sept. 15,1991)
Michal-Lynn O’Kelley .......3 goals
(Auburn, Oct. 13, 2000)
Angie Rigsby ......................3 goals
(Stephen F. Austin, Oct. 6, 1996)
Amy Treace ........................3 goals
(Rockhurst, Sept. 12, 1987)
Julie Williford ....................3 goals
(SW Mo. St., Oct. 24, 2001)
Most Points
1. Julie Williford .......................9
(Texas Tech, Sept. 2, 2001,
4 goals, 1 assist)
2. Mary Howard ........................8
(Houston Baptist, Oct. 24, 1987,
4 goals)
 Julie Williford .......................8
(LSU, Nov. 2, 2001, 4 goals)
4. Danielle Brajkovich ..............7
(Miss. State, Sept. 12, 1999,
3 goals, 1 assist)
 Jessica Fraser .........................7
(LSU, Oct. 26, 1997,
3 goals, 1 assist)
 Ruthie Miller.........................7
(Creighton, Oct. 30, 1992,
2 goals, 3 assists)
 Angie Rigsby .........................7
(Stephen F. Austin, Oct. 6, 1996,
3 goals, 1 assist)
 Amy Van Laecke ...................7
(Evansville, Sept. 26, 1993,
2 goals, 3 assists)
Most Goals
1. Mary Howard ........................4
(Houston Baptist, Oct. 24, 1987)
 Julie Williford .......................4
(LSU, Nov. 02, 2001)
(Texas Tech, Sept. 02, 2001)
4. 10 tied, 11 times ...................3
SEC Game Records
Former standout Mary Howard 
was the first Lady’Back to score 
four times in a single contest.
Holly Smith set Arkansas and 
SEC records when she made 
23 saves against Florida at the 
SEC Tournament in 1996.
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Team Records
Points
1. 150 (57g 36a) ................. 1993
2. 149 (48g 53a) ................. 1996
3. 116 (44g 28a) ................. 1997
4. 105 (37g 31a) ................. 2000
5. 104 (36g 32a) ................. 2002
6. 100 (41g 18a) ................. 1987
7. 96 (35g 26a) ................... 2001
8. 94 (35g 24a) ................... 1999
9. 93 (33g 27a) ................... 1990
10. 90 (32g 26a) ................... 1992
 90 (35g 20a) ................... 1991
12. 87 (30g 27a) ................... 2003
13. 83 (29g 25a) ................... 1994
14. 81 (29g 23a) ................... 2004
15. 77 (28g 21a) ................... 1998
16. 70 (22g 26a) ................... 2005
17. 66 (21g 24a) ................... 1995
18. 53 (21g 11a) ................... 1989
19. 38 (15g 8a) ..................... 1988
Goals
1. 57 ................................... 1993
2. 48 ................................... 1996
3. 44 ................................... 1997
4. 41 ................................... 1987
5. 37 ................................... 2000
6. 36 ................................... 2002
7. 35 ................................... 2001
 35 ................................... 1999
 35 ................................... 1991
10. 33 ................................... 1990
11. 32 ................................... 1992
12. 30 ................................... 2003
13. 29 ................................... 2004
 29 ................................... 1994
15. 28 ................................... 1998
16. 22 ................................... 2005
17. 21 ................................... 1995
 21 ................................... 1989
19. 15 ................................... 1988
Assists
1. 53 ................................... 1996
2. 36 ................................... 1993
3. 32 ................................... 2002
4. 31 ................................... 2000
5. 28 ................................... 1997
6. 27 ................................... 2003
 27 ................................... 1990
8. 26 ................................... 2005
 26 ................................... 2001
 26 ................................... 1992
11. 25 ................................... 1994
12. 24 ................................... 1995
 24 ................................... 1999
14. 23 ................................... 2004
15. 21 ................................... 1998
16. 20 ................................... 1991
17. 18 ................................... 1987
18. 11 ................................... 1989
19. 8 ..................................... 1988
Points Per Game
1. 7.50 (20 games) ............. 1993
2. 7.10 (21 games) ............. 1996
3. 6.67 (15 games) ............. 1987
4. 6.20 (15 games) ............. 1990
5. 6.11 (19 games) ............. 1997
6. 5.29 (17 games) ............. 1992
7. 5.20 (20 games) ............. 2002
8. 5.00 (21 games) ............. 2000
9. 4.95 (19 games) ............. 1999
10. 4.80 (20 games) ............. 2001
11. 4.74 (19 games) ............. 1991
12. 4.58 (19 games) ............. 2003
13. 4.53 (17 games) ............. 1998
14. 4.26 (19 games) ............. 2004
15. 4.15 (20 games) ............. 1994
16. 3.89 (18 games) ............. 2005
17. 3.47 (19 games) ............. 1995
18. 3.31 (16 games) ............. 1989
19. 2.53 (15 games) ............. 1988
Goals Per Game
1. 2.85 (20 games) ............. 1993
2. 2.73 (15 games) ............. 1987
3. 2.32 (19 games) ............. 1997
4. 2.29 (21 games) ............. 1996
5. 2.20 (15 games) ............. 1990
6. 1.88 (17 games) ............. 1992
7. 1.84 (19 games) ............. 1999
8. 1.84 (19 games) ............. 1991
9. 1.80 (20 games) ............. 2002
10. 1.76 (21 games) ............. 2000
11. 1.75 (20 games) ............. 2001
12. 1.65 (17 games) ............. 1998
13. 1.58 (19 games) ............. 2003
14. 1.53 (19 games) ............. 2004
15. 1.45 (20 games) ............. 1994
16. 1.31 (16 games) ............. 1989
17. 1.22 (18 games) ............. 2005
18. 1.11 (19 games) ............. 1995
19. 1.0 (15 games) ............... 1988
Assists Per Game
1. 2.52 (21 games) ............. 1996
2. 1.80 (20 games) ............. 1993
 1.80 (15 games) ............. 1990
4. 1.60 (20 games) ............. 2002
5. 1.53 (17 games) ............. 1992
6. 1.48 (21 games) ............. 2000
7. 1.47 (19 games) ............. 1997
8. 1.44 (18 games) ............. 2005
9. 1.42 (19 games) ............. 2003
10. 1.30 (20 games) ............. 2001
11. 1.26 (19 games) ............. 1995
 1.26 (19 games) ............. 1999
13. 1.25 (20 games) ............. 1994
14. 1.24 (17 games) ............. 1998
15. 1.21 (19 games) ............. 2004
16. 1.20 (15 games) ............. 1987
17. 1.05 (19 games) ............. 1991
18. 0.69 (16 games) ............. 1989
19. 0.53 (15 games) ............. 1988
GOALKEEPING
Saves
1. 193 (39 GA) ................... 1994
2. 177 (36 GA) ................... 1993
3. 157 (32 GA) ................... 1996
4. 130 (20 GA) ................... 1989
5. 128 (20 GA) ................... 1991
6. 126 (45 GA) ................... 2000
7. 125 (61 GA) ................... 1997
8. 121 (37 GA) ................... 1999
9. 117 (23 GA) ................... 1992
10. 115 (28 GA) ................... 1990
11. 113 (46 GA) ................... 1995
 113 (54 GA) ................... 2001
13. 108 (28 GA) ................... 2004
14. 103 (40 GA) ................... 2002
15. 85 (28 GA) ..................... 2005
16. 83 (43 GA) ..................... 1998
17. 79 (42 GA) ..................... 2003
Saves Per Game
1. 9.65 (20 games) ............. 1994
2. 8.85 (20 games) ............. 1993
3. 8.13 (16 games) ............. 1989
4. 7.67 (15 games) ............. 1990
5. 7.48 (21 games) ............. 1996
6. 6.88 (17 games) ............. 1992
7. 6.58 (19 games) ............. 1997
8. 6.37 (19 games) ............. 1999
9. 6.00 (21 games) ............. 2000
10. 5.95 (19 games) ............. 1995
11. 5.74 (19 games) ............. 1991
12. 5.68 (19 games) ............. 2004
13. 5.65 (20 games) ............. 2001
14. 5.15 (20 games) ............. 2002
15. 4.88 (17 games) ............. 1998
16. 4.72 (18 games) ............. 2005
17. 4.16 (19 games) ............. 2003
Goals-Against Avg
1. 1.05 (20 GA, 1670 min) . 1991
2. 1.14 (20 GA, 1580 min) . 1989
3. 1.25 (23 GA, 1660 min) . 1992
4. 1.36 (32 GA, 2115 min) . 1996
5. 1.44 (28 GA, 1753 min) . 2004
6. 1.53 (28 GA, 1643 min) . 2005
7. 1.66 (36 GA, 1950 min) . 1993
8. 1.92 (39 GA, 1830 min) . 1994
 1.92 (37 GA, 1736 min) . 1999
10. 1.94 (28 GA, 1300 min) . 1990
11. 1.95 (40 GA, 1844 min) . 2002
12. 2.03 (45 GA, 1998 min) . 2000
13. 2.16 (42 GA, 1752 min) . 2003
14. 2.30 (35 GA) .................. 1987
15. 2.34 (46 GA, 1770 min) . 1995
16. 2.50 (43 GA, 1550 min) . 1998
17. 2.66 (54 GA, 1827 min) . 2001
18. 2.90 (44 GA) .................. 1988
19. 3.16 (61 GA, 1740 min) . 1997
Most Wins
1. 11 (11-7-3) ..................... 1996
 11 (11-8-0) ..................... 1991
3. 10 (10-10-0) ................... 1993
 10 (10-8-0) ..................... 1987
5. 8 (8-8-1) ......................... 1992
6. 7 (7-10-2) ....................... 2003
 7 (7-12-1) ....................... 2002
 7 (7-11-3) ....................... 2000
 7 (7-12-0) ....................... 1999
 7 (7-11-2) ....................... 1994
 7 (7-7-1) ......................... 1990
 7 (7-7-2) ......................... 1989
13. 6 (6-12-0) ....................... 2005
 6 (6-11-2) ....................... 2004
 6 (6-14-0) ....................... 2001
 6 (6-11-0) ....................... 1998
 6 (6-12-1) ....................... 1997
18. 5 (5-13-1) ....................... 1995
19. 3 (3-10-2) ....................... 1988
Most Ties
1. 3 (7-11-3) ....................... 2000
 3 (11-7-3) ....................... 1996
3. 2 (6-11-2) ....................... 2004
 2 (7-10-2) ....................... 2003
 2 (7-11-2) ....................... 1994
 2 (7-7-2) ......................... 1989
 2 (3-10-2) ....................... 1988
8. 1 (7-12-1) ....................... 2002
 1 (6-12-1) ....................... 1997
 1 (5-13-1) ....................... 1995
 1 (8-8-1) ......................... 1992
 1 (7-7-1) ......................... 1990The Lady Razorback 1996 
squad was Arkansas’ most 
unselfish with a school record 
for assists.  They also hold the 
record for wins in a season.
Arkansas’ 1993 team was its most 
prolific on the field setting UA 
records for points and goals.




Most Goals: .................................................... 9
9-0 v. Oral Roberts, 1993;
9-0 v. Stephen F. Austin, 1996;
9-3 v. LSU, 1997
Most Goals Allowed: ...................................... 7
7-1 vs. Florida, 1997;
7-2 vs. Georgia, 2003
Largest Margin Victory:.................................. 9
9-0 v. ORU, 1993;
9-0 vs. SFA, 1996
Largest Margin Defeat: ................................... 6
7-1 v. Florida, 1997
Most OT Goals: .............................................. 2
3-1 v. Centenary, 1992;
4-3 v. Oregon St., 1993
Most Opp. OT Goals: ..................................... 2
Georgia, 1996
Most Shots: ................................................... 42
v. Alabama, 1994
Fewest Shots: .................................................. 1
v. Arizona, 1997
Most Shots Allowed: .................................... 35
v. Florida, 1997
Fewest Shots Allowed: .................................... 2
v. LSU, 1999
SEASON
Most Wins: ......................................... 6 (1992)
Most Losses: ........................................6 (2002)
Most OT Matches: ...............................4 (1996)
Best Win Pct.: ..................................750 (1992)
Worst Win Pct.: ...............................400 (2002)
Longest Win Streak: ..............4 (1992, ‘99, ‘00)
Longest Losing Streak: ........................4 (1995)
Most Goals: .......................................34 (1993)
Most Goals Allowed: .........................20 (1997)
Fewest Goals: .......................................7 (2004)
Fewest Goals Allowed: ........................7 (1992)
Most Goals Avg.: ............................3.78 (1993)
Most Goals Allowed Avg.: ..............2.50 (1997)
Fewest Goals Avg.: ...........................875 (2004)
Fewest Goals Allowed Avg.: ...........0.87 (1992)
Most Shutouts: .............................4 (1992, ‘93)
Consecutive Shutouts: ............2 (1993,’95,’96,
‘99, ‘04)
Opponent Shutouts: ...........................4 (1995)
Consecutive Opp. Shutouts: .........2 (1995,’99)
Individual Records
GAME
Most Goals: .................................................... 4
Julie Williford v. Texas Tech, 2001;
Julie Williford v. LSU, 2001
Most Assists: ................................................... 3
Ruthie Miller v. Creighton, 1992;
Amy Van Laecke v. Evansville, 1993;
Lindsey Waxler v. SFA, 1996;
Nicole Bynum v. Wisc.-Green Bay, 1999
Most Points:  .................................................. 9
Julie Williford v. Texas Tech, 2001
SEASON
Most Goals: ..............14 (Julie Williford, 2001)
Most Assists: ............ 9 (Andie Hickman, 1996)
Most Points: .............29 (Julie Williford, 2001)
Most Shots: ...........53 (Amy Van Laecke, 1993)
CAREER
Most Goals: .........32 (Julie Williford, 2002-03)
Most Assists: .........19 (Holly Collins, 1997-01)
Most Points: ....... 74 (Julie Williford, 2002-03)
Most Shots: ........154 (Julie Williford, 2002-03)
Goalkeeper Records
GAME
Most Saves: ................................................... 20
Kerri Reifel v. Vanderbilt, 1994
Most Shots Faced:......................................... 35
Holly Smith v. Florida, 1997
SEASON
Most Wins: ................... 6 (Molly Myers, 1992)
Most Losses: ..................5 (Holly Smith, 1995)
Most Saves: ....................92 (Kerri Reifel, 1992)
Most Shutouts: .............3 (Holly Smith, 1995);
(Holly Smith 1996);
(Kerri Reifel, 1993)
Most Minutes: ...........919 (Holly Smith, 1996)
Most Goals Against: .......18 (Holly Smith, ‘96)
Fewest Goals Against ....... 7 (Molly Myers, ‘92)
CAREER
Most Wins: ................................................... 13
(Lindsay Haywood, 2000-03)
Most Saves: .............158 (Kerri Reifel, 1992-94)
Most Shutouts: ........6.5 (Kerri Reifel, 1992-94)
Most Minutes: .................................... 2,240:04
(Lindsay Haywood, 2000-03)
Top 10 Lady Razorback Crowds
1,709......... 10/12/01, South Carolina, S.C. 2-0
1,487.................10/7/05, Tennessee, Tenn. 2-0
1,374..................... 10/13/00, Auburn, Ark. 3-2
938....................... 10/22/99, Kentucky, Ky. 4-1
742....................... 10/15/04, Auburn, Aub. 1-0
737.......................10/17/04, Alabama, Ala. 3-1
702.............................. 10/10/99, LSU, Ark. 3-0
687.......................... 10/23/05, Florida, Fla. 1-0
685.....................10/24/99, Vanderbilt, VU 1-0
659..................... 9/30/05, Miss. State, Ark. 1-0
Home Sweet Home
 Year Record Pct.
 1992 6-2-0 .750
 1993 5-4-0 .555
 1994 4-2-2 .625
 1995 5-5-0 .500
 1996 4-3-2 .555
 1997 4-4-0 .500
 1998 4-4-0 .500
 1999 4-4-0 .500
 2000 5-3-2 .600
 2001 5-3-0 .625
 2002 4-6-0 .400
 2003 4-3-2 .556
 2004 3-4-1 .438
 2005 3-6-0 .333
The Last Time It Happened at
Lady’Back Field
For Arkansas
Hat Trick: ............................................. 11/2/01
Julie Williford v. LSU
Three Consecutive Games with a Goal:...........
Julie Williford, 2003
More than 20 Shots: ............................ 9/18/05
28, S.E. Louisiana
More than 10 Shots on Goal: .............. 9/18/05
16, S.E. Louisiana
More than 15 Saves: ............................ 9/22/96
16, Holly Smith v. Missouri
Opponent Less than 10 Shots: ............ 10/2/05
9, Mississippi
More than 500 Fans: ......................... 10/28/05
929, LSU
More than 750 Fans:  ........................ 10/28/05
929, LSU





ended her career in 
2001 holding the 
Lady’Back Field 
record for assists in 
a career.
Julie Williford (top left) shattered Arkansas’ records for 
goals and points in a season and a career, breaking the 
records of former Lady’Back Brittany Burns  (bottom left).
Lindsay Haywood (right) 
picked up her 13th win at 
Lady’Back Field in 2003, 
completing her career with 
2,240 minutes played, both 
Lady’Back Field records.
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Year-by-Year Results
2005 (6-12-0/3-8-0 SEC)
8/26 @ Tulsa W 5-1
8/28 @ Oklahoma L 0-3
9/2 @ Kansas L 0-1
9/4 Oral Roberts W 3-0
9/11 George Mason L 0-1
9/16 @ Liberty L 1-2
9/18 S.E. Louisiana W 2-0
9/23 @ Vanderbilt L 0-5
9/35 @ Kentucky L 1-2
9/30 Miss. St. W 1-0
10/2 Mississippi L 0-1
10/7 Tennessee L 1-2 OT
10/9 Georgia L 0-1
10/14 @ Auburn L 1-2 2OT
10/16 @ Alabama W 2-1
10/21 @ South Carolina W 2-1
10/23 Florida L 0-1
10/28 LSU L 3-4
2004 (6-11-2/2-7-2 SEC)
8/27 @ SE Missouri L 2-3
8/29 Tulsa W 1-0
9/3 SW Missouri W 1-0
9/5 Oklahoma L 1-2
9/7 @ Oral Roberts L 0-1
9/10 vs. Grambling % W 4-0
9/12 vs. Southern % W 11-0
9/19 @ Old Dominion L 1-3
9/24 Vanderbilt W 2-1
9/26 Kentucky T 1-1 2OT
10/1 @ Mississippi St. W 2-1 OT
10/3 @ Mississippi L 0-3
10/8 @ Tennessee L 1-3
10/10 @ Georgia T 0-0 2OT
10/15 Auburn L 0-1
10/17 Alabama L 1-3
10/22 South Carolina L 0-1
10/24 @ Florida L 1-2
10/29 @ LSU L 0-3
% Bulldog Classic (Huntsville, Ala.)
2003 (7-10-2/3-6-0 SEC)
8/29 @ Oklahoma L 1-3
8/31 @ Tulsa L 1-2
9/3 Oral Roberts W 3-1
9/5 vs. Arizona $ W 3-2
9/7 vs. Purdue $ L 0-4
9/12 William & Mary % T 1-1 2OT
9/14 Old Dominion % T 1-1 2OT
9/21 @ George Mason W 3-0
9/30 Drury W 2-0
10/3 @ Vanderbilt W 2-0
10/5 @ Kentucky L 2-3 OT
10/10 Mississippi State W 4-2
10/12 Mississippi L 1-4
10/17 Tennessee L 0-4
10/19 Georgia L 2-7
10/24 @ Auburn L 0-2
10/26 @ Alabama L 1-3
10/31 LSU W 3-2
11/2 Oklahoma State L 0-1
$ Nike Missouri Tournament
% Fayetteville Athletic Club Classic
2002 (7-12-1/3-5-1 SEC)
8/30 @ Washington L 1-4
9/1 @ Portland State L 2-3
9/4 Tulsa L 1-2
9/6 SE Missouri W 2-1
9/8 Oklahoma L 0-3
9/13 Kansas L 2-3
9/15 Oklahoma State L 1-2
9/20 @ Old Dominion W 5-2
9/22 @ Navy L 0-3
9/25 @ Drury W 3-0
10/2 Louisiana-Monroe W 6-0
10/4 @ Miss. State L 0-3
10/6 @ Mississippi L 1-2
10/11 @ South Carolina W 2-1 2OT
10/13 @ Florida L 1-2
10/18 Auburn L 1-2 2OT
10/20 Alabama W 2-0
10/25 Kentucky L 1-3
10/27 Vanderbilt W 4-3
11/3 @ LSU T 1-1 2OT
2001 (6-14-0/2-7-0 SEC)
9/2 Texas Tech W 6-1
9/7 @ San Diego L 0-2
9/9 @ Pepperdine L 1-4
9/18 @ Tulsa L 0-1
9/21 @ William & Mary! L 0-2
9/23 George Mason ! L 0-4
9/25 Drury W 3-1
9/28 @ Wisc.-Green Bay W 4-3
9/30 @ Wisc.-Milwaukee L 0-5
10/5 Mississippi State W 4-1
10/7 Mississippi L 1-2 2OT
10/12 South Carolina L 0-2
10/14 Florida L 1-4
10/19 @ Auburn L 0-2
10/21 @ Alabama L 2-3
10/24 SW Missouri W 4-0
10/26 @ Tennessee L 1-3
10/28 @ Georgia L 1-6
11/2 LSU W 6-5 OT
11/4 @ Oklahoma L 1-3
! Tribe Invitational (Williamsburg, Va.)
2000 (7-11-3/3-5-1 SEC)
8/27 @ Colo. College L 1-4
9/1 @ Baylor T 1-1 OT
9/3 SMU ! L 0-4
9/7 Texas L 2-3 OT
9/9 TCU T 0-0 OT
9/15 @ Hawai’i W 1-0
9/16 Loyola Mary. * L 2-3 OT
9/20 SW Missouri W 3-2
9/24 @ LSU L 0-1
9/27 Tulsa L 2-3
9/29 @ Miss. State W 1-0
10/1 @ Mississippi L 2-4
10/6 Tennessee L 1-3
10/8 Georgia T 2-2 OT
10/10 Drury W 3-1
10/13 Auburn W 3-2
10/15 Alabama W 5-2
10/20 @ Vanderbilt L 0-4
10/22 @ Kentucky L 1-2
10/27 Mercer W 6-0
11/2 Florida # L 1-4
! Waco, Texas * Honolulu, Hawai’i
# SEC Championship (Athens, Ga.)
1999 (7-12-0/4-5 SEC)
8/29 @ Tulsa L 1-4
9/3 @ Texas L 0-1
9/5 @ Texas Tech W 2-0
9/10 Mississippi L 1-2
9/12 Miss. State W 8-0
9/17 @ San Francisco L 0-3
9/19 @ California L 0-2
9/24 @ South Carolina L 0-1
9/26 @ Florida L 0-5
10/1 Wisc.-Green Bay W 6-3
10/2 Colorado College W 3-0
10/8 @ SW Missouri L 1-2 OT
10/10 LSU W 3-0
10/15 @ Auburn W 3-0
10/17 @ Alabama W 3-2 OT
10/22 Kentucky L 1-4
10/24 Vanderbilt L 0-1
10/31 Oklahoma L 0-3
11/3 Florida # L 3-4
# SEC Championship (Nashville, Tenn.)
1998 (6-11-0/2-6 SEC)
9/1 @ Drury W 3-0
9/4 Oklahoma L 1-2
9/6 Oklahoma State L 1-2
9/11 @ Miss. State W 1-0 OT
9/13 @ Mississippi L 1-2
9/18 Mercer W 5-4 OT
9/25 @ Tennessee L 0-5
9/27 @ Georgia L 0-5
10/4 Purdue W 5-1
10/9 @ UMBC L 1-2
10/11 @ Navy L 1-3
10/16 Auburn W 3-1
10/18 Alabama L 1-2
10/23 Vanderbilt L 1-4
10/25 @ LSU L 0-4
10/28 Oral Roberts W 4-1
10/31 @ Ohio State L 1-5
1997 (6-12-1/2-6 SEC)
8/30 Arizona L 0-3
9/5 @ Texas Christian W 2-1
9/7 @ North Texas L 1-5
9/12 Mississippi L 1-2
9/14 Miss. State W 4-0
9/19 @ Creighton L 2-3
9/21 @ Nebraska L 0-8
9/26 South Carolina L 1-2
9/28 Florida L 1-7
10/5 @ Oklahoma St. L 2-3
10/10 @ Kansas T 2-2 OT
10/12 @ Missouri W 3-1
10/17 @ Auburn L 1-2
10/19 @ Alabama L 3-5
10/24 @ Kentucky L 0-3
10/26 LSU W 9-3
10/31 Memphis W 4-2
11/2 SW Missouri W 5-1
11/6 Vanderbilt# L 3-8
# SEC Championship (Gainesville, Fla.)
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1996 (11-7-3/4-3-1 SEC)
9/2 @ SMU L 1-3
9/6 @ Wyoming W 1-0
9/8 @ Colo. College L 1-2
9/13 Georgia L 2-4 OT
9/15 @ Tennessee W 1-0
9/17 Texas-El Paso W 3-0
9/20 Kansas W 4-0
9/22 Missouri L 1-2 OT
9/27 @ Miss. State L 0-1 OT
9/29 @ Mississippi W 3-2
10/6 Stephen F. Austin W 9-0
10/12 @ Memphis W 3-2
10/15 @ Oral Roberts W 1-0
10/18 Alabama T 3-3 OT
10/20 Auburn W 4-1
10/27 Vanderbilt L 1-5
10/29 @ LSU W 2-0
11/3 Tulsa T 3-3 OT
11/7 Vanderbilt# T 0-0
11/9 Georgia# W 3-1
11/10 Florida^ L 2-3 OT
# SEC Championship (Lexington, Ky.)
^ SEC Championship Game
1995 (5-13-1/3-5 SEC)
9/2 @ Texas L 0-3
9/4 Texas A&M! L 3-8
9/8 Mississippi St. W 2-1 OT
9/10 Mississippi W 2-1
9/16 Wyoming# W 2-0
9/17 Central Florida#$  T 1-1
9/22 Florida L 0-2
9/24 South Carolina W 5-0
9/26 @ Tulsa L 0-1
9/30 Memphis W 2-0
10/1 Nebraska L 0-3
10/7 Stanford* L 0-6
10/9 Oregon State* L 0-2
10/14 @ Alabama L 1-4
10/15 @ Auburn L 1-4
10/20 @ LSU L 1-2
10/22 @ Kentucky L 0-2
10/24 Oral Roberts L 1-2
10/28 SMU L 0-4
! at Plano, TX #Ark. Adidas Classic
$ UCF won on PKs, 5-4 * at Corvalis, OR
1994 (7-11-2/0-3-1 SEC)
9/3 New Mexico* W 3-1
9/4 Centenary* L 0-1
9/9 Mercer W 1-0
9/17 Duke! L 1-3
9/18 @ North Carolina  L 0-9
9/21 @ Tulsa L 0-1
9/24 Auburn T 2-2
9/25 Alabama L 0-2
9/30 Texas T 1-1 OT
10/2 Colorado College W 2-1
10/7 FIUl#  W 4-1
10/9 @ Central Florida L 1-2 OT
10/18 @ Oral Roberts W 4-0
10/21 @ Vanderbilt L 2-3
10/23 @ Kentucky L 1-2
10/26 Tulsa W 2-0
10/28 @ SMU L 0-2
10/30 @Texas A&M L 1-3
11/5 Kentucky% W 4-2
11/6 Vanderbilt% L 0-3
* at Plano, TX ! at Chapel Hill, NC
# at Orlando, FL
% SEC Championship (Fayetteville, Ark.)
1993 (10-10)
9/4 Washington State*  L 3-2 OT
9/6 Texas A&M* W 2-1 OT
9/11 Missouri Valley W 4-0
9/15 @ Tulsa W 1-0
9/19 SMU W 2-0
9/25 Stanford L 0-3
9/26 Evansville W 6-0
10/1 Washington$ W 3-2 OT
10/3 Cal-Berkeley$ L 1-2
10/6 Tulsa L 3-4
10/9 @ NC-Greensboro  L 1-3
10/11 @ Maryland L 2-3
10/16 Oral Roberts W 9-0
10/17 Oregon State W 4-3 OT
10/22 @ Mercer L 0-2
10/23 NC State# W 4-2
10/30 Creighton L 3-2
10/31 FIU L 1-2 OT
11/5 Auburn% W 8-0
11/6 Vanderbilt% L 2-3 OT
* at Plano, TX $ at Washington St.
# at Mercer
% SEC Championship (Nashville, Tenn.)
1992 (8-8-1)
9/7 Texas A&M* W 4-0
9/12 Kentucky# W 2-0
9/13 @ SIU-Edwardsville T 0-0 OT
9/19 William Woods W 8-0
9/20 Virginia L 1-3
9/26 Vanderbilt W 1-0
9/30 @ SMU L 1-3
10/5 @ Tulsa L 0-3
10/10 Central Florida$ L 0-1 OT
10/11 @ FIU  L 0-1 OT
10/14 Tulsa L 0-1
10/17 Missouri Valley W 2-0
10/19 UNC-Greensboro W 3-2 OT
10/23 @ North Carolina  L 1-7
10/25 @ NC State L 0-1
10/30 Creighton W 6-0
11/1 Centenary W 3-1 OT
* at Plano, TX # at SIU-Edwardsville
$ at Fla. International
1991 (11-8)
9/8 SIU-Edwardsville  W 2-0
9/12 @ Tulsa L 0-2
9/14 Missouri-St. Louis  W 2-0
9/15 Missouri-Rolla W 8-0
9/21 SMU L 0-2
9/22 Louisville W 3-0
9/28 @ Colo. College  L 0-2
9/29 Wash. State*  W 3-2
10/6 @ NC-Greensboro  W 1-0
10/7 Davidson# W 2-1
10/8 @ Virginia L 0-1 OT
10/12 Missouri Valley W 1-0
10/13 William Woods W 5-0
10/16 Tulsa W 2-0
10/20 @ Vanderbilt W 2-1
10/25 @ Creighton L 0-1
10/26 Metro State! L 2-3
11/2 @ Xavier L 1-3
11/3 @ Dayton L 1-2
# at Greensboro, NC ! at Omaha, NE
* at Colorado Springs, CO
1990 (7-7-1)
9/8 Vanderbilt W 2-1
9/12 @ Tulsa L 2-3 OT
9/15 Denver! L 2-3
9/16 Wright State W 3-2
9/22 Regis$ W 4-1
9/23 @ Colo. College L 1-6
9/28 SMU# L 0-4
9/30 @ Texas Christian  T 1-1 OT
10/13 @ Missouri Valley  L 2-3 OT
10/14 @ Missouri-Rolla  W 9-0
10/21 Texas A&M W 3-1 OT
10/24 Tulsa L 0-1
10/27 Southern Illinois%  W 2-1
10/28 @ Missouri-SL%  W  2-0
11/4 Creighton L 0-1
! at Omaha, NE % UMSL Tournament
$ at Boulder, CO # at Forth Worth, TX
1989 (7-7-2)
9/8 Regis* W 2-1
9/10 @ NE Missouri St.  L 0-2
9/11 Quincy* L 0-2
9/13 @ Tulsa L 2-5 OT
9/16 @ Creighton W 2-1
9/17 Neb. Wesleyan! W 1-0
9/24 Southern Illinois L 1-2 OT
10/7 @ Louisville W 4-1
10/8 @ Vanderbilt L 0-1 OT
10/15 Missouri-Rolla W 2-0
10/18 Tulsa W 1-0
10/23 Missouri Valley T 1-1 OT
10/27 @ SW Texas L 1-2
10/28 @ Texas A&M T 0-0 OT
11/4 Texas Christian L 0-2
11/5 Creighton W 4-0
* at Kirksville, MO ! at Omaha, NE
1988 (3-10-2)
9/10 @ Missouri-Rolla  T 2-2
9/11 Texas A&M L 0-3
9/14 @ Tulsa L 0-8
9/23 @ Alabama L 0-3
9/24 @ Huntington W 3-1
9/25 Boca Raton* L 0-4
9/30 @ NE Missouri St.  L 0-4
10/2 @ Missouri Valley  L 0-2
10/8 Missouri Baptist T 2-2
10/12 Tulsa L 0-2
10/15 Vanderbilt L 1-4
10/18 Oral Roberts W 4-0
10/22 @ Southern Illinois  W 2-1
10/29 @ SMU L 0-6
10/30 @ Texas Christian  L 1-2
*at Kirksville, MO
1987 (10-8)
9/12 @ Rockhurst W 5-2
9/19 @ SW Missouri St.  W 7-1
9/20 @ Maryville Col.  L 0-3
9/26 Houston Baptist W 4-0
9/27 Houston Baptist W 2-0
9/29 Texas Christian L 0-2
10/3 Rhodes College W 3-0
10/3 Trinity W 4-0
10/4 Trinity W 5-0
10/10 Rockhurst W 3-0
10/11 SMU L 0-4
10/17 Tulsa L 0-2
10/24 @ Houston Baptist W 7-1
10/25 @ Houston Baptist  W 3-2
10/29 @ Barry University  L 1-6
10/30 @ Boca Raton L 1-7
11/1 Columbia* L 2-5
11/8 @ Vanderbilt L 1-2
*at Miami, FL
1986 (3-9)
9/14 Texas Christian L 0-10
9/17 Missouri Valley L 0-8
9/18 Missouri Valley L 0-8
9/21 @ Texas A&M W 1-0*
9/27 Baylor L 2-5
9/28 Rockhurst W 1-0*
10/11 @ Texas Christian  L 1-4
10/12 @ Baylor L 1-5
10/18 SW Missouri St. W 4-0
10/25 @ SMU L 0-7
10/26 @ North Texas L 1-7
11/8 @ Missouri-Rolla  L 1-16
*Forfeited Match
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Series Records
ALABAMA (4-8-1)
1988	 L	 0-3	 Tuscaloosa,	Ala.
1994	 L	 0-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1995	 L	 1-4	 Tuscaloosa,	Ala.
1996	 T	 3-3	OT	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1997	 L	 3-5	 Tuscaloosa,	Ala.
1998	 L	 1-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1999	 W	 3-2	OT	 Tuscaloosa,	Ala.
2000	 W	 5-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2001	 L	 2-3	 Tuscaloosa,	Ala.
2002	 W	 2-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2003	 L	 1-3	 Tuscaloosa,	Ala.
2004	 L	 1-3	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2005	 W	 2-1	 Tuscaloosa,	Ala.
ARIZONA (1-1-0)
1997	 L	 0-3	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2003	 W	 3-2	 Columbia,	Mo.
AUBURN (5-7-1)
1993	 W	 8-0	 Nashville,	Tenn.
1994	 T	 2-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1995	 L	 1-4	 Auburn,	Ala.
1996	 W	 4-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1997	 L	 1-2	 Auburn,	Ala.
1998	 W	 3-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1999	 W	 3-0	 Auburn,	Ala.
2000	 W	 3-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2001	 L	 0-2	 Auburn,	Ala.
2002	 L	 1-2	2OT	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2003	 L	 0-2	 Auburn,	Ala.
2004	 L	 0-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2005	 L	 1-2	2OT	 Auburn,	Ala.
BARRY (0-1-0)
1987	 L	 1-6	 Miami	Shores,	Fla.
BAYLOR (0-2-1)
1986	 L	 2-5	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1986	 L	 1-5	 Waco,	Texas
2000	 T	 0-0	 Waco,	Texas
BOCA RATON (0-2-0)
1987	 L	 1-7	 Boca	Raton,	Fla.
1988	 L	 0-4	 Kirksville,	Mo.
CALIFORNIA-BERKELEY (0-2-0)
1993	 L	 1-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1999	 L	 0-2	 Berkeley,	Calif.
CENTENARY (1-1-0)
1992	 W	 3-1	OT	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1994	 L	 0-1	 Plano,	Texas
CENTRAL FLORIDA (0-2-1)
1992	 L	 0-1	OT	 Miami,	Fla.
1994	 L	 1-2	OT	 Orlando,	Fla.
1995	 T	 1-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
COLORADO COLLEGE (2-4-0)
1990	 L	 1-6	 Colo.	Springs,	Colo.
1991	 L	 0-2	 Colo.	Springs,	Colo.
1994	 W	 2-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1996	 L	 1-2	 Colo.	Springs,	Colo.
1999	 W	 3-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2000	 L	 0-4	 Colo.	Springs,	Colo.
COLUMBIA (0-1-0)
1987	 L	 2-5	 Miami,	Fla.
CREIGHTON (3-4-0)
1989	 W	 2-1	 Omaha,	Neb.
1989	 W	 4-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1990	 L	 0-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1991	 L	 0-1	 Omaha,	Neb.
1992	 W	 6-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1993	 L	 2-3	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1997	 L	 2-3	 Omaha,	Neb.
DAVIDSON (1-0-0)
1991	 W	 2-1	 Greensboro,	N.C.
DAYTON (0-1-0)
1991	 L	 1-2	 Dayton,	Ohio
DENVER (0-1-0)
1990	 L	 2-3	 Omaha,	Neb.
DRURY (5-0-0)
1998	 W	 3-0	 Springfield,	Mo.
2000	 W	 3-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2001	 W	 3-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2002	 W	 3-0	 Springfield,	Mo.
2003	 W	 2-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
DUKE (0-1-0)
1994	 L	 1-3	 Chapel	Hill,	N.C.
EVANSVILLE (1-0-0)
1993	 W	 6-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
FLORIDA (0-10-0)
1995	 L	 0-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1996	 L	 2-3	OT	 Lexington,	Ky.
1997	 L	 1-7	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1999	 L	 0-5	 Gainesville,	Fla.
1999	 L	 3-4	 Nashville,	Tenn.
2000	 L	 1-4	 Athens,	Ga.
2001	 L	 1-4	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2002	 L	 1-2	 Gainesville,	Fla.
2004	 L	 1-2	 Gainesville,	Fla.
2005	 L	 0-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL (1-2-0)
1992	 L	 0-1	 Miami,	Fla.
1993	 L	 1-2	OT	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1993	 W	 4-1	 Orlando,	Fla.
GEORGE MASON (1-2-0)
2001	 L	 0-4	 Williamsburg,	Va.
2003	 W	 3-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2005	 L	 0-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
GEORGIA (1-5-2)
1996	 L	 2-4	OT	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1996	 W	 3-1	 Lexington,	Ky.
1998	 L	 0-5	 Athens,	Ga.
2000	 T	 2-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2001	 L	 1-6	 Athens,	Ga.
2003	 L	 2-7	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2004	 T	 0-0	 Athens,	Ga.
2005	 L	 0-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
GRAMBLING (1-0-0)
2004	 W	 4-0	 Huntsville,	Ala.
HAWAI’I (1-0-0)
2000	 W	 1-0	 Honolulu,	Hawai’i
HOUSTON BAPTIST (4-0-0)
1987	 W	 4-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1987	 W	 2-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1987	 W	 7-1	 Houston,	Texas
1987	 W	 3-2	 Houston,	Texas
HUNTINGTON (1-0-0)
1988	 W	 3-1	 Huntington,	Ind.
KANSAS (1-2-1)
1996	 W	 4-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1997	 T	 2-2	OT	 Lawrence,	Kan.
2002	 L	 2-3	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2005	 L	 0-1	 Lawrence,	Kan.
KENTUCKY (2-8-1)
1992	 W	 2-0	 Edwardsville,	Ill.
1994	 L	 1-2	 Lexington,	Ky.
1994	 W	 4-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1995	 L	 0-2	 Lexington,	Ky.
1997	 L	 0-3	 Lexington,	Ky.
1999	 L	 1-4	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2000	 L	 1-2	 Lexington,	Ky.
2002	 L	 1-3	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2003	 L	 2-3	OT	 Lexington,	Ky.
2004	 T	 1-1	2OT	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2005	 L	 1-2	 Lexington,	Ky.
LIBERTY (0-1-0)
2005	 L	 1-2	 Lynchburg,	Va.
LOUISIANA-MONROE (1-0-0)
2002	 W	 6-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
LOUISIANA STATE (5-5-1)
1995	 L	 1-2	 Baton	Rouge,	La.
1996	 W	 2-0	 Baton	Rouge,	La.
1997	 W	 9-3	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1998	 L	 0-4	 Baton	Rouge,	La.
1999	 W	 3-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2000	 L	 0-1	 Baton	Rouge,	La.
2001	 W	 6-5	OT	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2002	 T	 1-1	2OT	 Baton	Rouge,	La.
2003	 W	 3-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2004	 L	 0-3	 Baton	Rouge,	La.
2005	 L	 3-4	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
LOUISVILLE (2-0-0)
1989	 W	 4-1	 Louisville,	Ky.
1991	 W	 3-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
LOYOLA MARYMOUNT (0-1-0)
2000	 L	 2-3	OT	 Honolulu,	Hawai’i
MARYLAND (0-1-0)
1993	 L	 2-3	 College	Park,	Md.
MD - BALTIMORE COUNTY (0-1-0)
1998	 L	 1-2	 Baltimore,	Md.
MARYVILLE (0-1-0)
1987	 L	 0-3	 St.	Louis,	Mo.
MEMPHIS (3-0-0)
1995	 W	 2-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1996	 W	 3-2	 Memphis,	Tenn.
1997	 W	 4-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
MERCER (3-1-0)
1993	 L	 0-2	 Macon,	Ga.
1994	 W	 1-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1998	 W	 5-4	OT	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2000	 W	 6-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
METRO STATE (0-1-0)
1991	 L	 2-3	 Omaha,	Neb.
MISSISSIPPI (2-9-0)
1995	 W	 2-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1996	 W	 3-2	 Oxford,	Miss.
1997	 L	 1-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1998	 L	 1-2	 Oxford,	Miss.
1999	 L	 1-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2000	 L	 2-4	 Oxford,	Miss.
2001	 L	 1-2	OT	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2002	 L	 1-2	 Oxford,	Miss.
2003	 L	 1-4	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2004	 L	 0-3	 Oxford,	Miss.
2005	 L	 0-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
MISSISSIPPI STATE (9-2-0)
1995	 W	 2-1	OT	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1996	 L	 0-1	OT	 Starkville,	Miss.
1997	 W	 4-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1998	 W	 1-0	OT	 Starkville,	Miss.
1999	 W	 8-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2000	 W	 1-0	 Starkville,	Miss.
2001	 W	 4-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2002	 L	 0-3	 Starkville,	Miss.
2003	 W	 4-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2004	 W	 2-1	OT	 Starkville,	Miss.
2005	 W	 1-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
MISSOURI (1-1-0)
1996	 L	 1-2	OT	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1997	 W	 3-1	 Columbia,	Mo.
MISSOURI - ROLLA (3-1-1)
1986	 L	 1-16	 Rolla,	Mo.
1988	 T	 2-2	 Rolla,	Mo.
1989	 W	 2-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1990	 W	 9-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1991	 W	 8-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
MISSOURI - ST. LOUIS (2-0-0)
1990	 W	 2-0	 St.	Louis,	Mo.
1991	 W	 2-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
MISSOURI BAPTIST (0-0-1)
1988	 T	 2-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
 MISSOURI STATE (1-1-0)
2002	 W	 2-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2004	 L	 2-3	 Cape	Girardeau,	Mo.
 MISSOURI VALLEY (3-4-1)
1986	 L	 0-8	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1986	 L	 0-8	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1988	 L	 0-2	 Marshall,	Mo.
1989	 T	 1-1	OT	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1990	 L	 2-3	OT	 Marshall,	Mo.
1991	 W	 1-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1992	 W	 2-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1993	 W	 4-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
NAVY (0-2-0)
1998	 L	 0-3	 Annapolis,	Md.
2002	 L	 0-3	 Annapolis,	Md.
NEBRASKA (0-2-0)
1995	 L	 0-3	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1997	 L	 0-8	 Lincoln,	Neb.
NEBRASKA WESLEYAN (1-0-0)
1989	 W	 1-0	 Omaha,	Neb.
NEW MEXICO (1-0-0)
1994	 W	 3-1	 Plano,	Texas
NORTH CAROLINA (0-2-0)
1992	 L	 1-7	 Chapel	Hill,	N.C.
1994	 L	 0-9	 Chapel	Hill,	N.C.
UNC - GREENSBORO (2-1-0)
1991	 W	 1-0	 Greensboro,	N.C.
1992	 W	 3-2	OT	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1993	 L	 1-3	 Greensboro,	N.C.
NORTH CAROLINA STATE (1-1-0)
1992	 L	 0-1	 Raleigh,	N.C.
1993	 W	 4-2	 Macon,	Ga.
NORTH TEXAS (0-2-0)
1986	 L	 1-7	 Denton,	Texas
1997	 L	 1-5	 Denton,	Texas
NE MISSOURI STATE (0-2-0)
1988	 L	 0-4	 Maryville,	Mo.
1989	 L	 0-2	 Maryville,	Mo.
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OHIO STATE (0-1-0)
1998	 L	 1-5	 Columbus,	Ohio
OKLAHOMA (0-7-0)
1998	 L	 1-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1999	 L	 0-3	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2001	 L	 1-3	 Norman,	Okla.
2002	 L	 0-3	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2003	 L	 1-3	 Norman,	Okla.
2004	 L	 1-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2005	 L	 0-3	 Norman,	Okla.
OKLAHOMA STATE (0-4-0)
1997	 L	 2-3	 Stillwater,	Okla.
1998	 L	 1-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2002	 L	 1-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2003	 L	 0-1	 Stillwater,	Okla.
OLD DOMINION (1-1-1)
2002	 W	 5-2	 Nofolk,	Va.
2003	 T	 1-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2004	 L	 1-3	 Norfolk,	Va.
ORAL ROBERTS (7-2-0)
1988	 W	 4-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1993	 W	 9-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1994	 W	 4-0	 Tulsa,	Okla.
1995	 L	 1-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1996	 W	 1-0	 Tulsa,	Okla.
1998	 W	 4-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2003	 W	 3-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2004	 L	 0-1	 Tulsa,	Okla.
2005	 W	 3-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
OREGON STATE (1-1-0)
1993	 W	 4-3	OT	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1995	 L	 0-2	 Corvallis,	Ore.
PEPPERDINE (0-1-0)
2001	 L	 1-4	 Malibu,	Calif.
PORTLAND STATE (0-1-0)
2002	 L	 2-3	 Beaverton,	Ore.
PURDUE (1-0-0)
1998	 W	 5-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2003	 L	 0-4	 Columbia,	Mo.
QUINCY (0-1-0)
1989	 L	 0-2	 Kirksville,	Mo.
REGIS (2-0-0)
1989	 W	 2-1	 Kirksville,	Mo.
1990	 W	 4-1	 Boulder,	Colo.
RHODES (1-0-0)
1987	 W	 3-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
ROCKHURST (3-0-0)
1986	 W	 1-0	F	
1987	 W	 5-2	 Kansas	City,	Mo.
1987	 W	 3-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
SAN DIEGO (0-1-0)
2001	 L	 0-2	 San	Diego,	Calif.
SAN FRANCISCO (0-1-0)
1999	 L	 0-3	 San	Francisco,	Calif.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS (2-1-0)
1988	 W	 2-1	 Carbondale,	Ill.
1989	 L	 1-2	OT	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1990	 W	 2-1	 Carbondale,	Ill.
SIU - EDWARDSVILLE (1-0-1)
1991	 W	 2-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1992	 T	 0-0	OT	 Edwardsville,	Ill.
TEXAS CHRISTIAN (1-5-2)
1986	 L	 0-10	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1986	 L	 1-4	 Fort	Worth,	Texas
1987	 L	 0-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1988	 L	 1-2	 Fort	Worth,	Texas
1989	 L	 0-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1990	 T	 1-1	OT	 Fort	Worth,	Texas
1997	 W	 2-1	 Fort	Worth,	Texas
2000	 T	 0-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
TEXAS STATE (0-1-0)
1989	 L	 1-2	 San	Marcos,	Texas
TEXAS TECH (2-0-0)
1999	 W	 2-0	 Lubbock,	Texas
2001	 W	 6-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
TRINITY (2-0-0)
1987	 W	 4-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1987	 W	 5-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
TULSA (6-17-1)
1987	 L	 0-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1988	 L	 0-8	 Tulsa,	Okla.
1988	 L	 0-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1989	 L	 2-5	OT	 Tulsa,	Okla.
1989	 W	 1-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1990	 L	 2-3	OT	 Tulsa,	Okla.
1990	 L	 0-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1991	 L	 0-2	 Tulsa,	Okla.
1991	 W	 2-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1992	 L	 0-3	 Tulsa,	Okla.
1992	 L	 0-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1993	 W	 1-0	 Tulsa,	Okla.
1991	 L	 3-4	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1994	 L	 0-1	 Tulsa,	Okla.
1994	 W	 2-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1995	 L	 0-1	 Tulsa,	Okla.
1996	 T	 3-3	OT	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1999	 L	 0-4	 Tulsa,	Okla.
2000	 L	 2-3	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2001	 L	 0-1	 Tulsa,	Okla.
2002	 L	 1-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2003	 L	 1-2	 Tulsa,	Okla.
2004	 W	 1-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2005	 W	 5-1	 Tulsa,	Okla.
VANDERBILT (6-11-1)
1987	 L	 1-2	 Nashville,	Tenn.
1989	 L	 0-1	OT	 Nashville,	Tenn.
1990	 W	 2-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1991	 W	 2-1	 Nashville,	Tenn.
1992	 W	 1-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1993	 L	 2-3	OT	 Nashville,	Tenn.
1994	 L	 2-3	 Nashville,	Tenn.
1994	 L	 0-3	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1996	 L	 1-5	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1996	 T	 0-0	*	 Lexington,	Ky.
1997	 L	 3-8	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1998	 L	 1-4	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1999	 L	 0-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2000	 L	 0-4	 Nashville,	Tenn.
2002	 W	 4-3	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2003	 W	 2-0	 Nashville,	Tenn.
2004	 W	 2-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2005	 L	 0-5	 Nashville,	Tenn.
*	Arkansas	Wins	in	Penalty	Kicks	4-3
VIRGINIA (0-2-0)
1991	 L	 0-1	OT	 Charlottesville,	Va.
1992	 L	 1-3	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
WASHINGTON (1-1-0)
1993	 W	 3-2	 Pullman,	Wash.
2002	 L	 1-4	 Seattle,	Wash.
SOUTH CAROLINA (3-4-0)
1995	 W	 5-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1997	 L	 1-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1999	 L	 0-1	 Columbia,	S.C.
2001	 L	 0-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2002	 W	 2-1	2OT	 Columbia,	S.C.
2004	 L	 0-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2005	 W	 2-1	 Columbia,	S.C.
SOUTHEASTERN LOUISIANA (1-0-0)
2005	 W	 2-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
SOUTHERN (1-0-0)
2004	 W	 11-0	 Huntsville,	Ala.
SOUTHERN METHODIST (1-10-0)
1986	 L	 0-7	 Dallas,	Texas
1987	 L	 0-4	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1988	 L	 0-6	 Dallas,	Texas
1990	 L	 0-4	 Ft.	Worth,	Texas
1991	 L	 0-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1992	 L	 1-3	 Dallas,	Texas
1993	 W	 2-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1994	 L	 0-2	 Dallas,	Texas
1995	 L	 0-4	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1996	 L	 1-3	 Dallas,	Texas
2000	 L	 0-4	 Waco,	Texas
SOUTHWEST MISSOURI (6-1-0)
1986	 W	 4-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1987	 W	 7-1	 Springfield,	Mo.
1997	 W	 5-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1999	 L	 1-2	OT	 Springfield,	Mo.
2000	 W	 3-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2001	 W	 4-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2004	 W	 1-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
STANFORD (0-2-0)
1993	 L	 0-3	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1995	 L	 0-6	 Corvallis,	Ore.
STEPHEN F. AUSTIN (1-0-0)
1996	 W	 9-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
TENNESSEE (1-6-0)
1996	 W	 1-0	 Knoxville,	Tenn.
1998	 L	 0-5	 Knoxville,	Tenn.
2000	 L	 1-3	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2001	 L	 1-3	 Knoxville,	Tenn.
2003	 L	 0-4	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2004	 L	 1-3	 Knoxville,	Tenn.
2005	 L	 1-2	OT	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
TEXAS (0-3-1)
1994	 T	 1-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1995	 L	 0-3	 Austin,	Texas
1999	 L	 0-1	 Austin,	Texas
2000	 L	 2-3	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
TEXAS - EL PASO (1-0-0)
1997	 W	 3-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
TEXAS A&M (4-3-1)
1986	 W	 1-0	F
1988	 L	 0-3	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1989	 T	 0-0	OT	 College	St.,	Texas
1990	 W	 3-1	OT	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1992	 W	 4-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1993	 W	 2-1	OT	 Plano,	Texas
1994	 L	 1-3	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1995	 L	 3-8	 Plano,	Texas
WASHINGTON STATE (1-1-0)
1991	 W	 3-2	 Colo.	Springs,	Colo.
1993	 L	 2-3	OT	 Plano,	Texas
WILLIAM WOODS (2-0-0)
1991	 W	 5-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1992	 W	 8-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
WILLIAM & MARY (0-1-1)
2001	 L	 0-4	 Williamsburg,	Va.
2003	 T	 1-1	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
WISCONSIN-GREEN BAY (2-0-0)
1999	 W	 6-3	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
2001	 W	 4-3	 Green	Bay,	Wisc.
WISCONSIN-MILWAUKEE (0-1-0)
2001	 L	 0-5	 Milwaukee,	Wisc.
WRIGHT STATE (1-0-0)
1990	 W	 3-2	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
WYOMING (2-0-0)
1995	 W	 2-0	 Fayetteville,	Ark.
1996	 W	 1-0	 Laramie,	Wyo.
XAVIER (0-1-0)
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SEC Player of the Year
Honey Marsh (1993)
National Soccer Coaches



























#6 Central Region (1997)
#4 Central Region (1999)
#1 Central Region (2000)
#15 National (1999)
Top 20 National (2000)
Top 10 Central Region (2002)
Best Media Guide
#8 Central Region (1999)
#7 Central Region (2000)






 Academic All-District VI
First Team
Holly Collins (2001)














Angie Armstrong (S’93,F’93, ‘94)
Natalie Balash (S’96)
Megan Bals (S’99, F’00, S’02)




 (F’03, S’04, F’04, S’05, F’05)
Lindsay Haywood (F’00, S’01)
Allie Hennis (F’95, F’96, F’97, S’98)
Kristie Holman (S’04)
Chrysti Jordan (F’93, S’95)
Mary Langston (S’01)
Kelly Mackey (F’89, S’90)
Kim Mackey (S’90)




 (F’96, S’97, S’99, F’99, S’00)
Hilary Petersen (F’93, F’94)
Reagan Rodriguez (S’04)
Holly Rosen (F’05)
Andrea Sparks (F’04, F’05)
Katie Stauffer (F’05)











Honey Marsh (1993, ‘94)
Holly Smith (1996)
Amy Van Laecke (1993)
SEC Athlete of the Week
Brittany Burns (9/24/96)
Sarah Gwisdala (9/28/04)
Julie Williford (9/3/01), (9/15/03)
SEC Freshman of the Week
Abbey Wilburn (10/18/05)
















Erin Sampson (1999, ‘02)
Holly Smith (1996)
Honey Marsh was the 
SEC’s first-ever Player 
of the Year in 1993.  




goal, 30-point effort 
her senior season 
earned her first-team 
all-SEC honors.
Kimberly Mourton was the 
first female recipient of the 
University’s Brandon Burlsworth 
scholar-athlete award.
Pam Pesnell’s numerous com-
munity service activities made 
her a prime choice for the SEC 
Good Works Team in 2001.
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Megan Bals (F’98, F’99, S’00)
Christina Burger (F’05)
Devon Burger (F’03, F’04)
Megan Burke (S’01)









Sarah Gwisdala (F’04, F’05)
Katie Hamilton (S’04)
Lindsay Haywood (F’01, S’02, S’04)
Allie Hennis (S’95, S’96, S’97)
Mindy Hollingshead (S’01, F’01)
Kristie Holman (F’03, F’04)
Chrysti Jordan (S’93)
Kathy Krupa (S’94, F’94, S’95, F’95, S’96)
Christina Lachut (F’04)
Mary Langston (S’00, F’00, F’01, S’02)
Jackie Lemons (F’03)
Kelly Mackey (F’90, S’91)
Kim Mackey (F’89)




Morgan McCord (F’03, S’04, F’05)
Debbie McGoldrick (S’99)
Beth McLaughlin (S’91)
Blair Miller (F’03, S’04)
Kim Mourton (S’98, F’98)
Molly Myers (F’90, S’91)
Angie Nance (S’92)
Katie Nawrocki (S’99)
Courtney Neal (F’00, S’01)
Kris Norton (F’95)
Michal-Lynn O’Kelley (S’01)
Lisa Owen (F’90, F’91)
Adrin Pedigo (S’90, F’90)









Katie Stauffer (S’04, F’04)
Kim Stewart (F’90)
Ashley Stone (S’91, S’92)
Meredith Thompson (F’01)
Laura Vaughn (F’01, S’02)
Lauren Vogl (S’04)
Sarah Webb (S’96, S’97)




Kati Adams; Whitney Allison; Megan 
Bals; Kellie Bedient; Heather Blanton; 
Denise Brown; Christina Burger; Devon 
Burger; Megan Burke; Brittany Burns; 
Nicole Bynum; Bethany Campbell; Kit 
Carson; Heather Cato; Shannon Clancy; 
Holly Collins; Christy Comstock; Betsy 
Coverdale; Carrie Cox; Jennifer Creel; 
Becca Davis; Dana Dudley; Sheffield 
Duke; Megan Fawley; Jessica Fraser; Jenn 
Goaziou; Katie Grigar; Angie Gunter; Ka-
tie Hamilton; Alison Harter; Lindsay Hay-
wood; Mindy Hollingshead; Mary How-
ard; Allie Hyrup; Chrysti Jordan; Sharon 
Kelly; Mia Kiistala; Carrie Klein; Mandy 
Komar; Kathy Krupa; Mary Langston; 
Jackie Lemons; Erica Lewis; Stephanie Ly-
man; Michelle Marchese; Honey Marsh; 
Anne Marx; Megan McCool; Debbie Mc-
Goldrick; Beth McLaughlin; Liz Metcalf; 
Ruthie Miller; Molly Myers; Angie Nance; 
Katie Nawrocki; Courtney Neal; Michal-
Lynn O’Kelley; Lisa Owen; Adrin Pedigo; 
Pam Pesnell; Kerri Reifel; Katy Schneider; 
Stacey Schoemehl; Courtney Shaub; Julie 
Sill; Nikki Sinclair; Holly Smith; Sharon 
Smith; Andrea Sparks; Katie Stauffer; Kim 
Stewart; Ashley Stone; Katie Taylor; Crys-
tal Test; Jen Traw; Lindsay Waxler; Sarah 
Webb; Tracy Westfall; Abbey Wilburn; 
Kerri Williams; Julie Williford.
The University of Arkansas is very proud of its 
student-athletes over the years and the soccer 
team is no exception.  To honor those that 
have excelled both on the field of play and in 
the classroom, the Women’s Athletics Depart-
ment created awards reflecting that academic 
achievement.  The Southeastern Conference 
also honors student-athletes for their contri-
butions in the classroom.  Each of the aca-
demic lists requires that a student maintain a 
3.0 grade-point average minimum.
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Lady’Backs by Uniform Number
0 - Dillsaver, Norton, Shoffner, 
 Stewart, Turner
00 - Creel, Myers, Webb
1 - Adams, Dillsaver, Haywood, 
 Pedigo, Pitsaros, Reifel, Traw
01 - Myers, Reifel, Smith
2 - Brajkovich, D. Burger, Fraser, 
 Miller, Hickman, Test
3 - Bynum, Carson, B. Davis,
 Dziubinski, Hyrup, McLughlin
4 - Bjorklund, Collins, Gwisdala, 
 Lemons, Liebrum, Nance,
 Petersen, Sampson, Van Putten
5 - Clancy, Dudley, Jones, Lewis, 
 Nawrocki, Venable
6 - Armento, C. Burger, Hartley,
 Lyons, Sampson, Westfall
7 - Gunter, Lyman, Malinowski, 
 McCool, McKenna, Redmond, 
 Van Laecke 
8 - Benatar, Bjorklund, Goaziou, 
 Holman, O’Kelley, Parsons, 
 Vaughn, Wilburn
9 - Harter, Livingston, Marsh, Ricci, 
 Rigsby, Williford
10 - Brashear, Jordan, Kelly,
 McGoldrick, Owen, Sageser,
 Smith
11 - Coverdale, Hamilton, Howard, 
 Langston, Waxler
12 - Comstock, Kiistala, Komar,
 Krupa, Mackey, Meaders, Metcalf, 
 McCool, Stauffer
13 - Collins, Cox, McCord, Neal,
 Williams
14 - Allison, Armstrong, Balash,
 Bynum, Ireland, Hollingshead, 
 Mackey, Petersen, Rodriguez
15 - Brandon, Burns, Ingram, Pesnell, 
 Sill
16 - Bals, Blanton, Harris, Sinclair, 
 Stone, Theofiledes
17 - Burke, Jordan, Marchese,
 Mourton, Rosen, Schneider, 
 Thompson
18 - Bedient, Brown, Campbell, 
 Collison, Stewart
19 - Cato, Cox, Ducey, Fawley, 
 Hunter, McGee, Shaub, 
 Thompson
20 - Bedient, Doig, Munn, Taylor
21 - Carson, Driver, Hennis, Klein, 
 Sill, Sparks
22 - Blanton, Brajkovich, Grigar, 
 Hunter, Lachut, Miller, Schoemehl
23 - C. Davis, Lewis, Marx, Patterson
24 - Carlton, Krupa, Vogl
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The Southeastern Conference
 The Southeastern Conference has continued its rise as one of the top conferences in 
women’s soccer.
 The 2005 women’s soccer season reaffirmed the SEC’s prominence in the country. Four 
teams from the SEC were invited to the NCAA tournament. Florida, Mississippi, Tennessee 
and Vanderbilt made the 64-team field. The four teams combined for a record of 1-4 with 
the Lady Vols advancing to the Second Round before falling at Virginia. The SEC now has a 
34-38-3 (.473) NCAA Tournament record in 39 appearances.
 SEC women’s soccer will begin its 14th season in the year of 2006 deeply rooted in 
the national scene of collegiate soccer. Since the SEC initiated women’s soccer as a varsity 
sport in 1993, the sport’s popularity has grown through the country and especially in the 
Southeast. A definitive point in the SEC’s women’s soccer success came in 1995 when FOX 
Sports South broadcasted the SEC Tournament Championship match between Alabama and 
Kentucky on a tape-delayed basis, signifying the first appearance of an SEC women’s soccer 
match on television.  Southeastern Conference women’s soccer continued to grow over the 
next couple of years as the conference made a name for itself nationally.
 In 1998, the SEC had its breakout season with Florida winning the conference’s first 
NCAA title in women’s soccer in just the program’s fourth year of existence. The league led 
the nation with six NCAA Tournament teams that year, an accomplishment which firmly 
inserted the SEC as one the major conferences in women’s soccer. The SEC also made bigger 
strides in its television coverage with three regular-season matches and the SEC Tournament 
championship match shown live on the SEC-TV package. In 2004, SEC-TV’s women’s soccer 
coverage was four regular-season matches, in addition to the SEC Tournament championship 
match. That incremental growth combined with increasing exposure on the national and 
regional scene has SEC women’s soccer looking to blossom to new heights in the year 2006 
and beyond.
All-SEC Teams
First Team Pos. Second Team
Ali Williams, Ga. F Christina Burger, Ark.
Courtney McCrudden, Ky. F Megan Kerns, Fla.
Genna Gorman, Tenn. F Lea Lafield, Vandy
Randy-Lynn Bruso, Ga. MF/F Kylie Rossi, Tenn.
Ali Christpoh, Tenn. MF Melissa Clarke, LSU
Jennifer Hance, Miss. MF Cortni Joyner, Ga.
Chrissy Strini, Miss. MF Ashley Kirk, S.C.
Melanie Booth, Fla. D Monica Buff, Vandy
Ronda Brooks, Aub. D Ashley Eason, Aub.
Kim Perkins, Vandy D Ashley Harris, Fla.
Tyler Griffin, Vandy GK Vanessa Phillips-Bosshart, Tenn.
SEC Postseason Award Winners
Co-Coches of the Year ................. Angela Kelly, Tenn.
 Ronnie Hill, Vanderbilt
Scholar-Athlete of the Year ......... Libby Probst, Ala.
Offensive Player of the Year ........ Ali Williams, Ga.
Defensive Player of the Year ....... Tyler Griffin, Vandy
Freshman of the Year: ................. Jennifer Hance, Miss.
2005 SEC Women’s Soccer Standings
Eastern Division
 SEC Pts. All Pct.
Tennessee # ! * 10-1-0 30 15-6-2 .696
Florida 8-2-1 25 13-6-1 .675
Vanderbilt 8-2-1 25 16-3-3 .795
Georgia 6-4-1 19 12-6-2 .650
Kentucky 3-5-3 12 8-6-7 .548
South Carolina 2-9-0 6 6-12-0 .333
Western Division
 SEC Pts. All Pct.
Mississippi * 8-1-2 26 14-5-2 .714
Auburn 5-6-0 15 8-12-1 .405
LSU 3-7-1 10 8-10-2 .450
Arkansas 3-8-0 9 6-12-0 .333
Alabama 2-7-2 8 8-8-2 .500















Commissioner: ............ Mike Slive




# - SEC Champion; ! – SEC Tournament Champion; * - Division Champion
2006 SEC Women’s Soccer Tournament












11/2 - 2:30 p.m.
11/2 - 5:00 p.m.
11/2 - 7:30 p.m.
11/3 - 5:00 p.m.
11/3 - 7:30 p.m.
11/5 - 2:30 p.m.
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Opponents
University of Alabama Crimson Tide
Location: ...............Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Colors: ............... Crimson & White
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ......................... 21,750
Starters R/L: ............................... 8/3
Head Coach: ..................Don Staley
2005 Record: .......................... 8-8-2
Conf. Record/Finish: .. 2-7-2/3rd west






Press Box: ................. 205-348-5078
Web Page: ...........www.rolltide.com
Alabama A&M University Bulldogs
Location: ............... Huntsville, Ala.
Colors: .................Maroon & White
Conference: .Southwestern Athletic
Enrollment: ........................... 6,000
Starters R/L: ............................... 8/3
Head Coach: ...............Frank Davies
2005 Record: ........................ 15-2-2
Conf. Record/Finish: ........ 8-0-1/1st
Home Field: ......AAMU Soccer Field
Newcomers: ..............................N/A








Colors: ................... Orange & Navy
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ......................... 23,152
Starters R/L: ............................... 7/4
Head Coach: .............. Karen Hoppa
2005 Record: ........................ 8-12-1
Conf. Record/Finish: ..5-6-0/2nd west






Press Box: ................. 334-844-9334
Web Page: ..www.auburntigers.com
University of Florida Gators
Location: ...............Gainesville, Fla.
Colors: .....................Orange & Blue
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ......................... 48,500
Starters R/L: ............................... 6/5
Head Coach: ........... Becky Burleigh
2005 Record: ........................ 13-6-1
Conf. Record/Finish: ..8-2-1/T2nd east
Home Field: ...James G. Pressly Stad.
Newcomers: ................................ 14




Press Box: ....... 352-375-4683x4662
Web Page: ...... www.gatorzone.com
University of Kentucky Wildcats
Location: .................Lexington, Ky.
Colors: ...................... Blue & White
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ......................... 26,439
Starters R/L: ............................... 7/4
Head Coach: ..............Warren Lipka
2005 Record: .......................... 8-6-7
Conf. Record/Finish: ..3-5-3/5th east








Liberty University Lady Flames
Location: ................Lynchburg, Va.
Colors: .............. Red, White & Blue
Conference: .....................Big South
Enrollment: ......................... 21,558
Starters R/L: ............................... 8/3
Head Coach: ................. James Price
2005 Record: ........................ 12-7-2
Conf. Record/Finish: ....... 5-3-0/3rd








University of Georgia Bulldogs
Location: ......................Athens, Ga.
Colors: .........................Red & Black
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ......................... 33,660
Starters R/L: ............................... 9/2
Head Coach: .............. Patrick Baker
2005 Record: ........................ 12-6-2
Conf. Record/Finish: ..6-4-1/4th east






Press Box: ................. 706-227-5378
Web Page: ... www.georgiadogs.com
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Opponents
Louisiana State University Tigers
Location: ............. Baton Rouge, La.
Colors: ..................... Purple & Gold
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ......................... 31,582
Starters R/L: ............................... 7/4
Head Coach: .................... Brian Lee
2005 Record: ........................ 8-10-2
Conf. Record/Finish: .. 3-7-1/3rd west






Press Box: ................. 225-578-0636
Web Page: ........www.LSUsports.net
Louisiana Tech University Bulldogs
Location: ...................... Ruston, La.
Colors: ...........................Red & Blue
Conference: ......... Western Athletic
Enrollment: ......................... 11,500
Starters R/L: ............................... 8/3
Head Coach: ............ Jennifer Burns
2005 Record: ........................ 7-10-0
Conf. Record/Finish: ....... 0-7-0/8th
Home Field: ...... Joe Aillet Staduum
Newcomers: .................................. 6






University of Memphis Tigers
Location: ..............Memphis, Tenn.
Colors: .........................Blue & Gray
Conference: ..........Conference USA
Enrollment: ......................... 20,465
Starters R/L: ............................. 10/1
Head Coach: ......Brooks Monaghan
2005 Record: ........................ 12-7-0
Conf. Record/Finish: ....... 6-3-0/5th








University of Mississippi Rebels
Location: ...................Oxford, Miss.
Colors: ................. Cardinal & Navy
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ......................... 16,498
Starters R/L: ............................. 11/0
Head Coach: .............Steve Holman
2005 Record: ........................ 14-5-2
Conf. Record/Finish: 8-1-2/1st west






Press Box: ................. 662-915-7851
Web Page: ..www.OleMissSports.com
Missouri State University Bears
Location: ...............Springfield, Mo.
Colors: .................Maroon & White
Conference: ............Missouri Valley
Enrollment: ......................... 20.741
Starters R/L: ............................... 9/2
Head Coach: ................. Rob Brewer
2005 Record: .......................... 9-4-2
Conf. Record/Finish: ....... 3-1-2/3rd
Home Field: ................. Plaster Field
Newcomers: .................................. 9






Northeastern State University Lady Reds
Location: .............Tahlequah, Okla.
Colors: ....................Green & White
Conference: ..................... Lone Star
Enrollment: ........................... 9,500
Starters R/L: ............................... 7/4
Head Coach: ................. Carol Melo
2005 Record: ........................ 7-10-1
Conf. Record/Finish: ..... 3-5-1/T6th








Mississippi State University Bulldogs
Location: ............... Starkville, Miss.
Colors: .................Maroon & White
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ......................... 15,934
Starters R/L: ............................... 7/4
Head Coach: .........Neil MacDonald
2005 Record: ........................ 4-11-4
Conf. Record/Finish: ..2-8-1/6th West






Press Box: ................. 662-325-0905
Web Page: ..www.MStateAthletics.com
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Opponents
University of South Carolina Gamecocks
Location: ................ Columbia, S.C.
Colors: ....................Garnet & Black
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ......................... 23,772
Starters R/L: ............................... 8/3
Head Coach: ............. Shelley Smith
2005 Record: ........................ 6-12-2
Conf. Record/Finish: 2-9-0/6th east
Home Field: . Eugene Stone III Stad.
Newcomers: ................................ 10




Press Box: ................. 803-777-8722
Web Page: ....... www.uscsports.com
Southeastern Louisiana University Lady Lions
Location: ................ Hammond, La.
Colors: ......................Green & Gold
Conference: ....................Southland
Enrollment: ......................... 16,078
Starters R/L: ............................. 10/1
Head Coach: .......Blake Hornbuckle
2005 Record: ........................ 3-11-1
Conf. Record/Finish: ....... 1-6-0/7th








University of Tennessee Lady Vols
Location: ..............Knoxville, Tenn.
Colors: ..................Orange & White
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ......................... 25,627
Starters R/L: ............................... 9/2
Head Coach: ............... Angela Kelly
2005 Record: ........................ 15-6-2
Conf. Record/Finish: ..10-1-0/1st east








University of Tulsa Golden Hurricane
Location: ......................Tulsa, Okla.
Colors: ........ Gold, Blue & Crimson
Conference: ..........Conference USA
Enrollment: ........................... 4,100
Starters R/L: ............................... 8/3
Head Coach: ........ Rena Richardson
2005 Record: ........................ 7-10-4
Conf. Record/Finish: ....... 4-3-1/5th






Press Box: ................. 918-631-5440
Web Page: www.tulsahurricane.com
Southeastern Conference Championship Tournament





2005 Champion: ............ Tennessee
2005 Runner-Up: ................ Auburn
Qualifying: ............Top eight teams
2005 Participants: ..........................
1) Tennessee, 2) Mississippi,
3) Florida, 4) Vanderbilt,
5) Georgia, 6) Auburn,
7) Kentucky, 8) LSU
Vanderbilt University Commodores
Location: .............. Nashville, Tenn.
Colors: .......................Black & Gold
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ........................... 6,221
Starters R/L: ............................... 9/2
Head Coach: ......Ronnie Coveleskie
2005 Record: .......................... 7-7-5
Conf. Record/Finish: 5-2-4/3rd east
Home Field: ..Vanderbilt Soccer Complex
Newcomers: .................................. 6




Press Box: ................. 615-320-0436
Web Page: ..www.vucommodores.com
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 The University of Arkansas has always been pro-active when it comes to women’s athletics, and the lifespan of Lady’Back 
Field is a tribute to that stance.  When it was constructed in 1992, Lady’Back Field was the first collegiate soccer field in the 
country that was dedicated solely to the use of a women’s team.  To this day it remains one of a handful of such fields.
 With improvements planned following its construction, a field house was built to house locker rooms for both participat-
ing teams, and lights were erected to allow the Lady’Backs to practice and play at any time.
 Arguably the best pitch in the Southeastern Conference, for facilities and playing surface, the field was the host for the 
1994 SEC Championship Tournament and was the first field to televise a women’s soccer match in the SEC.
 Completed for the 1999 season were several improvements including wrought-iron fencing around the field, a ticket booth 
and permanent professional-style players’ benches.
 Following the 1999 soccer campaign, construction of a new stadium to accommodate the growing fan base at Lady’Back 
Field began.  The spring of 2001 saw the stadium seat 1,500 spectators, including chair-back seating for season-ticket holders 
as well as fully functional press facilities, television and radio booths and a VIP hospitality area.
 Lady’Back Field looks to undergo another facelift in the near future as the field house will be renovated to accommodate 
the technologies of the next 10 years.  Included in those plans are a team meeting room, new medical area and the expansion 
of the current locker room.
1992
Lady’Back Field con-




Fieldhouse at Lady’Back Field 
is completed with locker 
rooms for both teams.
1994
Lady’Back Field 
hosts the SEC Soccer 
Championships.
1995
Lady’Back Field is the 




First night game played 
at Lady’Back Field.
1999
New fencing, ticket booth and 
dugouts added to the field in 
stage one of renovations.
2001
Stadium construction completed with press box, 
radio booths and VIP areas.

